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THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS,

BUSINESS CARDS.

PORTLAND

CO.

PUBLISHING
St., Portland.

At 109 Exchange

Terms : Eight Dollars a Year in advance.
mail subscribers Seven Dollars a Year if paid in
vance.

To

ad-

Pittoo cto

THE MAINE STATE PRESS
at $2.50

is published every Thursday Morning
year, U paid in advance at $2.00 a year.

H. H. PITTEE.
G. WM. DOUGHTY.

WHITNEV, NELSON

AND HORSE FITTINGS,

MIDDLE STREET,

178

(BOYD BLOCK,)
ja29eod3mPORTLAND.

MATT

27th,

April

CO.#

ADAMS,

Price, t. ITIaiince SO and 25 Cent,.
***»*«t*«t*t****»«**»*«**«**«#t**#«#******##*«•**

Coroner

Cumberland County,

for

MORRIS, Chicaga,

K.

III.

co(llm»

GEO. C. CORMAN,-Office No. 184 Midcov26 6m*
dle Street, Portland.

Booksellers and Stationers.

Otis

Book Binders.
WM. A. gUINCV, Boom 11, Printer*’
No.
Ill Exchange St.
Exchange,
SMALL A SHACK FORD, No. 33 Finn*

A

Horse Shoeing,
by S. YOCNfi A CO., Practical Hone
Shoers«.!J04 Federal HI. Price 91*50 a set
Plumbers.
JAMES MILLER,No. 01 Federal

Heir Wanted.
LOUIS STOTZ, of Obergnnzbnrg
(Bavaria,) who is believed to have
gone to Portland some years ago,
or
whoever knows his whereabouts, will address
J1R. LOUIS WOELFLE,
Trenton, K.J,

Service of precepts of ail kinds a specialty. Confidential advice given, and services rendered in (be
detection and arrest of criminals. Business attended
to at all boars.

/fe/%renees-Rev. F.

jan8_

dtf

Instruction

J.

W.

Jcinpinnnw

FREE INSTRUCTION

SEBAGO LAKE

Catting and Making Plain Dresses

—III—

and

Ballet

Burlesque
In the

grand, glittering Extravaganza,

•••»«•»•••«• *«**«»•»#*******«*«#•»*«***•*##**»****

!Babes

Wood!

in tee

*«»**.#,«»»«««»**.*****«**.*«»,

•r,

30

Coterie of

a

C. E.

The Educated Donkey, Great Spelling
Bit, Niory of Poor Cock Kobin, Etc.

(qoluI

comer of Congress and Oak Streets.
a first-class dressmaker or hair
Ten rooms over Jewett Brothers* store,

BANKS, M. D.,
OFFICE

Every Thursday Evening, at 7 o’clock,

Congress St.

(THE DB. ROBINSON HOUSE.)
ap2dim

21

PARK
—

STREET,

Fancy Articles

for

Sale.

Business solicited Irom any in need of assistance on
their accounts.
Special attention given to adjustment of
complicated acconni*.
Would take charge of one or more sets of accounts
permanently. Terms reasonable.
Ordera left at 760 Congress street, or 28 Exchange
street, or by mail, promptly attended to.
declS

_W&Stt

R. K.

95 Cents.

Admission,

Tickets for sale at the usual places and at the door
E3r"“ Tickets purchased are good until the Exhibition closes.
dtd
aprl9

FANNY MARSH’S

Plasterer, Stucco

REPRESENTATIONS
oilginal Opera Boufte, in
three acts, by Walter Goold, entitled

—AND

MASTIC

C-II-P-I-D !
With all its Merry and Mirthful Incidents,
Captivating Musie,
Gorgeous Scenic Effects,
Elaborate Mechanical Effects,
Magnificent Costumes,

—

WORKER,

21 and 23

FOUR GRAND
of ibe new and

HA1.1., Williams’ Block, (formerly
‘-Arcana Hall.) haviog been leased
by
undersigned, will be let on most reasonable
terms for Lectures, concerts.
Sociables, Meetings,
Suppers, Fairs. &c. Apply at the Hail, opposite
Casco Engine House.
aplOeodtf
R. m. BARTON.

Xj■*

a

■« ana

rHANH

Conductor, Mr. Walter Goold.
Scale ol Prices;—Evenings, Orchestra chairs, 75
Dress
els;
circle, 50 cts; Gallery, 35 cts.
Matinee,
Iftusical

m.ap24d7t

MUSIC HALL,
WEDNESDAY, MAY 1st.
A Lingard Comedy Bill by Request.
GRAND MAY DAY PERFORMANCES.
iUaiinee at ii.
Evening at N

DUNNING LINGABD,

Whitening, Coloring, Whitewashing, &c.. promptly attended to. Contractor lor Concrete Walks, Floors
and Drives. Agent for Maine for Salamander Felting
for Steam Boilers, Pipes, &c &c. lhe best assortment of Cornices and Center Pieces in the State.
ap2eod2m

For Rent.
numbered 157, 159 and 161 Middle street,
now occupied by Messrs. Emery, Waterhouse
<& Co
ST. JOHN SMITH,
Apply to
leb28tf
31 £ Exchange street.

STORES

To Let.

[LINGARD

si

The performance will commence with Byron’s (an
thor of Our Boys) great comedy of

SIR SIMON SIMPLE.

F. Talbot

George

<Sai
HOUSE
at 15)1

Pearl Street.

apr27_

A. O. H.

GRAND ANNUAL MAY BILL !
Order ot

will give their second Annual May Ball at

CITY

HALL,
Wednesday Evening, May 1st.

Over

Portland

Tickets admitting Gent and Ladles*, $1.00.
Ladies* Gallery tickets, 25 cents. ; Clothing checked
free.
ap27d4c

AT

Mall,

—

BROWN’S HALL, CUMBERLAND MILLS
Wednesday Evening, May 1st.
Music l»y Manchester. Managers—C. W. Brown
A. A. Cordwell, Wm. B>ron.
Admission to the Hall, SI; Gallery, 25 cents; Ladies free
Managers reserve the right to reject the
sale of tickets to any party they think proper Tickets not tran sferable.
ap26df t*

Wringers Repaired !

Douse, Portland, Me,
AUU. P. FULLER,
Portland, Me.

yvOWAl?0

SETH

1.

Insurance Company,

LARRABEE,

can

commence

taking

Ice at

delivery will be
stop is received

Any customer leaving town, by giving notice AT
the office, will be entitled to a proper deduction.
ORDERS BIT MAIL, Postal Card

liett*rf attended

to

promptly.

10O

EXCHANGE

ST.

Opposite

Savings Bank
Building,

eod2m

MASON & HAMLIN,
AND OTHER ORGANS
beautifbl styles

at re-

MASON

&

BUILDER,

Residence, 977 CONGRB8§ ST.
Agent
lor the Pettengill Iron Chimney Cap. Orders for all
kinds of Masonry promptly attended to.
All 'work
done by me wairanted to give satisfaction.
JOIEN CUNNINGnAin.
Portland, April 23,1878.

of
unsurpassed excelat tbe lowest prices possible, varying witb tbe style of finish.

STOOLS, OTTOMANS, AND PIANO CLOTHS.

Thurston,

Counsellors
85 EXCHANGE

at

nov20

T. H. HASKELL.
dim

IN

by

HENRY B BLACKWELL,
ERNEST TH. GENNERT,
ALBERL' PALMER,
Henry B. Blackwell, his Attorney.

To Henry B Blackwell. Ernest Theodore
t»enuerf, and Albert Palmer, being all
the parilen who have signed the above
agreement of association, which agreement is made a part of this notice:
In pursuance of the above article, I, George S.
Hunt, being one of the signers thereof, hereby give
you and each of you notice that the first meeting of
paid associates will be held at the office of George S.

Hunt and Company, number 111 Commercial Street
In Portland, on the Eleventh day of May, A. D.,1878,
at nine o’clock a. m., according to the provisions of
Section 18, of Chapter 48, Revised Statutes, for the
purposes of organizing into a Corporation, adopting a
Corporate name, defining the purposes of ibeUorporation. fixing the amount of the capital stock, dividing
it into shares, electing a President, not less thau
three Directors, Secretary, Treasurer and other necessary officers, and adopting a code ot By-Laws.
Portland, April 23d, 1878.

ap23dtd

GEO. 8 HUNT.

FOR

and at the lowest price at

Can’t be beat!
Brat in the world !
This
Polish is made ot better materials and gives a darker

and better polish than any in the market. Its especial qualities are tttat it requires less rubbing than
any other, and it applied as directed is warrauted
not to pioduca any oust, nor will it rust a aiove if left
without rubbing. Trv it. For sale by the manufacturer, N. W. CORLISS, Yarmouth, Me. Wholesale
Agents, H. H. KIOKF.K & Co„ 178 Fore St.. Port

aprltf<Swl8

JSALE

!

SALE.

For further particulars address
». H. knowi.toix,

Farmington,

GELATINE STARCH.

the beat and the cheapest Starch
preparation that lias been or can be found,
Locke’s lielatme Starch is that article.
It
prevents the iron STICKING and BLISTERING,
It can bo used either in boiled or raw starch: It gives
a very fine clear white finish and
polish, tnat will
never tarn yellow; it makes
ironing an easy and
pleasant exercise. For sale by Grocers, Druggists,
&c Wanted—Two good outside salesmen; also a
few good local canvassers.
Manufactured and supplied wholesale by
yon want

LOCKE’S GELATINE STARCH CO.,
dec27

No. 3 Plum St., Portland, Me.
d3tteodtf

NAILS

!_NAILS !

CASKS NAILS, assorted sizes, of
^{/""superior quality. For sale by

T. C.
NO. 4

IIERSEY,

MILK STREET.

Portland Mutual

Fishing InsurCompany.

ance

Books of the Company are now
open for Insurance of all State of Maine
Fishing Vessels
engaged in the cod and mackerel fisheries. For particulars enquire of the Secretary.

THE

mar4,i2n*GEO. W. RICH, Secretary.

'I o Contractors and Builders.
extensive building known as the Portland &
Rochester Kail road Depot, situated on Lincoln
and Kennebec streets, together wiih
platforms and
material within tne same, is now ottered for sale on
very advantageous tei ms. Budding and material to
be temoved as soon as convenient.
Applv at the office of the Ocean Insurance Company, No
17 Ftchange
‘ap24dif

Me.

I

Hauled.
s.
f. bilker

ibby.a Corner, Deerinp

dtt

Vaults

Cleaned and Ashes Re
moved.
orders promptly attended to by calling at
or addressing
K. GlBsON,
janldti
Congress Street.

ALL

Vaults

Address
WHOLE

Cleaned,
s. f.

richer,
Deerinp,

Libby". Corner,

dtf

NEWSPAPERS tor Wrap,
ping Pnrpoaei, 50c n hundred or three
hundred for 91,00, at lb {(Office.

a

across Bos-

Trains leaving Portland at 8.45 a. m. connect with
■ he Sound Linei tor Row York.
Passengers by this route are landed on board
Sound Steamer* in season for Sapper, and
enjoy

A whole Night’s rest going and
coining, and avoid contusing

night changes.

Staterooms on steamers and chairs m Parlor cars
advance at Boston & Maine or Eastern R.
R. Offices Commercial Street.
A. P. ROCKWELL, Pres’t E. R. R.
J. T. FGRBER, General Snp’t. B. & M. R. R,

secured in

J?

_dtf

more promises to pay but

ises already issued.

can

duplicate the best

work erected

ets, at cost and less for the next 80
flnire
A Inn
IN! 1.1
m_1-1.
__

sistingof Poles, Lines, Reels, Plies, Hooks
&c., at cost

C.

DAY, JR.
94

Exchange

& CO.

I8T6

FIRST

PRKnlTHS

A Good Ccp of Chocolate Is a delicious
beverage. The following is an extract from
the statement of 8. Dana Hayes, State Assayer
of Massachusetts, in regard to Webb & Co.’s

Premium Cbocolaets, Cocoa and Broma:—“By
a chemical analysis oi all their
preparations in
compaiisou with the nnt as imported, I ascertained the entire purity of the chocolates. men a
and broma, and other preparations as manufactured by Josiah Webb & Co." Therefore,
when we are informed in regard to a
pure article, let us see that our grocers furnish ns with
it. Give these goods a trial and you will always use them.

feb15d3m

Street.

aplO_dim
ISTT

New Music Books !
Clarke’s Reed Organ Melodies.
H. CLARKE. Price, Cloth
$3.; Bd $2.60.

Mr. Clarke’s cdebrated “New Method for
Reed
Organs is universally recognized as a standard book
for instruction. A book by the same skilful
hand,
ana iq which the same fine taste is
displaved, will be
universally welcomed. It has 200 large pages, Sheet
Music size, and about 120 charming pieces.

Dancing
and see them.

ja»

_dtf

EXCHANGB DINING ROOMS,
(FORMERLY JOHNSON’S.)
This popular saloon
having been
refitted and painted, is again open
to the public.
The present proprietors will endeavor to merit the
liberal patronage heretofore bestowed and propose to increase its

popularity by generally reducing
■he cost of food, while
fully maintaining the quality and quantity.
49 EXCHANGE STREET.

marS___dtf
Cumberland County Agricultural

Society.

at Home
Abroad.

and

By H. CLEVELAND, Jr. Cl. $(.; Bds 80c.;
Paper 60.
^his is a good manual for dancing, and also a
sort
Dr “chesterfield” treatise on
etiquette and good manners, and is worth reading by everybody.

Hull’s

Temperance Glee
Book.

(40 cts.) Provides admirably for

the wants of
G°SPEL TEM‘

all

***

PERANCEM&EXJNGS4.116
Ditson’s & Co.’s Musical

Monthly.

Nos. 11 and 12 (each No. 25 cts.; $2.00 per
year),
xmtinues the good work of supplying the best music
it the lowest price. 20 pages of choice music in each
lumber, selected from Ditson & Co.’s valuable codv-

nghts.
Any book mailed, post-free, for the retail price.

OUTER DITSON & CO., Boston.

mar23__

members of the
THEcultural
Society
mnual

Cumberland County Agriare hereby notified, that the
ol
said
meeting
society will be held at the
County commissioners’ office. Portland. Saturday.
Vlas 4'b, 187«, at 10 o’clock a. m., for the following
purpose, to wit:
1st. To choose
tear.

i

eodly&w

Sets.

r
_

a

board of officers for the current

2d.

To hear reports and act on any other business
may properly come before the meeting.
SAMUEL DINGUSY, Secretary.
Portland, April 19th, 1878.
ap20dtd

bat

GRASS

We have on hand ot our own manufacture the
nost extensive stock ever seen in Portland.

BEST

STILES,

BEST

MADE,

BEST DECORATED

SEEDS

Hat

N. N. T.,and
Western Clover. Alsike Clover
rad Orchard Grass. For sale
by

KENDALL & WHITNEY.
te7_

dSm

War Declared
vs. SHODDY. I shall open after
April 1st, a large
itock ol medium and low-priced Boots and
Shoes lor
ivery day wear—good styles, easy fitting and every
warranted. Prices as low or less than the shodjair
iy stock ol cheap stores.
P S.
My stock of Fine Boots will be the best, and
M. « PAMIKB1
mh30dt‘
aao middle Street.

>rlC»ced’

DORSES.
SALE
81

Walter
fRKie

Corey

&

No. 88 Free Street.

Co.,

Jet)16_dtf

Randolph Boynton.

watJj;

gleaned

and

Kalnsprings
..ase

springs

Warranted,
•«
«•

:s
$1.00

for
*.

i.oo
,75

•«

..Cv“ykr.“wnirJ|c«e,rT *“ ki“d'
Ippnsite
Preble House. 482 Congress St
au28
,f

d

I

RUFUS RAND.
apr»_dtf
APRIL aOtli.

teach all who desire to learn 8. T. Taylor’s
ij.icmof Ore., cutting mad furm.h patera. for her Dress reform suits.
aprl7a2w*
md

For Sale.
PkNE Martin & Pennell side spring
wagon. Also
Lr one j ump and cariole.
marlGdtf
Enquire^ This Office.

jgS

eodly

LAMSON’S

PERMANENT AND BEAl’TIVl’L

CARBON

PHOTOGRAPHS,
Sole licensee for thii city,

aplT

I

The Metrical System.
Among the reports upon the introduction
of this system submitted to the House of
Kepresentatives is a valuable paper from Professor J. E. Hilgard of the Coast Sarvey,from
which it appears that it is used in all measurements by that
bureau. He thinks it
could readily be adopted in the coinage and,
after some preparation, by the Customs Bureau.
iln the Internal Bevenue Department he suggests that as the government is
the beneficiary, it is due to the people not to
needlessly inconvenience them, and that 1790
would be soon enough to introduce the change
there. As to its adoption in all business, he
thinks a. longer time should be given, as the
substitution of a new unit would make an
embarrassing change in all kinds of machinery and patterns, a change which it would be
impracticable to effect at once, and difficult
and expensive to effect at all. The real estate
of the country
also, is laid out
in feet and decimals oi feet and the
substitution of the metre would have to be
made in all deeds and titles. It will be necessary to educate a whole generation in the
new system before the change can be acceptable. One remark of Professor Hilgard is very
acute and worthy of attention. “It has ever
been the practice of the Anglo Saxon people
to make laws in conformity with
customs,
not to create customs by compulsory laws.”
Geoyeb’s investigating committee has
found a rival in Waddell’s. Waddell has just
discovered that one of the mail contractors
was in the habit of lending considerable sums
of money in times past, to certain clerks in
the contract office.
The name of one of
these was ascertained, and of course it was
supposed that a Republican clerk had been
captured. Upon sending to the Department
to find him and learn his
history, the ardor of
the search was suddenly cooled by the discovery that he had been dissmissed for cause
some time since, and had been in the
employ
one of the Democratic committees at the last
session as an expert.
Hebe is another illustration of the economy practiced by the Democratic House. In
addition to the delay in reaching the pension
cases, caused by the Democrats reducmg the
lorce ot clerks, another obstacle to the fina1
issue of a large number of pension certificates’
in cases now ready, is the failure to appropriate enough money for printing the necessary
Wanks. The supply Is now exhausted, and
soldiers must wait the will of the Democratic
House.

Portland Me.

dtf

Sam in these words: “Do
:lose that Gab-House of yours, so that the
people may know how they stand and be able
to resume business.” The Gab-House is the
national capitol, and in view of the threatened financial legislation Columbia’s request
is timely.
This is the opinion of one of the largest
Iry-goods firms in New York, the house ot
Lord & Taylor:
“Of all the methods open to the merchant
fur advertising bis business, an experience of
nearly bait a century enables us to unhesitatingly declare in favor of ibe newspaper. It is wiih>ut exception tbe
most economical, persisted,
painstaking and successful canvasser any busi
less firm can secure for tbe purpose of bringing
their goods to tbe attention of tbe consumer.”
Another remarkable discovery has been
by the Greenbackers. Chase's Chronicle announces that the bankers have let
Secretary Sherman have three hundred
Billions of promises for gold in exchange for
bur per cent, bonds. This is about as truthul as most of the statements made by the
Greenback papers.
made

°

STREET.

MRS. M. A. CHANDLER
rill make a display of 8. T. TAVLOB’S
Sl'SJLEs), at
vweetsir A Merrill’s, 898 Congress St.,

us

addressing Uncle

LOWEST PRICES.

STABLE,

FRANKLIN

for

Nast has an excellent picture in the latest
Harper’s Weekly. It represents Columbia

—

We will not be Undersold.

rimothy, Red Top,

course

of France merely because their misrepresentations have been exposed.
The
falsity of their statements has been demonstrated again and again, and the statements
are still repeated.
But the candid listener
recognizes the logic of facts and for his benefit it is well to repeat the corrections even at
the risk of wearying him.

w m, H. Turner.
_marl_dtf

Finger Rings Jewelry, Opera Glasses,
Plated Spoons, Soives and Forks, Fans,
Wallets, Vases, Toilet Sets. Mathematical
Brackets, WorkInstraments,
Baskets, Work Stands, Travelling Bask-

That is the

history

in our

We shall offer onr whole stock of Gold
and Silver Watches, Clocks, Hold Chains,

by paying the prom-

expected that the greenback
orator and the greenback newspaper will cease
to misrepresent the policy and the financial

Cemeteries. Also old work remodelled, lettered and
reset, all at prices to suit customers.
Thin marble
work, Shelves, Bowl Tops, Table and Stand Tops,
made to order.

TO CLOSE AN ESTATE.

The

to pursue.
It is not to be

Eastern Side of Beering Bridge,

Street._

Address

A lot of second-hand School Desks (Russ pattern
will be sold rtry cheap. Desks are lu good order

aplSeodfit

dtl

AsKes

Second-Hand School Desks
FOR

ocl9

THE

Stock and Trade ef a good business, well
established, good location. Would require a
capital ot three to five thousand dollars. Business:
Doors, Blinds, Windows, Sashes &c. Anyone
wishing to purchase will address
jan!8tf_BOX »75, Pt land, Me.

THE

The most convenient place in the
city to purchase your Coal is at
RANDALL
A
MCALLISTER’S
new office. No. 78 Exchange St.,
opposite the Post Office.

IF

Dollars,

Including Transfers

FOOT OF GREEV STREET, on the direct line ot
the Horsecars to Evergreen Cemetery, where samples of work may be found, together with a large
number of new and very appropriate
designs for
lUiirble and Oranite fflonnutali, Tableii,
Wraveaianen, suitable for all ages, executed
by first-class skillful hands who have worfced for many
years in the best shops in Boston and other places,

Don’t tail

A£!

LOCKE’S

For Twelve

The undersigned having had long experience In
Marble business, respectfully calls the attention of
the publio generally to his place of business at

RAND,
tawljS

STREET,

ACCORDANCE with the provisions of tlie
Revised Statutes ot Maine, Chapter 48, Sections 18.
19 and 2U, and of the Statutes a mendatory thereof and
additional thereto, George S. Hunt, of Portland, in
the County of Cumberland and State of Maine,
Henry B. Blackwell of Boston, in the County of Sulfolk and Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Ernest
Theodore Gennert, of said Portland, and Albert
Palmer of said Bosten, hereby associate themselves
together by written articles of agreement as a manufacturing coporarion lor the purpose of manufacturing Beet Sugar within the State of Maine, to have
its business office at said Portland. The first meeting shall be held in accordance with Section 18 of
said Chapter, at he office ot George S. Hunt and
Company, number 111 Commercial Street, in said
Portland, on the Eleventh day of May, A. D., 1878,
at nine o’clock a. m.
Dated at said Portland this23d day of April, A. D.,
1878.
GEO. S. HUNT,

Having invented a new machine for repairing
Wringer Machine rolls, we can put on the best roll

POLISH,

mal

EASTERN RAILROAD

_dtf

Carnage by First

PORTLAND, ME.

Law,

Portland Savings Bank Building.
NATHAN WEBB.
mh28

or

CARROLL &

WEBB & HASKELL,

ON

CORLISS

Loss

OB

—

Free street Block, Portland.

3

FOB POLICIES APPLY TO

apr24tnovl

and after MONDAY, April 22d, the Horse
Cars on the Deering Line will run by their Summer Time Table, leaving the city at 6 45 A. M. and
Bvery half hour until 8.15 P. M. and 9.20 and 10.35 P.
M.
ALMON LEACU, 8upt.
ap20dtf
Portland, April 20, 1878.

HALL’S RUBBER STORE,
Under Falmouth Motel.
ap23Jlw

Against

—

ton both ways.

Square & Upright
Pianos,

Samuel

—

BOSTON & MAINE

OiRGhA-IsrS.
New and

VIA

—

Ident

Insures

New York & Return

or

CHARTERED 1825.

Portland

apl3

—TO—

Ate

OF NEW YORK.

Attornoy-at-Liaw

CHANGE OF TIME.

land, Me. Agents wanted

de28dtf

d6m

PORTLAND it. R.

PROOF STOVE

desirable front room, with large alcove.
upon same floorJ Apply at606 CONliRESS ST.

Address

Bank.

Savings

no7

NIC SIC Bt CHANDLER.

—

ja29dtf

room

The New England

OFFICE

WRite !

N. B.—During the Piece the LING ARDS will sing
a Grand Scena and Duet.
Grand May Day Matinee at low pricep.
Reserved
Seats, 35 cts.; Admission, 25 cts. Evening Admission, 35 cts. Reserved Seats, 50 and 75 cts. On sale
at Box Office on Tuesday Morning, Apr 30th.
dtd

Calico

154 Pearl Street, 10 rooms,
Sebago. Rent low. Apply

Has resumed the practice of law.

As played in London over 300 Dights, Followed by a
selection of the famons Liinatard Sketches. To
conclude with the laughable piece, entitled

Division No. 1, Ancient
Hibernians

No.
and

HOTEL TO LEASE.

—

will aj pear in the following Grand Double Programme, being their Second appearance since their
wonderfully successful Tour Around the World.

Potor

Cn.tomen

and who

to let at No. 25

jan7dtf

LINGARD, Janies Cunningham,
great

THE

"tl

feb27

To be Rented.

COMPANY OF TWENTY ARTISTS.

FIRE

Two good front rooms in Mechanic Hall Building, sui’able lor
Doctors or Lawyers Enquire ot
GEO. A HA K MON,
Jeweller, Mechanic Building.

Bath
AVERY

WM. HORACE

Grand

TO LET.

HOUSE

2.00
2.50

_

8AM1

The world renowned Comedian and Vocalist,

—

•*

Marble Works!

Parris street, containing
ten rooms. Enquire of
W. H. NEAL,
leb27ttat Lord & Haskell’s.

Reappearance of the beautiful

and their

•<

«

dtf

House to Let.

Union Street,

PORTRLAND, ME.

Orchestra chaiis, 50 cts; rest ot the house. 35 cents.
Sale commences at box office Wednesday, April 24,

On

TWO
marll

13 Pieces

PA ItKEK in roles written expressly for them.
Messrs. Donohue and Mack iu the ‘Canine Dance,'

ALICE

To Let.
Tenements on Clark Street, No. 17. Inof
JOHN
S
quire
WEETSIR, 5 Neal Street,

Chorus,

Selected Orchestra of

a.

GATLEY,

THEATRE.

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday Evenings. April 29th, 30th and May 1st,
with Grand May Day Matinee,

«

“

EXCURSIONS.

$1.50

lence,

as

—

All applicants over filteen yeors
old will be received.
ja21*tf

duced prices.

MISSION
known
the

Continuing till Wednesday Evening, May 1st.

rnsiui

or doable

HALL TO LET.

AOOOUN TAXT.

Grand

ap23dlw*

HOUSE,

—

“

“

To Let.

D. II. BARNES,

at 9

may be

with or without stable, corner of Brackett and Gray Streets. Inquire of
F. 8. WATERHOUSE,
mh23
Centennial Block.
dtf

apr2eodtf

iTjeaur".

furTwo minutes walk from Contrres square.
paid in tab’e board of gentleman and
Connected is a large garden. Apply to WM.

nace.

Carroll’s,

AND

per Month

any lime they desire, and
continued until notice lo
at the office,

FOCU

COMMENCING

—

To be Let-For Boarders.
house, ten rooms, gas, Sebago and

BRICK

To Let.

—

Mrs. J. B.

A
Rent

daily

Fraternity.

en-

ap26dlw*

good rents from four to ten rooms each, at
from 6 to 13 dollars. Apply to W. W. CARR.
197 Newbury Street.
apl3dtt

—

Animals,
AT

10 lbs.
15 “

BOOT1S OF THE

Portland

PRICES FOR FAMILIES AND OFFICES.

corner

HALF

The Prevention of Cruelty
—

No.
and 210 Cumberland street,
HOUSES
Cumberland
quire at 130 FRANKLIN,

street.

TO LET,
bouse, 26 Beckett Street, containing five rooms, good cellar, hard and Bolt
water. Bent $11 per month. Inquire on the premises.
aplTdtf

ART EXHIBITION
to

lo-

at>17

ANNOUNCEMENT !

FDR

NO. 53 Market Street.

20

wife.
H, JERRI3, Real Estate Agent.

d6t

—

D. W. Clark & CO.,

Let.

208

7; Commences at 7.45.
Evening prices. Reserved seats 75, admission 50,
gallery 35. Sale of Reserved scats commences
ap22

Good

dresser.
corner of
Middle and India streets, gas and Sebago.
Apply
to
WM. H. JERRI3, Real Estate Agent..
ar26
dlw#

To

Door open at

Wednesday morning.

To be Let.
rooms, gas and Sebago, over the book store,

SIX
cation for

No. 37 PJum Street.,

No. 432

30

ARTISTS

and

ffiookj Job

WHO KILLED COCK ROBIN

Embracing

ISERRY,

STEPHEN

Speotacle,

Undergarments

AT THE

of

New Era says contraction has ruined
Europe
and mentions France as an illustration of the
ruin wrought. Mr. Eliot King in a
speech
made
at Gorham
the other
evening
lauded the financial management of
France,
held France up as a shining
example to be
followed, told how prosperous that country
was, thought this country should follow in
her track, and is reported as
saying that the
French laborer earns $1,75 a day (a statement
by the way which is conspicuously incorrect)
Who shall decide between these
disagreeing
doctors ? The truth is both are quacks. Both
are wrong, the oue in the assertion
that
France has been ruined by contraction, the
other in the assertion that her
system of
finance in anyway resembles the system advocated by the Nationals. What are the
facts in the case? France has got rid of her
paper money as rapidly as possible. She has
contracted her paper money at the rate of
$30,000,000 a year. From January to September of last year the contraction was $73000,000. In the last five years she has withdrawn more paper money than we have in
the last ten. The Bank of France has been
ready ever since January to redeem its notes
in specie,and had been called upon to pay out
and had paid out up to March 1st
$14,500,000
in specie. To-day France is the most
prosperous country in the world. It has recovered from the effects of the disastrous German
war, has paid off a great portion of its debt.
is steadily
paying off more, and is growing
richer every day. That is what contraction
has done for France. That is how she has
been “ruined”. Would a like fate could befall this country.
Mr. Eliot King thinks we should follow the
example of France. He is right. We should.
We should, as she did, get rid of our paper
money as fast as possible. We should do as
she did, vigorously prosecute the
policy of
contraction until our paper dollar can buy as
much as our gold dollar. We should do as
she did, meet and
discharge our obligations
as fast as we can.
Wo should do as she did,
keep the promises we have made. Then perhaps we should be prosperous as she is. We
should at any rate escape from the terrible
troubles which the use of irredeemable paper
money has brought upon us. France has not
come to her present good estate
by issuing

WILL BE

presented to the subscriber, and all
parties indebted to the late firm are requested to
make payment to
JOSEPH CASTELL, JR.,
Portland, April 13, 1878
apl5tf

indispensable, not necessarily for publication

as a

France and her Finances.
The greenback doctors disagree.

dtf

with

TO LET.

IddUdpl

and Class*

COLCORD,

THERE
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Of Howard Atbenseum & ltnnnnrnp
ulijluUN. Globe Theatre Boston,

English

ical Studies

Jan24

cold water, on same floor; one ot the
room,
sunniest and most desirable locations in the city.
58 BRACKETT ST., comer of Spring St.
marl
dtf

Folly Company. |

in

APRIL 27.

Every reguia r attache of the frrss is furnished
with a Card certificate
countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person
claiming to represent our
ournal.

Hedge, D. D„ Mr. Henry

143 Pearl Street.

COPARTNERSHIP.

Board Up Town.
or

H.

MORSISG.

guaranty
good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or
preserve communications that are not used.

given to private pupils by the subscriber.

board;
unfurnished,
all tbo modern coveniences—water closets, bath
ROOMS,
hot and
furnished

but

Longfellow, Pro!. Oliver Wendell Holmes.
povldtfeweowly*

Real Estate Agents.
JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 03 Exchange
Street.

dtf

all cases

MRS. CLARA BARNES MARTIN
W.

PRESS.

Wo do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are in

»

NOTICE.

ap3

SATURDAY

the highest character for young
ladles. The course of study prepares for the
Harvard Examinations for Women.
^
ant borne under careful supervision is
provided for boarding pupils.
ASEP8 deluding all school instruction and board.
“500 per year. Address the Principal,

is hereby given that the firm of East is
NOTICE
& Castell is dissolved.
Claims against the
firm
be

Board.
fTIWO single gentlemen can obtain board in a priX vate lamily, five minutes from City Hall, large
airy front room. Address Box 717.

School,

of

Stree

dim

BOARD.

THE

BOSTON.

Hired.

Settees Wanted.
NUMBER of second-hand settees are wanted
at 418 Congress Street, under
Congress Ball,
for which a reasonable i,rice will be paid.
dtf
aP22.

Place

SCHOOL

A

HOVT & FOG«, No. 01 Middle Street.

EDUCATIONAL.

v

may

STETSON’S

i

captal.
aP2d

mar29

SI 1-9 EXCHANGE STREET.
at 2 o’clock.

IJ. S to manufacture
and sell a STAPLE aaiicle just patented.
Exclusive
right given. Liberal terms. Large profits
Small

AKD

—ALSO—

Saturday Afternoon

Man in every county
W/IWTEOa Live
tbe

Portland,

for

Accountant and Notary Public.

TO

Saddlery Hardware, Harness Leather,

HALL.

Evening

A

LERS IN

Constable
Saturday

Carpenters and

as

Wanted.

do the work for a family of three, two miles
from the city. Address BOX 1537, Portland
ap24
dlw»

March 11th, 1878.»mar11dly

ENTERTAINMENTS.
MUSIC

33ouglity

business

on

Rear of Sager’s Stable, Oak St.

a

Rates of Advertising: One inch of space, the
length of column, constitutes a “square.”
$1 50 per square, daily first week: 75 cents per
week alter; three insertions, or less, $1.00; continuing every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Hall square,three insertions, or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1.00: 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and “Auction
Sales,” $2 00 per square per week; three insertions
or less, $1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
of the Sta Je), for $1.00 per square for first insertion,
and 50 ce ots per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
FOR.LAND PUBLISHING CO.

Girl

BUILDERS.
The undersigned have this day associated them
selves together, under tne firm name
and will carry
Builders, at

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

_WANTS.

Published every day (Sundays excepted) by the

The New Era says that a Baltimore bank
:ashier has stated that his bank did not have
,wo hundred dollars in gold when it resumed
md began to pay out gold over its counters.
?erliaps the Era has no objection to name
,he bank and the cashier. Uuless it does so
>eople may think it is not telling the truth.
The New Era confounds legal tender with
If the first is all it wants why does
j t not advocate making our bonds legal-ten< ler?
, lurrency.

|

The Chicago papers are quarreling as to
which one of them published the nastiest account of Mrs. Tilton’s confession. People
would have guessed the Times, but the InterOcean seems to have carried away the prize
this time.
Tins story about the Florida election frauds
is all a humbug. It was got up, like Mrs.
Tilton’s confession, to divert the' attention of
the people from the crimes of tfie Money
Power.
The Roumeiians have a strong dislike to
becoming subjects ot the new principality.
Perhaps the Russian zeal for the Bulgarian
has led to an injustice towards others.
Thi3 reported dispute between England
and Russia is ail a pretence. The story was
started to divert attention from the crimes of
the Money Power.
Ix is

a

nograph

great loss to the world that the phonot invented before. It might

was

have received the voice at
line Whig.

least of the old

The Pope’s encyclical is full of affection
towards society. Now if society will only

reciprocate.
Recent Publications.
For the advance sheets of Mr. Longfellow’s
Kcramos and other Poems, which will be published to-day, the Press is indebted to the courtesy of Messrs. Houghton & Osgood, Boston.
Kdramos is a poem of the potter’s wheel, the
admirably terse and suggestive song of the arti*
san, with its genuine oldsn melody, contrasting
with the extended passages in which the poet’s

fancy, enriched

with curious and fine

learning,

expresses itself. This is a poem whose delicate
beauty repays careful examination; form, color
and design are rare and brilliant as the fragile

porcelains that it celebrates; and the felicity of
its wording is remarkable even for Mr. Longfellow, in whose hands words are peculiarly pliable. The subject is one that would naturally
have interested and inspired the poet in its
correspondence to human life, and the frequent
comparisons of the potter's wheel to the swiftly

turning days that make and unmake man’s
fortunes, in which writings since ancient days
abound.
wwmwu
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It is said that K^ramos is
h
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reminis-
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years in Portland, and one of which many of
our citizens have felt the charm, nnable to define and illuminate it as the poet has done. In
of the many streets that slope toward the
water behind the city, a few years since, a potter worked at his trade. He is now, since his
death, somewhat celebrated for a green enamel
of which he had the secret—bat fame did not
find him in his life, in his bumble workshop'

one

The handling of clay

seems

in a

manner

to

bring the

worker near to the wholesome earth,
whereof he learns many things; and wins a certain wisdom in the world, as one may who

daily deals with the matter. Hamlet’s Gravedigger, turning dead clay with his spade, had
become used to the thought of the corruption of
things—bat the potter, handling the clean clay
that is yet to take shape, receives, almost unconsciously, some hints of the manner wherein
heaven moulds men’s lives. The old potter, in
whose little workshop the poet may first hav®

imagined

his beautiful work, was full of quaint
wisdom that had shaped itself on his wheel,
together with his pots and pans. Not five years
since, the old man was at work—one entered a
low door and found himself in a dusky shed,
where long slender rays of light ran through
chinks and knotholes, and struck here and
there on the curve of soms jar, or on a heap of

clay. On the door was painted in unskilful lettering, a carious motto which might be the
theme which the poet has so exquisitely and

brilliantly developed:
handicraftsman’s art can with onr art compare,
We potters make onr pots of what we potters are.
Then out of the shadowy background, would
come the kindly old potter, pleased to see his
customer, and ready for talk of this and of that,
bow a stranger had one day sauntered into his
shop and fell a-masiog, and so told him the old
English rhyme that was on his door for a sigo,
for he made the visitor repeat it notil he oonld
paint it on the door; and next he would bring
out a pitcher of curions shape and carefal workmanship, and tell how as one after aootber of
his kinsfolk married he made such a pitcher
for a gift; and at last, he wonld follow his visitor with kindly speech to the door, that as it
No

swung open, let the sunlight stream in npon
the clay and the moulded vessels and the face
of the old potter. All this and more than this—
all that a post might see more than common
eyes in this place—is transferred with subtle
skill in the potter’s song that rnns through Mr.

Longfellow’s Kiiramos. This is the heart of
the poem, the brilliant descriptive passages are
the result of
membrances
learning, all
pressions of

the later visions of the poet, reof strange countries, of curious
brought to crown the early imhis home. This indeed is Mr.

Longfellow’s great power—this ever-returning
thoughtof his home and of the common feelings
that all have and only a poet may make dear.
Among the other poems contained in the volume, the Herons of Elmwood is musioal and

graceful; A Dutch Picture is a poem that Teniers might have painted. The revenge of Eainin-the-Faca is powerful and a Ballad of the
French Fleet is admirable in design and treatment.
The Lea of Bousban Beg is stirring
and strongly written. The Three Kings is a
beautiful and simple ballad of Christmas time.
Among the sonnet3, Venice is picturesque in
desip n with a soft and rich atmospheric quality.
The Harvest Moon contains some doe lines,and
the sonnet to Mr. Whittier is elevated and mystic. Holidays has some lines that are nothing
less than exquisite in their music. The hexameters from Virgil are of course, daely ren-

dered, but possibly lack a little freshness and
spirit, from their very close adherence to Latin
forms of speech, and the same comment applies
to the musical cadences of Ovid in Exile. Some
short poems from the French and German are
included among the translations. The volume
closes with seven noble and stately soncets and
a canzone of Michael Angelo.
From Messrs. Houghton & Osgood comes
also a volume of the advance sheets of Gen. F.
W. Bartlett’s memoirs. One of the bravest of

Massachusetts’ soldiers doting the rebellion,
this recital of his life, largely from his letters
and journal, is of great interest. Gao. Bartlett
was
ness

by

no means convinced of the righteousof our northern cause when the war began

out soon, ana wun some abruptness or oouvic
tion not accounted for in the memoir, became
one of tbe most ardent soldiers for the
good
cause. The transition is great from the sophomoric defender of the southern position in an
essay written at college, to the brave and brilliant fighter that he proved himself. He was a
favorable specimen of the Massachusetts political thinker, bearing a sound and sweet nature

nuspoiled through the curious mistakes and
unpractical theories of a possible Utopia and
an actual Pandemonium that makes
up the
faith of Massachusetts politicians. He
supported Mr. Charles Francis Adams at Cincin.
nati in order that we might ‘‘have a
gentleman
as well as statesman” (the italics are our
own)
“for President again!” In view of the grand
figure of the martyr Lincoln, who stands out
upon the canvas of history in glorious colors aud
kingly presence; in view of the mauly, quiet
and sincere Grant so potent to fight aod so generous in victory—the precise definition of the
“gentleman” lacked by the country would be
difficult for any but a Massachusetts philosopher. But let these heresies of the brain pass—
that we may give place to praise of a brave
and knightly man Whose action distanced his
words, and who led his men into battle with
inspiring courage, who endured the horriole
squalor of Libby Prison, and returned to his
borne, his country made more dear to him by
his sufferings for her sake. The latter
chapters of the volume give pleasant and
unaffeoted
notes of Gen, Bartlett’s European
toor, and
close with the last days of a noble
life, whose
best memorial must be in the hearts of his
friends,

Gemini, is the slightly pedantic title of the
latest No Name novel
(Boston: Huberts Brothers; Portland: Loriog, Short & Harmon). It
is a very
drawn sketch ol New Engdelicately

land life and
character, a sad story, and one
that has a certain incompleteness about it, as is
very apt to be tbe case with the novels of this

series. They have

an amateur-like qualitymany of them—a certain refinement and ease,
as if they were the work of that favored being

CanoeiDg in Kanuckia is the lively if not
precisely musical title of an exceedingly pleasant book for which Mr. C. L.
John Habberton are

Norton and Mr.

responsible (New York:
Putnam’s Sons; Portland: Loring, Short

G. P.
& Harmon ) It is illustrated in comical fashion, with more spirit than skill, and is dedicated to the memory of the late

King Canute,

a

tribute which distance and time alone
pre-

his acknowledging by cable. It seems
that disputes ran high in a select circle
composed ol the Statesman, the Editor, the
Artist and the Scribbler as to the relative merits of their caooes, two of which were of the
Chrysalis pattern,two built upon the Bed Lake
model. A journey through Canada in these
vent

the result—verdict, each better than
the other. The adventures of the boats and
boatmen are told in chatty, lively style, some

canoes was

chapters are added as to the building of boats,
prices, outfits etc. etc., aud the whole volume
is just the thing to take upon a fisbiag or boating trip—where pleasant jollity is the order of
the day
The tasteful bindiog of the book deserves a word of praise all to itself.
who used to write for old-time magazines, and
was known vaguely as “a Lady of
Quality”—
but they lack the construction, energy aud finish of a writer who takes pains aud works in

good, practical fashion. Again, as in this case
very minute and overdone analysis takes the
place of action where the characters speak
healthily for themselves, and the writer’s part
in the work is more conspicuous than that of
the hero and heroine. There is not enough Incident to make the story move—and the reader
is obliged to take upon hearsay
that he
tblngs

would learn for himself

by the

progress of the
action. This amateurish quality is the danger
to these novels—and one which it is better and
less unpleasant to criticise in their general tone
than to aim the rebuke at one in particular.
There is enough brightness, but not enough

good work in them.

The present volume is
much like Mrs. Rose Terry Cooke
as any writer—but might be from the
pen of
any refined, thoughtful and observant New
England woman, with an eye for quiet humor,
and a little lack of physical vitality—which
last trait is not to be ascribed to the pleasant
writer just named, if her stories are a sample
of her quality.
Gemini is to be commended
for its high tone, graceful style, and the con-

perhaps

as

at.ant: intornaf
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—

ill
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of the beat novels yet published in the
very popular series to which it belongs.

one

Poke

O’Moonahine, is a legendary poem of
Valley, written by Mr. Latham
C. Strong (New York: G. P. Pntnam's
Sons;
Portland: Ljring, Short & Harmon). The

theLimoille

legend upon which it is founded is very roand well suited to the purposes of
poetry; and Mr. Strong has treated it In smooth
and agreeable verse, a little
resembling that of

mantic,

Mr. Joaquin Miller, but free from the extravagances.of that writer. Mr. Strong gives evidence
of a musical ear, imagination and
fancy, and

considerable poetic taste. He has read much
good verse, evidently, and has formed* pleasant
and effective style for himself, without
copying
any one poet too alosely. Briefly,the poem may
be characterized as graceful,
unpretending and
refined The very tasteful binding, with a moonlight scene in silver and black, is appropriate
and amque.

Two volumes of the Haif-Hour Series of
Harper contain A Sussex Idyl, a
charming story by Clementina Black; and
Seven Years and Mair, a pleasant tale by Anna
T. Sadlier. (Portland: Loring, Sbort & Harmon.)
Messrs.

Books Received.
Philoerf.tuj. Memoirs of a Disciple of Our Lord’
Cloth 412 pp. 32. Boston: Roberts Bros. Portland : Loring, Short A Harmon.
Gemini. No Name Series. Cloth, 271 pp., $1.
Boston: Roberts Brothers.
Portland: Loring,
Short & Harmon.
Jo.hua Reynold*.
Artist Biographies.
Cloth, 174 pp., 50 cant*. Boston: Houghton, Osgood & Co. Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.
The Element, oi Rhetoric.
By James De
Mille. Clotn, 564 pp. New York: Harper & Brothers.
Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.
Poem, of Place.. Edited by
Henry W. Longfellow, Russia. Cloth, 245 pp., |l. Boston:
Houghton, Osgood & Co. Portland: Loring, Short
Sir

& Harmon.

Favorite Poem*. By Leigh Hunt. Vest Pocket
Series. Cloth, illustrated, 112 pp., 50 cents. Boston: J. R. Osgood & Co. Portland:
Loring, Short
<s Harmon.
Memoir of William Francis Bartlett. Bv
rraneis winthrop
Palfrey. With portrait. Cloth,
.309 pp., $f50
Boston: Houghton, Osgood SC Co.
Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.
Essays from Elia. By Charles Lamb. Veit
Poc.et Series. Cloth, 91 pp., 50 cents. Boston: J
R. Osgood & Co. Portland:
Loring, Short SC Harmon.

Keramos and oilier Poems.
By Henry Wadsworth Longfellow. Cloth, 118pp., $1.25. Boston:
Houghton, Osgood Sc Co. Portland: Loring, Short
& Harmon.
Poke O’HooashJne. By Latham Cornell
Strong,
author of “Castle Windows.” Cloth, 117
pp., $1.
New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons. Portland: Loring, Short Sc Harmon.
The Poetical Works or Juoi Thornton.

Cloth, 568 pp., $1.75. With portrait. Boston:
Houghton, Osgood Sc Co. Portland: Loring, Short
& Harmon.

Selections from the Eire and Sermons or
the Reverend Donor John Tauler. Wisdom Series. Cloth, 155 pp., 50 cents.
Boston:
Roberts Brothers.
Portland: Loring, Short .&
Harmon.
Free Ships. The Restoration ofthe American Carrying Trade.
By John Codman.
Economic Monographs, No. VI. Paper, 38 pp., 25
cents.
New York: G. P. Pntnam’s Sons.
Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.
The Poetical Works of William
Covrprr.
With memoir and portrait. Cloth, two
volumes,
465 and 515 pp., $1,75 each. Boston:
Houghton,
Osgood Sc Co. Portland: Loring, Short Sc Harmon.

Oeorgie’a Wooer. A Novelette, By Mrs. Leith.
Adams, author of “Winstowe,” See. Half-Hour
Series. Paper, 160 pp., 20 cents. New York: Harper Sc Brothers.
Portland: Loring, Short Sc Harmon.

The School and the Family. The Ethica of
School Relations. By John
Kennedy, Instructor
In Teachers’ Institutes.
Cloth, 205 pp.. New York:
Harper & Brothers. Portland: Loring, Short Sc
Harmon.
The

History

of

a

Crime

The Testimony of
Part Two.

eye-witness.
By Victor Hugo.
Tranalatflll hv \IU4 ITnnnm Pairiilisn
an

tion

with

In

AAllnVo..

English translation. Paper, illustrated, 79 tip., 25 ceuts. New York: Harper & Brothers.
Portland; Boring, Short & Harmon.
The Principles of Rhetoric and their
Application By Adams S. Hill. Boylston Professor of Rhetoric an I
Oratory in Harvard University.
With an appendix comprising geueral rules for
punctuation. Cloth, 296 pp., New York: Harper
& Brothers.
Portland: Boring, Short & Harmon.
an

Current Oiecnssien. A Collection from the
chief English Essays on Questions of the Time.
Edited by Edward B. Burling line. Vol. I. International Politics.
Cloth, 368 pp., $1.50. New
York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons. Portland: Boring,
Short & Harmon.
The Atlantic. A Preliminary Account of the
General Results of the Exploring Voyage ot H. M
S. “Challenge” during the year 1873 and the
early
part of the year 1876. By Sir C. Wyville Thomson.
Cloth, two volumes, 3-d and 340 pp. With
portiait. cuts and charts. New York: Harper &
Brothers. Portland: Botiog, Short & Harmon.
Canoeing in Hauacltia, nr
and

Iluhsps
man.

Hapa

Afloat and Anhore of the Ntatrethe Editor,
the Artist and the

Scribbler. Recorded by the Commodore and the
Cook (7. L. Norton and John Habbcr on Flexible
hoards, Illustrated, 234 pp ,$l s0 New York: G.
P, Putnam’s. Sou a Portland: Boring, Short &
Harmon.

An Evening with the Phonograph.
It happened that Mrs. Barstiuglow was going
down to Keokuk for a tow days, ana Mr. Barsstinglowe was inconsolab:e At one time be protested that she should not go, be coaid not endure tbe lonesome bouse during her absence
And then again he declared tbat if she
n^ust
;o, be would neglect bis office, and let his business go to tbe bow wows, and be would
go with
ier.
At length, however, she persuaded him
io be reasonable, and on her
repeated assnrmce that she would not remain
away longer
ban tnree days, be consented to let
her go.
do even bought her ticket, and ordered the carnage aud paid for it two days abtad, test bis
esolution should give way and be snould for>id her goiug from him.
Aud from tbat time
ill the inoruiug of her departure Mr. Baritiuglow spoke in subdued toues, aud moved
ibout with the air of a man wnose heart was
mned under mountains of grief.
Before she lett tbe honse, Mrs.
Barstiuglow
et tbe phonograph in tbe sitting room, behind
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Then she kissed her disconsolate j
husband, and begged him to preserve his life
fur her sake while she was
away, aud then she
the clock.

BY TELEGRAPH.
MAINE.

was gone

Every day, dariog her three days’ visit in the
Gate City, she rece'ved a letter Irom her mourn- j
log husbaod, begging her to came back aud
telling h-r how lot.esome he was without her,
and how like a giave tbe empty bouse seemed,
and how tbe hours dragged over bisachog
heart with leaden feet. And in three days sbe
came home, and tilled the house with sunlight
and laughter again.
The evening after her retnrn to Burlington,
she took down the phonograph.
“I wonder," she said, "what we said last in
its bearing? It must have beeD somthing while
we were
discussing my visit. Or may be it has
caught some of yout poor longing moanings
while I was away."
And then she turned the crank.
"No,” croaked tbe phonograph, in tones of
hearty reassurance, “do danger of that; she’g
Safe in Keoknk for three days; saw her safely
off, myself, this morning. Light your cigar
while I light another lamp and make the room
look cheerful.’’
"Why,” exclaimed Mrs. Birstinglow, In a
conoteoance of amazement, “what on earth is
it faying?”
"Ob, some nonsense some of yonr visitors
have talked into it Borne time or other,” replied
her husband, neivously, "people talk all kinds
of stuff into a phonograph, yon. know. The;
■ay anything for talk.”
Mrs. BarstiDglow.looking only half convinced
give the crank another tarn.
"This is good whiskey, Barstev,’’ ejaculated
the machine, very earnestly, "You don’t get
it io Burliugtou, do yon?”
Mrs. Barstinglow gave a little shriek.
“My dear,” said her husband, looking now
quite as worried as he had looked when he was
I egging her not to go.to Keokuk, “pat it away;
somebody has bad it oat in tbe stable, and it
might Bay something perfectly shocking, yon
know. Pat it away ’’
But Mrs. Barstinglow, upon whom the spirit
of investigation bad descended
with great
power, ground away, aud the pbonogiaph in a
voice marvellously like her husband’s went re-

morselessly

on.

much; they don’t make this kind Dow.
It’s some old Monongahela, copper distilled,
that Mrs. Barstinglow’s mother gave her for
“Not

medicinal pnrpoees three years ago. Fill np,
there’s plenty of it, and I can replace it with
any kind of beverage when it’s gone. The old
girl woo’t know the difference.
Mrs. BarstiDglow felt herself turning to stone,
but the next turn of tbe crank brought out an

oproarions—
“Ha, hi, ha!

Here’s to the o. e!’’
That fanned her cheeks into a flame.
“For mercy’s sake. Malacbi Barstinglow,’’
the shrieked, "what does this mean?"
Mr, Barstinglow nuw looked as though he
really did wish she bad never gone to Keokuk.
“It’s jnst as l tell you,” he said, with an effort to look nucoDcerned that was like a humorous book, a colossal
success, so far as its utter
failure was concerned. “Somebody has been
all
sorts
of
nonsense into it jnst for
taikiug
...

Is.*. -,L„
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u
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dreadful stuff iu our dear little borne, lovey?”
Mrs. BarstiDglow didn't say, but she turned
away aud tbe phonograph asked carelessly,
“Throw round for the deal?"
She thought she would faint bat she didn’t,
and he pitiless machine proceeded to remark,
with a variety of voices,
“It’s my age." “Ton’ll have to straddle that
blind if you come in.” “Give me two cards.”
“Chip one.” I’ll see yonr little one and raise
yon a couple.” "Pash the bottle this way,
Ben.” “Ain’t yon going to stay io, Harry?”
“Can’t stay ia on a pair of sixes.” “Gall you.”
“Two small pair, kings to head.” “Tens and
deuces. Take the pot.
“Barsty, get ns something to eat. Old girl left the cupboard keys,
didn’t the?" “Tes; told her I was going to
keep back, at home, to save expenses and keep
out of bad company,”
“Ha, ha, ha! ho! ho!
ho!!!”
“Ob!” yelled Mr. Barstioglow, unable to
contain himself any longer, while his wife
more dead than alive leaned over the
phonograph and ground away at the crank in a dazed
kind of a way, “Ob, Keep it op! That’s right!
Keep her agoing! Grind it sll out! Confound
the diabolical piece of black art and tbe vile
:<ssa8sin that invented it.
Keep it up! Thai’s
righ'! Believe a senseless diabolical piece of
monstrous mechanism rather than your husband. Keep her agoing. Keep it np!”
Aud Mrs. Barstinglow did keep it np. She
kept it up and listened to that phonograph
■wear and shout and howl; she heard it shriek
“Oh, my eye, my eye!” She heard it tell some
one to let some one else “have it again in tbe
same place;” she heard it warn
somebody to
“bold his head over the stove hearth and not
let his nose bleed on the carpet,” and at last it
assured her very thickly aud with some difficulty that it was “a ban’ of jorry goof fuf-futfellows” end that it “won’ hio. won’ g’ome till
morning” she gronnd it into silence and sank
back, speechless aud breathless, while Mr.
Barstinglow took the phonograph out into tbe
back yard and smashed into so many and such
small fragments that it Qouldn’t reproduce even
a steamboat whistle.
Aud now, when people go over to the Barstiuglow’s to spend a pleasant evening and happen to say “what have yon done with the phonograph, Mr, Barstinglow?” it affords the visitors eutertaiument for the rest of tbe eveniDg
to study the different expressions which
creep
over the faces of Mr. aud Mrs.
Barstinglow,
whds Mr. Barstinglow, as he answers the
question, thinks he would give ten thousand
dollars if he could find ont how tbe members of
tbe Paragrapberg Association tells lies so easily and make them sound so marvellously like
the truth.—Burlington Bawkeye

To Rest is to Die.
Our seasons of rest are so few and so short
that many hard workers have forgotten how to

enjoy

them. Some men, long worked hard,
go on working. There is no other chauce
for them. To sit down is to break down; to
rest is to die.
Indulgence ia work is ia one re

must

Bpect like indulgence in strong drink. Having
got into it you must go on; otherwise there
come manifold morbid and painful experiences.

There

are

those who tell

you that once they
when resting, now

oould be moderately happy
they dare rest no more. They may try to make
work less urgent, less feverish; but it will cot
do to stand still. They are kept sane and ser-

viceable only by giving the mind perpetual

oc-

cupation. Every one remembers how Luther
said, “I rush out among my pigs rather than
Bit still and do nothing.”
It is sad, bat it is
true, that human beings, not much like Lather
in any other characteristic are like him in this,
that they dare not have a quiet think. Hence,
the sorrowful resort to alcohol, opium, chloral;
hence the craving for unconsciousness, which
is temporary annihilation. If pigs can help
you, as lhey help*d Luther, be thankful! Some
folks, both ciever and good, need more than
any pig can do, even such an animal as a poetic
breeder, proud of its age and dimensions, called
his Auld Lang Swine. In any case, few minds
are self-sufficing.
All human beings who have
attained middle age must be buttressed from
without. It may be sacred nature, green grass,
green trees, gardening, pigs, horses, human
companions, worry or quiet occupation, but the
lor get I live the mora assured I am that most
men live in mortal terror of themselves. Years
ago.ebort years but a good many, when this hand
was young it wrote a discourse on Michael Scott’s
Eamiliar Spirit, which (as the legend goes) demanded that its master should provide it with
constant work or it would tear him to pieces.
ThuB, in parable, is set forth the educated man’s
relation to his own mind. You must find it
ceaseless occupation, or it will make you miserable.
The little girl of seven years had
found this ent, who cried: “O read me a story
to make the time pass quick.” People find it
out waiting three-quarters of an hour at country railway stations. They will diligently lead
all the advertisements stuck about the squalid
shed rather than sit down idle. They will read
right through the leading article of the Little
Peddlington Courier. One saw all this early.
One sees it yet more plainly now—Fraser’s

Magazine._
^^

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
Counterfeit trade dollars are circulating in

New York.

Base ball—At Springfield, Springfields 3,
Pittsfields 0.
The Pope will not quit the Vatican daring
the Hammer.
There was a heavy run on the Dry Dock Savings Bank, New York, yesterday.
A son oi Secretary Kvarts died inWashiogton

yesterday.
Fraudulent bonds
Borse Railroad to the
been discovered.

on the
amount

Newburyport

of $5000

hare

The Erie Railroad Company will be reorganized under tbe uame of “The New York and
Great Westeru Company.
The Army and Navy Journal advocates the
abolition of obaplainceis in tbe army and
navy.
The Spauish council of ministers have approved the proposal for raisiug a Cuban loan of

$500,000,000 pesetas.

Au unknown mao 50 years of age, jumped
off the Niagara su pension bridge yesterday and
wys drowned. The body was not.recovered.
The first detachment of Indian
troops leaves
Bom l>ay tor Malta April 29nt, and the second
May 1.
The Russian consul in New York
says he
knows nothing of ihe pnrcba*e by the Russian
government ot American vessels for privateering in case of war with England.
It is rumored that Beecher will bring a snit
agaiut Tilton and Moulton for conspiracy, be
having, it is alleged, receutly discovered some
stroDg testimony tending to prove such conspiracy.
The directors of the Border] City and Sagamere mills of Fall River metyesterday.
It was
expected that the report of the expert who has
been examining the books would be presented
but be found those of tbe Border City in such a
condition that more time will be required. The
Sagamore books are better, but ihe directors
dec.ded not to make their showing public.

»

Another Indian Raid on Ihe Border.
San Antonio, April 26.—Another Indian
raih is trpotted on the Northwest ..frontier.
Raiders were seen today near Escondido between Forts Corcbo and Stockton where the
mail rider was killed last week. These Indians
Tbe Indians who capare Horn Fort Stanton.
tured horses and murdered 15 persons last
week near Loredo have made good their escape.
_

The Presidential Excursion.
Philadelphia, April 26—The President
and pariy, accompanied
oy the Industrial
League, made a tour of inspection of the industrial est blisbments in this citv to-dav. Tbe
ladies of the party visited the Girls’ Normal
School, tbe home of friendless children and

other charitable institutions.

Portland, Saco & Portsmouth R. R....79 @ 80

FOREIGN.

Boston & Maine Railroad.104$
Eastern Railroad new

@104$
bonds).63$ @ 64

flew %#rU Mi«rk
Uon#» ITlarkai
New York, April 20—Evening—Money easy at 3
@ 6 per cent, on call, closing at 3 @ 4 per cent. Sterling Exchange uall at 486$ lor loug ana 489 for short

Tlie Eastern Situation.

dght.

Fellows’ Cele brnlion.
Lewiston, April 26—The Odd Fellows of
Auburn joiued by Murami lodge celebrated the
Oild

ntroduction of Odd Fellowship into America
io-night. Rev. Mr. Snow delivered an oration.
A parade was prevented by the rain.
Verdict in Favor of the Maine Cent ral.
A. M. Ryerson sued the Maine Central railroad for killing a bor3e near Skowbegan in
October, 1874. Tbe jury this morning rendered
a verdict for defendants.
Methodist Conference.

Farmington, April 26.—An elrqnent charge
and address to ministers entering the conference
was delivered by Bishop Merrill at 10 o’clock
this morning. Sabbath school anniversary was
jbserved at 2 o’clock p, m., sermon by Rey.
Mr. Donaison of Wisconsin.

WASHINGTON.
Chinese Immigration.
Washington, April 26.—The House committee on ednation agreed to report favorably a
resolution anrboriziug a conference between tbe

United States and Great Britain and China on
the question of Chinese immigration.
The Syndicate Cp to Time.
Tbe syndicate has made a formal request for
tbe five millions of
per cent bonds which
they are authorized to receive in May, and the
bonds will be issned as rapidly as practicable.
Inis will make fifteen millions taken by the

syndicate.

The Brazilian Mail Service.
Tbe Senate Committee on post offices and
roads this afternoon decided to recommend the
passage of a bill to aid the establishment of a
srmi-montbly mail service between the United
States and Brazil by means of two lines of
steamships alternately departing from New
York and New Orleans.
The maximum compensation is limited by the bill to $30 per mile
per annum, and the distance to be coosidered
not greater tban $5000 miles.
A Banker’s Views an Besumplian.'
Geo. S. Coe, President of the American Exchange Bank of New York, was before the
House committee on banking and currency today seveial hoars. In answer to to a question
by the chairman (Buckner) he stated that at
the time of .the passage of the resumption act
■ n 1875, it was his own opinion
and that of tbe
banking community generally that the law
contemplated the retirement and cancellation
of all legal notes that should be presented at
tbe Treasury. There was no such idea as that
the Secretary of the Treasury had authority (as
tie dow clai'i s) to go ou re-issuing them up to
tbe limit of $300,000,000
He did Dot regard
that construction of the law, however, aa a
hindrance to resumption, because the laws of
trade aDd commerce would keep in circulation
only the amounts of paper currency that would
be adapted to tbe wants of the country, and
which be put at $400,000,000.
In reply to a
question by Phillips whether he would not
not consider it a great calamity for the government to undertake resumption and fail in rbe
attempt, he said on tbe contrary it would be
better that an attempt ba made even though
it should fail, than tbat it should not be made
at all, because the publio mind would be fixed
on a specie basis of prices,
whereas in tbe latter case everything would be donbt and uncertainty, and capital would be withdrawn from

enterprises.

THE FLORIDA CONFESSIONS.
mare Affidavits and Very Abanrd Ones.
New York, April 26 —A Jacksonville special
says tbat an affidavit from an ex-sbeuff in
regard to frauds in Levy county, is filled with
the most iufamous statements testifying to
fraud after fraud, and finally says tbat a proposition was made to burn the State bouse at
Tallahassee, and that after a consultation, in
which Governor Stearns was present, it was
decided not to do so for tbe reason that tbe
Democrats probably had certified copies of all
tbe returns. He says tbat he was paid $10 to
assault and wbip Babcock, a Democrat editor
iD Jacksonville, and tbat be did knock Babcock down. He was put before tbe Congressional committee and made to tell a lively stoty
of having been maltreated by Kuklux which
be dow says was wilfully false.
This affidavit
discloses the way in which tbe Bepubncans
handled their roughs, bummers and strikers in
the eleciion and count.
He was oue of the
most conspicuous of that class, and was sent
out oo various errands.
He confessed what
tbe Democrats then charged that he, in company with Hodge, the deputy
marshal, was
ordered to seize and destroy the ballot boxes at
Cedar Keys and tbat they were prevented only
by the armed resistance of the Democratic
custodians.
The same special says that all the documents
of McLiu aud Dennis are now in Washington,
and the case will now be transferred to tbat

Oity.

General Sevens’ View of the
Confessions.
A Graphic special from Philadelphia gays a
number of attempts have been made to induce
the President and memot-rs of tbe cabinet here
with him to express some opiuiou upon tbe
alleged coufession of McLin regarding tbe
Florida returning beard, but notwithstanding
most strenuous efforts on tbe part of reporters
no information could be gained.
This morning however Attorney general Devens while in
conversation with a gentlemen expressed his
opinion somewhat fully in regard to the matter.
He stated in substance that he and other members ol the Cabinet placed do credence in tbe
alleged confessions. Affidavits could be obtained iu that part of the country to suit almost
any purpose. He regarded the whole tbiug as
• naoaiiog from disappointed politicians and
disaffected Republicans for tbe purpose of
fomenting discord in the ranks of the Republican party.
Apart from the illegality of attempting to reverse the decision of the electoral
commission Gen. Deveos tboogbt that
to
re-open the question at tbe present time when
the country was upon the eve ot financial prosperity and resumption of specie payments
would be nothing less than a crime and should
be denounced by all prudent men irrespective
of party.
Attorney

ITALY.
The Pope’s Encyclical Metier.
London, April 26—The passage in the
Pope’s eucycltoal issue which was announced
yesterday regarding the civil power of tbe
church is as follows: The hopes of Italy aDd
the world rest on tbe beoeficients influence of
the Holy See and on tbe intimate union of all
tbe faithlni with the Roman pontiff. It therefore stands to reason tnat we should with all
deligence do all in oar power to preserve
intact the dignity of tbe Roman cathedra in
order before all tbiDgs to guard tbe rights and
libertv of the Holy See. We shall never cease
to insist that oar authority be respected; that
our ministry end onr power be
left fuily free
and independent, and that the position be
restored to ns. It is no vain desire of deminion
which moves ns to demand the re-establishment of onr civil power.
We demand it because onr duties and onr solmn oaths exact it,
and because it is not only necessary to couserve
tally tbe liberty of the spiritual power, bat
also because it is ev ident that when it is a
question of the temporal dominion of tbe
Apostalic bee it involves the well being and
safety of the whole human family.
Tbe Pope distinctly endorses tbe policy and
acts
of
tbe
predecessor, condemns civil
marriages and deplores rejection of the authority of tbe cnurch proclaiming that to be the
cause of all existing evils, but in language of
calmness and dignity devoid tbrooghout of any
tone of offeDce or violence.
The encyclical contains no attack whatever
upon tbe civil government of Italy nor any
mention director indireoc of the house of Savoy.
HETEOKOLOG10AL.
INDICATIONS
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Wab Dbp’t, Office Chief Signal

)
Offiobb, Washington, D.O.,
>
April 27. 1 A. M.JJ

For New England
and the lower lakes, easterly winds, rising barometer, cooler cloudy weather, with fog or rain,
preceded by a falling barometer in the latter

region.

XLYth Congress-Regular Session.
HOUSE.

Washington. April 26.
Bill exempting from enrollment and admeasure-

ment all ve*sels not

propelled by

steam

or

sail

ex-

cept vessels f that character engaged in ttade with
contiguous foreign tenitory parsed.
House went into committee of the whole on pogt
office appropiiation bill.
vir. Banning, of Ohio, offered an amendment divi ing letter carriers into two classes, those who
baveseivei over a year and tho.-e who have not
served one year; the foimer to ieceive $1000 a year
and the latter $800. The amendment was ruled out
on point of oruer.
Mr Kelley declared the carriers were the worst
paid ana the most ove worked employees of the
Government and hi ped some eftoit would he made
during the present session to relieve that deserving
cla-s of men.
Mr. Cannon moved to increase the aggregate
amount appioptiated for tjjepiy of letter carriers,
provided that the amount received by any oamier
shall not exceed the amount which he n<>w received.
He did n »t desire to incr- ase the pay of letter carriers but he wi-hed to give the Po-tmaster Geneial
money by whi b he could furnish additional carriers
at Chic g > and other cities.
Mr. O’Neill opposed the amendment.
He denied
whit Cannon had stated that the carriers were the
best paid meu in the service. Clerks in post offices
worked about eight hours a day while carriers worked
from 6 a. m. until 8 p. m.
Mr Banks spoke of the vast
advantage and vaBt
saving to ilie government that was secured by letter
earners. He was iu »avor of
an increase of
voting
approp'iauon f«»r their piy, leaving it to tne discretion of tne Postmaster General to increase the salary of letter canieis. Cannon’s amendment was re-

jected.

1 e committee at 5.30 rose and reported the bill to
the House.
The fiist amendment on which a vote was taken
was one increasing appropriations for special agents
fr tti $100.ii00 to $150,000 and it was agreed to—yeas
102 nays 91.
The next vote was on the amendment providing
that the per diem pay of special agent-* shall only be
abowed when they are ti a veiling on business of the

Bulgarian Insurrection

rbe

Be-

Mow

Pro-

gress.

London, April 26.—-The London newspapers
this morning take a discouraging view of tbe
coarse of the political negotiations. It is plain
to see in Austria’s changing attitude a desire
to wait in hopeful silence to see what it may
profit in the calamities and weaknesses of combinations. The Daily News says:
It is time to give up the illusiou respecting
Austria’s effective interference in tbe present
strsfe. Her government long ago made military preparations on tbe borders of Bosnia and
Herzegovina, in anticipation of war between
Eagland and Bussia, and will watch its development, get what it can and congratulate itself
It will ba
upon doing so without fighting.
glad if we help its designs, but will owe us no
thanks.
A Vienna correspondent of the News says
that notwithstanding tbe various denials it is
maintained that tbe Anstro-Bnssian negotiations at St. Petersburg are proceeding favorably and that tbe chief objections of Austria
against the treaty of San Stelano have met
with due consideration.
Failure to Float a Bunion Loan,
A number of German bankers who were induced to meet in Berlin to consider the practicability of floating another Bnssian loan have
nnanimonsly refused to engage in the work.
Galling ant the British Naval Reserves.
A London despatch says that the calling ont
of the British naval reserves is considered imminent.
Bismarck’s Health.

Bismarck is in no danger, bat his return to
Berlin will be defeired.
The Frxvateeriug Scare.
A scare caused by Bnssian declarations of
privateering is reported as haviog a depressing
influence on British shipping interests on the
Gominent. The Standard says that Antwerp,
UnmVmsi.

nn.l

Ttsom^n

in cases where a voyage of auy length is anticare refusing to consign their goods in
ships liyiog the British flag. The critical state
of relations between England and Russia have
caused tbe Liverpool Sainog Ship Mutual Indemnity Association to enter into preliminary
engagements for the establishment of a special
association for the payment of losses incurred
by its members through tbe capture or destruction of their vessels by acts of war.
A Banian View.
The Journal de St. Petersburg today says:
We hope the intelligence published by some
London newspapers respecting tbe state of negotiations relates to a phase now past.
At
present it is improbable that England will renew her opposition in tbe matter of phraseology. A reconciliation is sincerely desired. Let
tbe cabinets aim at wbat is calculated to draw
them cioser together, not bring forward irritating propositions. There is now no doubt that
Russia accepts the broadest possible basis for
tbe programme of the Congress, that she does
not dream of declining any kind of discussion
is proved by Gortschakoff’s circular.
Should
tbe Congress meet it will be able to deal with
all the questions raised by events in the East.
It now appears that Salisbury recognizes the opportunities of an excbaoge of views previous
to tbe meeting of the CoDgress regarding the
possibility of an understanding being reached,
and the St. Petersburg cabinet shares in that

ipated,

opinion.

Constantinople.
Constantinople, April 26 —Russ'ian authormailersar

ities have decided to abrndon the intention of
a number of officers to attend
worship
in the Greek churches of Constantinople Sun-

sending

next.

Vaasa and Tefik Pashas leave to-morrow for
the scene of insurrection in the capacity of
Turkish commissioners.
The insurgents are
well officered and provided with an abundance
of ammnnitioo. They occupy impregnable poA deputation of Mussulman inhabsitions.
itants of Roumelia waited upon Layard, British amba-sador, to-day and begged him to telegraph to his government to urge European in
tervention and pat an end to the atrocities
Committed by Bulgarians.
Baker Pasha has arrived here.
Salieman
Pasha has been permitted to reside at his own
There
is
a
house.
great reaction in his favor
though he is still under arrest.
Seditions meetings are held nightly and a
popular uprising is feared.
The extreme Mussalman party has asked the
Shereef of Mecca and the J.Mufus of Tunis and
Morocco whether Turkey should join England
in the event of an Anglo-Russian war. The
Muftis replied in the affirmative and the
Shereef promised to submit the question to
tbe council in the event of an outbreak of hostilities.
A Preliminary Conference Agreed Upon.

St. Petersburg, April 26

Tbe Agence Russe confirms tbe report tbat
England and Russia have agreed that a direct

exchange of views should precede tbe congress.
Austria, Germany and Italy also favor this

and have invited Englandjto state her
views.
Knaiian Recruiting Forbidden inServia.
London, April 26.—A despatch from Belgrade says tbe Servian authorities have been
ordered to prevent Russian recruiting in recoutly annexed territory.
Todelben Apnointed to the Chief Com-

course

mand.

Tbe Standard’s speoial despatch says official
information has reached here here that GenTodelbso has been appointed commander-in"
chief of the Russian forces scuth of the Danube'
American Vessels Chartered by the RnaHiatts.
The Standard’s Rome correspondent gives

by Russian engineers who were in Rome as
follows:
Cbarlstowo, Freedom, Hawk and

Simrock.

No American vessels of these names
engaged in tbe shipping trade in tbe Levant
can be discovered.
An Iron Clad Fleet For the Baltic.
It is reported from Chatham that a powerful
ironclad squadron will be immediately prepared to be in readiness for operations in the Baltic.
Ulnzzling the Russian Press.
The Standard’s Berlin special says the Russian press have been forbidden to report or comment upon political demonstrations, riots and
local disturbances under pain of suspension.
Tbe Mussulman insurgents are approaching
Philippopolis and are driving the Bulgarians
before them. Bread of tbe insurrection causes
nance disquietude even in AdriaDople.
Some
soldiers have been assassinated there.
Various Plans of Settlement.
The St. Petersburg correspondent of the
Times sajs the British cabinet does not insist
on any particular form of words bat merely demands that Russia should in some way formally recognize tbe supremacy of European reTbe troth is,
lations to the Eastern question.
tbe discussions about toe formula; covers more
important matters.
Ooe issue out of tbe present complications
consist in undoing much of Russia’s work
and giving tbe rest a European instead of
specifically Russian cbaracier.
Another consists in what is callec tha principle sf equivalents or compensation to the powShe latter soluers for Russia’s acquisitions.
tion Russia desires while Great Britain seems
resolved to insist upon tbe former.
CSortschakotT.
Prince Gortschakoff is decidedly better.

FINANCIAL ANt> COMMERCIAL
Clanring House Transactions.
Portland, April 26.
The Clearing House of the Portland Banks report
the transaction of business as follows to-day:
Gross

were

$1,148,496; amount

the Stock

Exchange to-day ag
gregatcd 159,186 shares, including 18,500 shares North
Western, 40,940 shares Lake Shore, 34,770 shares
Deiaware, Lackawana & Western, 20.500 shares St
Paul, 20,000 shares Western Union. 8300 shares Erie,
1900
4900 shares Wabash, 1900 shares Del. & Hud
shares Michigan Central,2100 shares Ohio & Missisat

sippi.

The following were the closing quotations of Government securities:
United States 6e, 1881 reg..1078
United States 6s, 1881, coup..
107}
United States5-20*8, 1865,new,reg.,.104$
United States 5-20s, 1865, coup.104
United Slates 1867. reg. 107$
United States ’*67, coupon....
107
United States 1868. reg.,...
1(J9|
United States, 1868, coup,.109}
United States 10-40*8, reg..
United States 10-40s. coup......105}
United States new 5’s reg.103}
United States new 5s, coup...105$
United States new 44sreg... 103
United States new 4$s, coup. 103
United 8tates 4 per cents, reg.,....100}
United States 4 per cents,coup..100}

pacific 6’e, 95s.

118}

The following were the closing quotations of
Stocks:
Morris & Essex... 76$
Western Union 'i'elegraph Co...80|

Pacific Mail.
Hudson R R..
Brie....
Erie prelerred...
Michigan Central.

20$

New York Central &

.106
na

25$
68$

Panama..ttj28
Union Pacific Stock,..
Lake Shore...
Illinois Central......

69$
62$

...

75

Pittsburg R.
Chicago & Northwestern.
Chicago & Northwestern preferred ..
New Jersey Central...

74$
51}
71$

15§

*’

Rock island.
st. Paul.
St. Pam preferred.
Fort

insg

48$
73a

Wayne....

’*

Chicago & Alton.
72$
Chicago & Alton prelerred.
99$
Ohio & Mississippi.
81
Delaware & Lackawanna...
52
Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph.4, 21$
The following were the closing quotations of Pacific
Railroad securities:
Boston, Hartford & Erie let.... 13
13i
Central Pacific
i05a
'*

Guaranteed.....'
bonds.....*.!!"!**
Union Pacific...

in«s!

Sinking Funds,..
Bar silver, currency...

iiaa

BarBilver, gold

Do

........’.’.I’.llS}

Coin...

—

@ i discount

California mining Stock*.
San Francisco, April 29 —The following are the
closing official prices of mining stocks to-day compared with those of yesterday.

_Apr 26. Apr. 25.
Apr. 26. Apr.
8J Kentuck.3
£1P1Vl.8
t
Belcher.3|
3j leopard.
Best
&

Belcher....14J

Consolidated,Va...14J
California.26

.21

Confidence.
Caledonia...2

Crown Point.31

14J Mexican.
3*

91
6

Northern Belle.

154 Overman.10!
26J Ophier....'.28
26
4

Raymond&Ely

Silver

2J
4

Exchequer. 2|

Hill....

3

§:

Savage.Ill
Seg. Belcher...?.

25.

2}
9

6J

104
27
3
..

128
20
4

24 Sierra Nevada.. 4
64 Union con
41
7J Yellow Jacket. 6
64
Imperial.
Eureka con.51
51
Julia consol’id’td. 2|
21 Grand Prize.... 3i
3}
4i Alta. 7‘ 74
£astlce.4{
3
Commonwealth. .33
*

Curry
Hale& Norcross... 7JJ
...

....

Providence Print

Cloth*

market,

Frgvidenob, K. I„ April 26 —The Printing cloths
ai;,ive t0-day and prfces are firmer at
3 5-16 W!-)r.e
for best 64 x
9
56

x

56.

3|

64

cloths and 2 15-16 (g 3 for

Chicago Cattle market.
Chicago,April 26-Hogs—receipts 14,000 head,shipments 6500 bea<l: market
steady; choice heavy 3 45
@3 70; light 3 20 @ 3 40; butchers pigs at 3 30 @

50; mixed rough at 3 20 @ 3 40; all sold.
Cattle—receipt* 5600 bead; shipments 3800 head;
market is slow and shade weaker;
shipping at 4 10 @
5 25 ; feeders and stockers at 3 20
@ 4 25; butchers
fairly active 1 50 @ 4 10.
Sheep—receipts 290 head; shipments 220; market
steady and unchanged; sales at 4 50 @ 5 00.

3

The London Times on Austria's Plan.
London, April 27.—The leadiug editorial of
the Times referring to the statement in a despatch from its St. Petersburg correspondent
that Austria is said to be advancing towards a
solution on a basis of the other power- takiog
suitable compensation for the increased influence of Russia, says: "The solution of taking
suitable compensation means of coarse that
Turkey should be farther desooiled to satisfy
the territorial needs of its negbbors. Tons the
battle that may be tomorrow fought over one
crippled power, may the day after be fought
over three. England may fight on what it feels
is a just cause yet after spending more than
we can spare of our treasure and blood, we
may find ourselves filling a ditch over which
others walk quietly to the goal of their aspiration-aspiration of coarse which now smiles
upon us, cheers as on and prepares in oar eyes
the laurel wreath which is to reward oar first
saocesses.
It woald be more to tbe purpose if
we were not left alone to vindicate the treaties
and fight tbe battle of Europe.”
England’s Objections to tbe German In▼itions.
A despatch from Berlin to the Daily Newstnrows some light on the English objections to
the German form of invitation to tbe Congress.
Tbe despatch says: "The proposed form, the
British governmeot say exuresses an assumption that tbe treaties of 185(1 and 1871 are already modified by the resnlis of tbe war.
England insists on tbe contrary that the necessity of su -ersediog or amending those treaties
is not to be assumed in advance in a way which
might prr jndice the negotiations.”
-Uuiual Suspicion Preventing Agreement.
The St. Petersburg correspondent of the
Daily News telegraphs:
"it is evident that tne present unsatisfactory
state of things between Russia and England
is due mote to feelings of mistrust and jealousy than to any other cause.
Unfortunately
the negotiations do not advance as quickly as
the armaments.”

day

the week ending to-day
marketed, $1,196,793.
The transactions

coming Formidable.

Negotiations Making

G Id weak and declined from 100$ to 100§, the closing rate, t arrylng rates 2 @ 3 percent. Clearings
$11,55,000. The customs teceipts to-day were $390,UuO
I he Treasury disbursements were $73,000.
imports of dry goods at the port of New York for

Eichanges.I 97,633

Net Balances.

31,531

09
61

Dully Domestic Receipts.
department. Adopted.
By water conveyance—1000 bosh corn meal to Q
Tbe anirndment providing that the compensation i W True & Co.
of postmasters of the fourth class shall be based upon :
the number of stamps cancelled instead of the numBoston Stork market.
ber sold at their respective offices was agreed to.
[Sales at the Broker’s Board, April 26.]
After several other minor amendments had been
30 Eastern Railroad..
-., 8i
adopted hill passed and House adjourned till to-morllli @ Ml
Boston & Maine Railroad 7s..
row,
_

Oemeaiic OlarMct*.
NbwYoek. April 26—Evening.—Colton market
quiet; low mid. advanced 1-16; other grades are unsaies 755 bales; ordinary uplands and Alabama at
7 15 16; ordinary New Orleans and Texas at 8
1-16;
good ordinary stained at 7 15-16; middling uplands
and Alabama 10J; middling New Orleans and Texas
at 10*; middling stained at 9 13-16: futures
quiet,
closing steady 5 to 6 points decline. VUnr-receipt* 13,445 buls; 5 @ lu better on low grades;bran s
above 6 and

heavy

with fair

export demaud ; sales

2b,3u0 bbls; No 2 at 3 25 @ 4 25; Superfine Western
and State at 4 40 @4 80; extra Western and State
at 4 95 @ 5 10; good to choice Western and State at
5 15 @ o 85; White Wheat Western extra at 5
90@
6 50; Fancy White Wheat Western extra at 6 55
(a
7 75; good extra Ohio at 5 00 @6
75; extra St Louis
at 5 00 ® 7 75; Patent Minnesota extra
good to prime
at 6 75 'a) 7 50; choice to double extra at 7 55
@ 8 25;
low grade extra at 5 00 @ 5 25; Winter Wheat extra
at 4 95 s 7 00; Minnesota extra at 5
U0@ 8 25; Ciiy
Mill extra at 6 Ou @ 6 16 for West
Indies, closing firm
for low grades ami dull tor irade biauds.
Southern
ttoui steady; sales 15U0 bbls; extra at 6
00® 7 75.
Rye flour is heavy and lower at 3 25 @ 3 80 for Superfine State.
O.ruiueai steady; Yellow at 23u ®
2 75; Brandywine at 3 10.
Wheat—receipts 35 000
bush; 1 ® 14 better with fair export for spot anfi to
arrive soon; sales 302,OuO bush,
including 118,000 bush
on spot; J 20 @ 1 33 tor
ungraded Spring; 1 28 lor
New York No 2 Spring; 1 33 a, 1 34 for No 1
Spring;
I 37| for No 2 Winter Red; 1 40 for No 1 do: 141 for
Amber State; I 44 for No 1 White; 145 for extra
White; 1 43 for ungraded White; 1 29 for No I Chicago; 1 35 @ 1 374 for ungraded Winter Red; I 40 for
Amber Western; l 47 tor extra White
Michigan to

arrive; I 25 tor No 2 Chicago first half May; 1 23 for
No 2 Milwaukee deliverable next
week; 127| ® 1 28
for No 2 Spiiug for April, closing at 1
27| bid. I 284
asked; 124} ® 125 for do May, closing at 1 241 bid
I 25 asked; No 2 North Western tor
April closing at
1 28 bid, 1 33 asked; 4 26 do May, closing at 125 bid
127 asked; No 2 Winter Red for April closing at
1 37A bill. I 40 MSk'Pii 1 .'1ft fin fVtl> Mon
bid, 1 37j asked. Bye is quiet and firm: 4500 bush
Western at 73c. Barley is unchanged. Barley
Mali unchanged. Horn—receiuts 25 300
bosh; the
market is 1 higher and strong; sales 220,000
bush, including 68,000 bush on spot; 52 @ 63c lor ungraded
Western *lixed; 54} @ 56e tor steamer Mixed; 551 u)
56c tor No 2; 57}e lor ol t do; 5oJc for low
Mixed, ineluding 84,000 bush old No 2 for May at 56 @ 66*; 55c
for steamer Mixed seller April, closing at 531c bid
5t6 asked; 514c do for May, closing at 51ic bid, 51?c
asked: 55Jc for No 2 seller April, closing at
bid
67c asked 53 @ 53}c do for May,
closing ar 53ic
53Jc asked. Oats—receiDts 40,550 bnsh; the market
is steady; sales 117,000 bush; 354c for No
2; 36 (ffi 36*
lor No 2 White: 36Je for No 1; 40Jc for No 1
White35 @ 364c for Mixed Western; 33 (aj 39c for White
western; 35} @ 363c fir Mixed State; 36 @ 39c for
White State, including 50.000 hash No 2 Chicago tor
May at 35c. Cotl'ee steady tair inquiry, augur is
unchanged with moderate demand; 74 @ 7|c lor fair
io good refining; 74 fl)r
prime; 1000 hlids Muscovado
at 74 @ 74; refined—84 @ 9c for standard
A; 91 @ 9*o
for granulated; 9} @ 9§ for
powdered; 93 @ 93 for
crashed. Molasses steady. Bice is
steady. Pen-oleum higher; crude at 7; refined at 118 a 114la,000 bbls uuited at 1 42} @ 1 46}. Tallow stead?
at 74 @ 7 5-16. Naval Stores—Kosin
heavy at 150
@ 1 524 for strained Turpentine is quiet at 29
@ 291 for Spir ts. Eggs dull at 10 @ lie. Pork is
firmer at 9 75 @ 10124 lor mess; 800 bbls part 10 1241000 bbls for April at 965.
Beef Is quiet.
Cal
Meats dull; middles at 54 for Western
long clear.
Card more active and firmer; 1700 tcs of
prime
steam at 7 274; 500 tcs to arrivee at 7
274 74000 tcs for
May at 7 25 (g 7 27}. closing at 7 27}.
Butter heavv
and unsettled at 7 @ 26c. Cheese in
favor at
buyers
6 @ 12c. H hiskey dull at 1
07, closing Belters at
-A

5ljc

in...

bid*

UoJ.
Freights to Liverpool—market firm; Wheat per
ijd.
Ohioaoo, April 26,-Flour firmer but not higher.
Wheat is strong, higher and
active; No 1 Chicago
1
s!'™"
Chlcafi° Spring at 113 for cash
U*.;»NOw
and April; 1134
for May; 1 Ilf seller June; No 3 at
107; rejected 89 (a) 92}c. Corn active, firm and hlgherat 4l}c c sb; 42e lor
May; 42Je for June; reiected
37}c. Oats fairly active and a shade higher at 263c
for cash ;26| @ 263c for May and J une.
ltye dull and
higher at 59| (Oj 60c. Barley is firmer at 47} (3 48c
1

steam

Pork is in tair demand and higher at 8 75 ior cash
8 75 @ 8 771 for May; 8 92} @ 8 95 tor June.
Lard is
active and higher at 7 00 for cash and
May;7 05 seller
Juno.
Bulk Meats firmer bnt not

higher. Alcohol

Freights—Corn

to Bufialo weak at 3 @ 31.
rteeeipts—12,000 nbi* Hour, 76,000 eunn wueat, 149,000 cash corn, 39,000 bash
oats, 1,300 bash rye, 600
bash barley.

ShlpmentE-W.OOObblBfionr, 25,000 bnsh wheat,181,19.000 bnal> 0at8>

00°J

bn»l>

rJe.

5500 busb barley.
At t he afternoon call ot the board the market closed
with Wheat easier at 113 tor
May; 1 Ilf fori-tHimy.
Corn unsettled and generally lower at 418c bid ior
May; 42|c bid for July. Oats quiet and unchanged.
Pork 5 lower. Lard easier.
dw

■ jtma

A nwll net

if) __at_

_

changed. Wheat excited and higuer; No 3 feed Fall
117J @ 1 18 case; 1 n for July] No 4 at 1
091 lor
cash; No 2 bpring at 1 10 bio cash. Corn—No 2 Mixed at 38} @ 39c tor cash; 38J © 391c for
May. Oats
at

—No 2 at 281 @ 271c. Kye steady at 6Uc
Whiskey is
steady ai l 03. Barley dull; Northern Iowa at 45c.
Pork—jobbing at 9 15. Lard quiet at 6 8u in East St
Louis. Bulk Meats are quiet and firm: 3 65 and 4 75
@ 4 80 and 4 90 for shouldeis, clear rib and clear
sides. Bacon quiet and unchanged; shoulders 1 00clear rib at 5 30; clear sides 5 40 © 5 424.
Keceipts—1700 Dois flout, 26,000 Dush wheat 32
000 bash com, 8,000 trash oats, 0,000 hush rve’ 0 Olio
*
hush harley, 00,000 hogs.
Shipments—3,400 bbla flour,75,000 bush wheat,45,000
bush corn, 0,000 bush oats,
0,000 bush rye, 000 hush
Parley.
Toledo. April 26.—Wheat is Aim; extra White
Michigan held at 1 35, and 1 33 bid;No 1 White Michigan at 1 311; No 3 Wnite Wabash held at 1 29; Amber Michigan ou Bpot seller Mas 1 32*; No 2 a, 124
No l Winter Bed at at 1 31J; No 2 Bed
Winter on
spot at I 27; May at 1 27}; No 3 Bed Wabash at 115;
No 2 Dayton and Michigan Bed at 1
264;
rejected
Wabash 03. Com Arm; High Mixed at 45c; No 2
on spot at 44Jc; seller May 44Jc;
rejected on spot
and
*
May at 431c. Oats are dull; White at 31c.
Beceipte—000 Obis ttoui, 16,00u oush wneat 1
000
oust c 're 0000 bush oats, 0u hogs.
Shipments—000 bbls flour,76,000 hush wheat 41000

bush com, 0.000 bush oats.

MiLWAiiaKB, April 26.-F10UI- is active and firm.
Wheat is hrm; No 1 Milwaukee 1 194 tor bard- 1194
for soft: No 2 Milwaukee ai 1
14§ tor cash
sellei
Aprd, seller May at 1 13*;
121, No O M.lwaukee at 1 08$
quiet; No 2 at
.«) 4ic. Oata are
yorn
Arm. Barley is quiet; No 2
Spring nominal at 57 @
®58c;Pork 9 00. Lard-prune
x
Slearn at 7 00.
Freights easier—Wheat to Buflalo at 3|.
Beceipis—700 bbls flour, 77,U0U busb wheat
Shipments—11,000 bbls flour, 123,000 bush wheat.
ClNcmN ATI .Apr 11 26.—Pork quiet and
firm at D 00
@9 20. Laid dull; steam at 7 00; kettle at 74@ 74.
a
and Aim; shoulders at 38xlear
.Quiet
rib at 4J; clear sides at 5.
Bacon quiet aud steady,
shoulders at 41; clear rib 5 lo @ 5 50; clear Aids
at Si
© 5J. Whiskey very weak and nominally at 1 02.
Bogs steady with a good demand; common at 2 75
@ 3 25; light at 3 30© 3 45; packing at 3 35l@3 50;

ami

June!

P^,V1S10U»—Mens

-*‘eat?a,e

“m3 he“.®353:

reCeiP“ 18690 heaU: 6llip'

Detroit, April 26—Wheat higher; No 1 White
Michigan at 1311 @ 1 314; extra W hue
Michigan at
1 55 a 1 3
Keceipts—24.000 bush wheat.
Shipments—6,300 bush wheat.
26,~UoWon i0 Aaiel i Middling

u|dMd^atA9JcApril

na^f MiamiTupfanas io^0tt0n i8 du" and Dom‘-

la^leGa?91A@flcHll:6,-UOMOnqaiet;

“““““S

WILMINGTOS, April 26.—Cotton is quiet;

W

Middling

uplands 9Jo.
Baltimore, April 26.—Cotton is dull; Middling
uplands lUic.

lands^atLlu’cApril26,~Cotton

steady; Middling up-

Nbw Orleans, April 20.—Cotton quiet: Middling
plands Idle.
Norfolk., April 26.—Cotton quiet;’ Middling npinds at 10}c.
Galveston,April 26.—Cotton quiet: Middling np} inds at lOJc.
Memphis. April 26.—Cotton is tirm; Middling
1 iplands at 10c.

F.ASTPORT—Ar 23d, sch Clara Dinsmore, Chase,
’ortland.
Sid 23d, scbs Swallow, Carlow, New York; Look< nit,
Holmes, and barker, Coggins, tor Banks.

Havana market.
Havana. April 26.—Sugar weaker; No 12 d s at 7}
(5
gold per arrobe; Centritugal No 12 to 14 at
Jh reals
1 3 @
reals gold per arrobe in boxes. Spanish gold
: 25J @ 225}.
Exchange tinner; on the United States
txry days currency at 2 @ .} prern; short sight do
; k @ 4} prem.

mo; and others.
Sid fin Saugor Mch 21, slip
Fanny Tucket, Robirta, for BumOay.
Ar at Leghorn 9th inst,
barque Ironsides, Tapley,
leuoa, to load for Baltimore.
At Callao Mch 39, ship
Ross, trom New

Knropean markets.
London, April 26-12.30 P. M.—Consols at 9113-16
or money and account.
London, April 26—12.30 P. M.—American securl1 ies—United States
bonds, 67’s, 108}; news’s, 1051;
4’s, 1044; 10-40s, 107}; Erie 122; Illinois Central

jew

London, April 26-4.30 P. M.—Consols
money and account.
Amount of bullion gone

at 94 13-16

or

o-day

was

into the Bank of England

£8,000.

Liverpool, April 26—12.30 P. M.—Cotton market
lull and unchanged; Middling uplands at 5 15-16; do
Orleans at 6 3-1 od; sales 7,000 bales, including I5u0

>ales for

speculation export; receipts 17,000 bales,
ucludmg 8700 American,
Futures 1-32 cheaper; April delivery 5 27-32, May
ind Ju(.6 5 27-32.
Flour at 25 8 @26 3; Winter Wheat at 11
@ 11s 6;
Spring do 9 9 @ lo 8; California averages 11s 2 @ 11 6;
:lub, 11 5 @ 12 3; Corn 26 @ 26 3; Peas at 36 6. Provisions, &c—Pork at 47 6; Beet 80; Bacon at 26 6 @
!7 6. Lard at 36 8. Cheese 63. Fallow 39.
At Lonion, Tallow at 38 3.
PARIS, April 26.—Rentes 109t37|c.
Time works wonders, and so does HUNT’S
REMEDY. Di opsy, Bright’s Disease, Kidney, Bladder and Urinary Complaints, and Retention and In:ontinence of Urine are cured by HUNT’S REME
DY. Female Weakness, Gravel, Diabetes, Pain in
;he Back, Side and Loins are cured by HUNT’S
REMEDY.
Clark’s Toothache Drops cure instantly.
ap23
eod&wlw

Congress.—The “Congress” yeast powder is
made of the purest and most healthful materials. It
is the best in the world for making delicious white,
sweet and healthful biscuits, cakes, pastry, &c. Use
none but the “Congress.”
Vienna Rolls made with Congress Yeast Powder.

i
*

*

1

:

aarque A C Bean, Young, do and Baltimore.
Cid 17fh. sch A
Richardson, Keed, Sagua.
In port 20th, barqne Lisbon.
Dunmug, tor North of
Hatteras; brig Arcot, Small, tor North of Hatteras,
sugar at $2 per hbd.
Ar at Matanzas loth, sch
May McFarland. McFar-

brig Gambia. Clifford, Brunswick

Carl D Lotbrop. Trott. Portland.
12th inst, brtg Carrie E Pickering, Bar-

Ar at Sagua
bour, Barauquilla.
Sid llth, narque J D Bueno. Jones, New York.
Blin port 18th, barqne Adolph Engler, Fickett, tor
North of Hatteras, brigs Akbar,
Thompson; Sullivan, Yeaton; L F Muuson, Huntley; Ernest, Lunt,
and Kosack. Smith, for North of
Hatteras; sch Cumberland, Webber, do; and others.
Arat St John, NB, 21th. schs Addle L Perkins,
Thompson, Castine; Julia Clinch, Camden.

SPOKEN.
April 2, lat 17 N, Ion 55, barque Beatrice Haveuer,
trom St Helena tor Padang.
April 15, lat 37 18 N, Ion G6 20 W, brig Isaac W
Parker, Keene, trom Philadelphia tor Port Elizabeth.
April 13. lat 33 45, Ion 72 50, sell W K Drury, from
Bath for Galveston.
Aril 15, lat 22 13. Ion

Jamaica for Baltimore,

In this city, April 17, by Rev. Dr. Sbailer, James
W. Swett and Mis. Martha S. Stevens, both of Westbrook.
In this city, April 25, by Rev. Geo. W. Bicknell,
Willard W. Stowell and Miss Addie C. Sargent, both
of Portland?
Aii rtumuuin, April zi,
oy ivev. ». xx. rtasKen,
Augustus P. Crocker and Miss Cynthia E. Lambert,

both of Deering.

DIED.
In Dixfield, March 27, Eraatus D. Kilgore, aged 59
years 9 months.
In North Norway, April 6. Mr. Elijah Flint, aged
77 years.
in Weld, April 4, Mrs. Hannah Coburn, aged 66 yrs.
In Hiram, April 5, Mark M., son ot John and Maria Cotton, aged I month.
In Thorndike, April 14. Sadie J., wife ot S. N.
Bumpus. aged 22 years 10 months.
In Swanville, April 23. Mrs. Augusta M., wife of
Otis B. Patterson, aged 28 years.

NOTICES.

8. B. HASKELL.
sna3w

ap27

Paper Hangings
NEW DESIGNS. LATEST S TYLES.
At very

sn2oi

KOHLING,
THE FASHIONABLE TAILOR,

FROM

FOB

tate
NOTICE
main

Ontario.Portland.. .Liverpool.Apl 27
Scandinavian.,... Halifax.Liverpool.Apl 27
Bricanic.New York. .Liverpool .....Apl 27
Bolivia.New York. .Glasgow.Apl 27
Bermuda...Now York.. Porto Rico.... Apl 27
Batavia.Boston_Liverpool.a pi 27
Illinois...Phi ladelphia Li verpool.A pi 27
City of Merida.... New York .Hav&VCruz..Apl 30
Idaho.New Yorx.. Liverpool..
Apl 30
Accapulco.New York. .Aspinwall.Apl 30
Ailsa.New York. .Aspinwall.Apl 30
Wisconsin.New York Liverpool.... .Apl 30
Scythia.New York. Liverpool_May 1
Viile de Paris.New York .Havre.May 1
Ooiumbus.New York..Havana ^,.May 1
Scythia,...New York.. Liverpool.... May 1
Elysia..‘.New York..London,.May 1
Elysia.New York.. London
May 1
Republic.„New York. .Liverpool.... May 2
Sue via.New York. .Hamburg... .May 2
May 4
Polynesian.Halifax
.Liverpool.
..

these goods

H. VY.

HEKSEY, Treas. and Collector.
ap22dtd

ind keep a stock two or three
limes larger than can he found
in Portland lo select from.

FURNITURE
MADE TO ORDER AND REPAIPED

Year One Thousand Eight Hundred and

Seventy-Eight.

Dogs.

to

Relating

manner.

Don’t buy till our good*
and price* obtained.

hare been

*een

Walter Corey & Co.,
2S FREE STREET.

City of Portland.
lu the

it ordained by the Mayor, Aldermen,and Common Council of the City of Portland,
In City
Council assembled, as follows:
Section 1st—Every owner or keeper of a dog shall
annually cause it to be registered, described, and licensed tor one year In the office of the City Clerk, by
paying theretor to said clerk the sum of twenty-five
cents, and shall cause it to wear around its neck a
collar distinctlv marked with the owner’s name and
registered number, and shall pay into the City Treasury for such license one dollar.
Section 2d
Whoever keeps a dog contrary to the
provisions of this ordinance shall forfeit ten dollars
to be recovered on complaint to use for the city.
Section 3d—AH fines and penalties provided in the
preceding sections may be recovered on complaint
before any court of competent jurisdiction in this

feblCdtf_

Henry H. Dresser & Co
245 MIDDLE STREET,
OPEN

HAY

THIS

NEW m NOBBY STYLES
IN

—

—

—

city.

Section \th—All other ordinances relating to

cences

New and Soft Hats.
A

dogs are hereby repealed.

for

ALSO

—

li-

Section 5th—This ordinance shall take effect on
after its approval.
Approved March 30, 1878,
apr3dlm

—

LINE

NEW

OF

GLOVES
C A. 3XT J53 S
ap26

T. C.EVAJVS,

!
dlf

ADVERTISING AGENCY * PRINT

WAREROCSE,

1« WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.
Dealer in Wood and Metal Type and all kinds ol
Printers’ Materials. Advertisements! nserted in any
paper in the United States or Canadas at publishers’
west prices. Send for estimates.

KNOX
BROADWAY

W. W. SHARPE A CO.,

SILK

HAT,

$3.50

AGENTS.

PARK ROW, NEW YORK.

2

Aoil your olil Milk (lal will bay the lalr.i
Mpriuy Mi,le from Knox, Ibe llnitrr,
New York.

Merry,

C. J. WHEELER,

of

are

S

ENGLAND,

accommodation >f Advertisers.

MB. KUHLING’S
own importation, and are of the finest
quality and most desirable styles for
of

esre-

Advertisemen s writ en, appropriately displayed,
and proofs giver tree ot charge.
The leading If ally and Weekly Newspapers of the
United States and Canada, kept on hie tor the

CLOTHING,

HEW

and Decorative Work
Made in the most satis-

April 20,1878-

Spring and Summer,
portion

1876

which the taxes tor the year

on

Has received liis selections for

A

be purchased in

ns can

] Drapery

unpaid that the time required by the statute
previous to the advertisement for sale, having expired, such estates will be advertised for sale, it such
taxes are not paid previous to May 1, 1878.

ADVERTISING

DATS

low

j&js;

factory

is hereby given to parties owning real

EUS’

DKPARTCKfi OF HTEAitlSHlPS,
NAME

d7t

_AGENCIES.

low prices.

will sell common.
Medium
and Fine FIJItsiTl'Iti:, now
ami throughout the season

1 Vc

ClTlr OF PORTLAND.

SHORT & HARMON.

1

apr8

ufw

BE

The undersigned having had extensive experience
in Books and Accounts offers his services, when reto Directors
of Corporations, Mercantile
rms, <5fcc., who wi9htoobiain confidential, careful and independent audits of their affairs, may be
addressed at No. 31 Exchange St., or No. 16 Bramhail Street.

out

T °‘?
Laying
f
°“l
\K
jNcw sheets.

Portland, April 22d, 1b78.
ap22

An Ordinance

NOTICE.

L0RI1,

laying

wa*

«

74 22, sch L A Knowles, from

SPECIAL

In Bridgton, April 21, Wm.Hazen of Bridgton and
Miss Addie F. Foster ot South Bridgton.
In Fryeburg, April 2, BeDj. F. Durgin and Miss
Alice O. Johnson, both ot Brownfield.

wi.oai

JAMES E. HASELT1NE.
J. D. CUSHMAN,
ALBERT SMITH,
ISAAC HAMILTON,
j. w. Rubinsun.

land, Havana,

auired,

MARRIED.

tree**” to

referred the petition of
( teorge J. Abbott and other*, praying that a new
s treet be laid out through the land of the heirs of
1 »te Nicholas Emery, said committee will meet on
1 Imery street, on MONDAY, the 29th inst., at 4
( *ckck p. in., to hear all
parties interested, and
t ben del ermine and adjudge if public convenience
equires the laying out. of said new street, and if
t hey should so adjudge will then anti there lay out
aid street and tix the uamages, as required by law.
Also ou petition of F. G. Pattterson and others,
] •raying that the street leading from Vaughan street
< between the property of Itut us Tibbets and Jos. G.
['ukey) to Ellsworth be accepted and laid out, said
omruittee will meet at said Vaughan street, on
dUNDAY, the 29th inst., at 5 o’clock p. m., to hear
ill parties interested, and then determine and adudge if public convenience requires tho laying out
>f said street, and if they should so adjudge, will
hen and there lay out said street, and fix the damages as required b> law.
M. M. BUTLER,
1 Committee
*

FURNITURE.

Joint Miami-

!b hereby given that the
^OTICE
■“«« « ouituilipp on

Vigilant,

£.r.t^.Sai’ua
Sid lutb. seb

MISCELLANEOUS.

City of Portland.

FOREIUN 1*0IS I'M>
At Yokohama 6th inst, sbips Mt Washington, Percies. from Batavia; Sumner R Mead. Dixon, unc;
>arque H A Litchtield. Drummond, from Newcastle.
At Shanghae Mch 25, barque Commerce, Elliott,

ifork, disg.
Ar at Dover 24th,
ship Oriental, Otis, Pabellon de
Pica for Rotterdam.
Arat Trinidad 13th
inst, brig Orbit, Naso, from
5t Thomas.
Sid tm
15th
Cienfuegos
inst, brig Daisy Bovnton,
Appleby, for New York; 16th, sch Ellen II Drumaiond, Higgins, do.
Ar at Havana
18th, sch Seth W Smith, Alien, Pas?agonla.
bid 18th, brig Jeremiah, Ford, tor Cardenas; 19th,

?ITY ADVERTISEMENTS

:

NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING AGENT
No. 5 Washingto

Building,
PROVIDENCE, R. I

Tlio

Ilattor,

..

GEORGE P. ROWELL A CO.,

...

NEWS.

PORT OF PORTLAND.
Friday, April 2G.
ARRIVED.
Steamer New Brunswick, Hall, St John, NB, for

Eactport

tor Boston.
Steamer Jas A Gary,

Parreboro.
Sch Jos Fish, Gilchrist, Virginia for Freeport with
ship timber to Messrs Soule. Proceeded in tow of
tug C a Warren.
Sch Elizabeth McGee, McGee, Philadelphia—coal
to Randal! 6c McAllister.
Sch Congress, Willard, New York—iron to order.
Sch Maria Theresa. Kallock, Boston—ialt to Henry
A Peck.
Sch Virginia, Baker, Boston, to load for Philadel-

large New Stock Just Received,

DODD’S

To be sold at the following
room for April goods:

ADVERTISING AGENCY,

Lowest Possible Prices.

At the

These goods will be made up with the same regard
for perfection in fitting and thoroughness
of workmanship as has heretofore
characterized the garments
made by tbe under-

121 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON,

Brown

Advertisements receiued for every Paper In the
United States and British Provinces at the lowest
contract prices.
Any information cheerfully gives
and estimates promptly fnnmished.
HORACE POPP.
ESTABLISHED IN 1849.

44

ADVERTISING

6 cts. per
••
8
44
12 44
44
44
15
*4
25 44

WINDOW
a

special attraction

waa n. «iu

v,

uiauu

uuu istuuis—

Barque Norton Stover, reported 25th, has

not

Paul Seavey, Young, arrived at 6W Pass 24th
from Laguayia with 262 Polish emigrants, who propose to settle in Louisiana.
Sch

[from merchant’s exchange.)
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 26th, brig Anita Owen,
Pettengill, Matanzas; seh J H Convers, Plummer.
Havana.
Ar at Falmouth 25th, ship Gettysburg, Call, New
Orleans.

Barque

E L

Mayberry,

from Portland tor

BostoD,

Wood Island Harbor, 5 PM, Thursday,

Bought and Sold in

SAM

FRAMCISCO.

186

W.

Fourth

Send for

a

O

Clrrular.

Divideuds Cashed.

shades will

new

408 CONGRESS ST

9

are

ualed
eod3m

uueq

Stock

Bankrupt
OF

—

Telegraphic Transfers made.

25

Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts.

j^22

Per Cent. Less than Cost to
Make.

Sch “Hoffman,” from Portland for Philadelphia,
into and sunk the schr Jessie Irving 23d inst, off
Great Egg Harbor. Crew saved.
Sch Catawamteak. which arrived at Wilmington a
tew weeks since with her cargo of lime on fire was
opened 22d and louna still burning. The hatches
wer« replaced and she was ordered to an anchorage
in the stream, to await further orders.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
PORT TOWNSEND
Ar 17tb, ship Yo Semite,
—

San Francisco.

BRUNSWICK—Ar 20tb, brig Open Sea, Larkin,
New York.
KIOHMOND, VA—Ar 23d,ech Life Boat, Wood,
Boston.
ALEXANDRIA—Passed up 23d, sch J R Bodwell,
for Washington.
Passed down 23d, schs Emma Green, lor Boston;
Annie Gus, tor Hoboken.
BALTIMORE—Ar 25th, sch Carrie M Richardson,

FURNITURE I

lu These Days

tfsn

II. iTI.

Payson & Co.,

32 EXCHANGE STREET,
—

DEALER IN

For Die next sixty days we sball
se-l all kinds ot furniture at a lower price than it has ever been ottered in this city. Any one thinking ot purchasing any kind of
furniture about the first of April
or May, can by buying ot us now
make their money pay them a
very much larger interest than
they can get in any other way. Our
stock is lull and complete.
All
furniture not manufactured by ns
has been bought tor cash and we
will sell at prices that defy compe-

tition.

BONDS 1

h'lla-

worth; Amenca. True worthy, Rockland; EM Baxter, Green, Pigeon Cove; Dora M French. Cbiids,
Boston; Com Kearney, Thompson, from Pawtucket;
Mountain Lanrel, Farrell, do.
Ar 25th, barque Esther, Benjamin,; Matanzas 14
days; schs S W Perry, Look, Jacksonville; Annie E
Webb, Tyler, Montenego; W S Harwell, Lord, Baltimore; Irene E Meservey, Meservey, Virginia.
Ar 25th, barques J J Marsh, Patterson, Cardenas 8
days; F L Genora, Simmons, Matanzas 7 days; schs
Carrie M Richardson. Richardson, Cardenas 8 days;
Joshua Grindle, Freethy, Jacksonville; R C Thomas,
Thorndike, Baltimore. Fairfield, Tav lor, Rock port;
King Dove, Swain, Vinalbaven.
Cld 24th, ship Gardiner Colby, Streeter.
Anjier, for
orders; brig Sarah E Kennedy, Nichols, Sevile; H P
Dewey, Lonng, Portland; schs Sarah W Hunt, McFadden, Inagua; Daylight, Anderson, Jeremie.
Cld 25th, barque T J Southard, Handy, Sydney,
NSW; John Bunyan, Butnam, Rouen; schs Nellie
Husted, Brewster, Petit Goave; Stephen Bennett,
Douglass, St Thomas; C E Hiilier, Ryder, Laguayra;
Speedwell, Whitten, Nassau, NP; Wm Todd, W ood,
Fernandina.
Passed through Hell Gate 24th. schs Wm Penn,
Hart, trom New York for Rockland; A A Butler,
Carroll, do for Portland; Teaser. Urr, do tor Bangor;
Essex, Cleaves. Amboy tor do; Garlaud, Libby, Eli
zabethport tor New bury port.
Passed through Hell Gate 5tb, barque Julia, Higgins, trom New Vork tor Havre,(and anchored); schs
Lizzie Dewey, Davis, do for Cadiz; R C lhomas, frn
Baltimore tor Providence; Maggie Bell, Amboy for
Bostou; Billow, Pori Johnson for Rockland; Freddie Eaton, do tor Boston; Chilion, do tor Providence;
A iHart Cloratipa_
PROVIDENCE—Ar 25tb, seh Maggie Ellen, Littlejohn, Baltimore.
BRISTOL—Ar 25th, eoh James A Brown, Collins,
Philadelphia.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 25th, sell
Almeda, Smith,
Baltimore.

VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 24th, schs Eliza J Staples, Strout, Calais for New York; Sardinian, Hoit>rook. Rockland for do; Geo Arey, Rogers, Bath tor

Washington.
Sid, schs Torpedo, Geo Kilborn, Geo M Brainard,
3eo Arey, and Sardinian.!
BOSTON—Ar 25ib, brig Jessie Khynas, Adams,
Dicnfuegos, schs Concordia. Day. Bluehill; Wester00, Wbitakor, Ellbwofth; H H Harvey, Blake, Sul-

ivan; Lilian, Ryan. Belfast; Myra Sears, Jellison,
Rockland; Pemaquid. Elliot. Bristol.
Cld 25th, brig Ambrose Light, Giles, St Pierre; Bch
Excel. Jacksou, Portland.
at 26tb, sobs Senator Grimes,
Clark, Barbadoes;
Lueie M Jenkins, Jenkins. Jamaica; Joseph
Wilde, I
Reed, Cientuegos; O D Witberell, Garfield, Baltinore: B L Sherman, Alley, Rockport tor New York.
*
PORTSMOU 1'H—Ar 25th, schs Alaska,
Hamilton,
Sew York; Areola, Brookiugs, Boston
Below 25th, schs Lucy Jane, Hopkins from Portandtor Boston; Ariosto. Elweil, from Rock laud tor
lo; R Baker, Fuller, Thomaston tor do: Florida
Leighton, Machias for do; CW Dexter, Warr Wis- ;
:asset for New York; Franklin, Robinson, Thomas:on tor Boston; JuMa Elizabeth, Stover, Bluehill tor
Sew York; Cbas Heath. Haynes, tm Calais for Fall
River; Hary Pearson, Thomas, Calais tor Warren;
Mystery, Seaward, Bangor lor Boston.

us a

feb-t

Oity

BANK

dtf

Bonds,

GOLD &C.

STOCK,

Highest prices paid

New York

Clothing Store,

171

STREET,

F.

A

Dress

*

B- ROBISNON, 5 Myrtle St., has
the celebrated Weber Pianos, and
other makers' at extremely low prices
DDflANC! Orders for Tuning attended to as usual,

DJA WflQ

liiinUlJ
AND

UuunflD

ja23dsniy

SWAN A BARRETT
ADVE'D

B7AK9

Lewiston Municipal
Auburn
“
Cleveland

Cincinnati

W 1 ■ V?

■

5’s
5’s
tt’s
(i’s
7’s
6’s

•

...
•

“

■

Maine Central It. R.
Portland & Kennebec R. R.

buy first

Trimmings,

Worsteds, Hosiery, Gloves,
and all kinds of staple Fancy Goods, at

SlUTH &

in_0rder,

398

thoroughly refitted our store, we call
the attention of the public to the most complete stock of

HAVING

PICTURE MD ROOM MOULDINGS
OF ALL KINDS, FINE
Velvet, Fire Gilt and
Nickel Plated
Frames*
Deep Hints, Passe-Partouts, Ace.* in the Hiate.
Also a line line of Steel Engravings,
Chromos, Lithographs, uotl Art
Goods Generally.

Artists’ and Wax Flower
MATJBRIALs,
—

also

AND

Architects’

—

Supplies.

BANK STOCK.
The highest price paid ior

C. J. SCHUMACHER & CO.

5-20

BONDS.
sneodft

‘400 niDDl.E STREET,

MOLASSES.
Puncheons Choice new crop MavP. R.
Puncheons Arecibo P. R.
Hhds. Arecibo, P. R.
Hhds. Pouce, P R
Puncheons Barbadoes.
Hhds. Caibarien.
Puucheous Port Spaiu.
—

ALSO

—

500 Bbls. New Orleans Molasses, vari«
ous grades, from common to strictly good,
Now landing and for sale by

No. Ill Commercial Streel.

5

1

Win. Morton &

>on

Peering

Block.

ap23dt£_
Notice U. S. Internal Keyenue

Special

law of every person liable

to

si-ecial

tax

above.

a«

Severe penalties are prescribed lor noD-compliance
with the foregoing reqiremeuts, or for continuing in
business after April 30, 1878, without payment ol

Applications should be made to FRANKLIN J.
ROLLINS, Collector of luternal Revenue, at 2‘A
Exchange St., Portland.
apl6W&S3w

MOLASSES.
NEW

will bo delivered from the Mercantile
Libiary, on and attrr MONDAY'. April 22d
818. All books must be returned to the Library on
t before SATURDAY
April 27, 1878.
All members who have paid their assessments for
878, can obtaiu of the Libariau, at the Mercantile
.iiorary. a card emir ling them to the priviligts of
he Portlaud Institute aud Public Library until
^pril 1st, 1879.
Fer order ol Library Committee.
ap22dlw

PORTLAND, ME.
J. H.

PKOPBlEfOB.
«

FLOOD,

Mrs. El well’s

Employment

Ofllce

Chambermaids, Wa berworoen and
Tablegirls, constantly suDplied. None but
the best of help furnished. Determined to keep a
respectable utHce. and conducted upon bonest principles, I ask those wishing bclp of auy kind to give
me a trial.
Oirls that are out of work, and have
good references, and ate willing to work at fair
wages, please call.
apMeodlw*

COOKS,

DC \©U WANT

Old

closa three story Brick
FIRST
Street. Apply at lttl Brackett Street.
House

aplO

Newspapers

FOR WRAPPERS!

near

Fou

can

buy them for 50 cents

hundred

lor

Spring
Isdtf

a

three hundred

for $1.00 at

the

PRESS JOB OFFICE
C

To Be Let On Brackett St,

GAUBERT,

A.

CONGRESS STREET.

CROP.

305 PUNCHEONS ST KITTS,
■t« PUNCHEON* NKYI«,
•AS BAKBKCS ST. KITTS,
now lauding at Widgcrj’s Wharf, and for tale
by

Notice, HI. L. A.

Street,

»437
apl9

tax.

books
|\T0
LI

237 Middle

CANTS DE CIIEVREAUX,
ftl.AIS KOVAL,
in all desirable colors.

UNDER

I

Health Lift Rooms,

CtIjOVES !
ALEXANDRE EE KI NOTH,
CANTU DE SUEDE,

Taxes.

the Revised Statutes of the United States,
Sections 3232.3237.3237, and 32o8, every person
in
engaged
any busine«s, avocation, or employment,
which renders him liable to a special tax, is required
to procure and place and keep conspicuously in his
establishment or place of business a stamp denoting
the pavmeut of said special tax for the special tax
Section 3214, Revised
year beginning May 1, 187“.
Statutes, designates who are liable to special tax. A
return, as prescribed on Form 11, is also required by

J. II. HAULER A SON,
NO. IT EXCHANGE ST.
apl3istf

Trees, Seeds and Plants at 1.^91
Exchange St. opnoste City Hall. I

at the very lowest market prices.
Save your money, these hard times, by purchasing such articles at their store.
feb23tf

All work

GEO. S. HUNT & CO.,
ap2dtf

MERRILL’S,

Congress Street,

3IN Congress Hi., oppo. head oi Cairo Nl,

coming from our store is warranted to
he perfect, and prices will be ratisfactory.

t‘CALLED”

Ja22dU

can

sneod

Now

250
agurz
100
60
18
100
25
20

TRIAL

will prove that you
cluss

“CALLED” U. S. 5-20 BONDS,

Jy2

FAIR

SILK AND CHENILLE FRINGES

for

oc27

FORE

call.

GEORGE A. WHITNEY & CO.,
No. 44 Exchang
St.

Cardenas.

Cld 24tb, schs E & G W Hinds, Hill, Cambridge;
Addie Sawyer, Cook, Saco.
Ar 25th, brig Clara J Adams, McFadden, Matanzas
sch Ralph Howes, Uetchell, Charleston.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 24th, sch Jennie E Simmons, Young, Jacksonville.
Cld 24th, sch Mary Weaver, Weaver, Portland.
Cld 25th, schs S S Godfrey, Cates, Saco; AlaiyE
Stock ham, Reed, Gardiner.
NEW YORK.—Ar 24th, Motley, Plummer, Matanaas 11 days; Charlotte. Brig**,
Barbadoea; seba Win
H Boaroman, Richardson, Port au Prince; Carrie E
Woodbury, Woodbury,Cardenas; Amos Walker, Po
land,Cedar Keys; Mary E Webber,Harris. Baracoa;
A D Merritt, Lewis, and L A Snow. Haskell, do; S L
Davis, Cottrell, Antigua; A W Ellis, Bartlett. Jacksonville; A Hammond, Goldlhwaite, Saco; Neptune

Please give

—

GOVERNMENT

We would most respectfully in.
public that we have just
received from a tailed house in
New York a bankrupt slock o*
Clothing which we will sell at 25
per ceut less thsin any hoi.se in
Maine, as this s ock was purchased
at 50 cents on the dollar. Job lot* of
all-wool Coals, sizes from 31 lo 12.
which we will sell at a learlul
sacrifice.
form the

sneodtf

of moulds and forms, and machines and scraps and
stems, and old stumps ground up and perfumed
what a comfort it must be to the smoker to find a
pure Havana, long tilled, baud made, old fashioned
cigar like the BASTIANELLI, at

run

Vamlnlia

furnish

Opposite Chestnut street, Portland.

—

P.T.MEAHER & CO.’S

Sch Kate Foster was placed on the railway at New
London 23d, and found to have stove a hole in her
port bow and damaged radder braces.

Portland

offer to

Our 50 cent Gilt Baud Opaque Shades
mch2?

AGENTS,
Street, Cincinnati,

Estimates furnished free.

metalled.

Bride. Lind.SPV.

SHADES.
we

ADVERTISING

Barque Ironsides, of Bangor, Capt Tapley, which
arrived at Leghorn 9th inst, was extensively repaired
at Genoa,.having been furnished with new topmasts
and spars, some new rigging, and was recaulkea and

Richardson,

4*
44

44

AGENT.

E. N. FRESHMAN & BROS.,

rsarl6

MEMORANDA

Saunders,

44
44

ar-

rived.

was at

roll npwards.

Customers about to furnish with
appreciate this low price.

Contracts for Advertisements in all Newspapt'« o
all cities and towns ot the United States, Canaa
and British Provinces
Office No. 6 Tremont Street, Boston.

WOODBURY# MOULTON,

Sch Vine, Wass, Addison—Nathl Blake.

order to make

S, K. NILES,
ADVERTISING

Nath’l Blake.
Sch Post Boy, Robinson, Bucksport—Ryan & Kel-

sey.

in

Mhsdc* with Spring Fixture* and Milk Tumm*!* all ready to
pnt up at 91 Each.

AGENCY

nces.

dtfsn

CALIFORNIA HU STOCKS

44

prices

Scotch. Holland

No. 10 State St., Boston, and 37 Park Row, New York
Estimates furnished gratis for Advertising in a)
Newspapers in the Uniied States and British Prov-

Exchange St.

apr6

Satins

As

KOHLING,
No. 99

44

Gilts

signed.
S. m. PETTENGILL A CO.’S

from

White

Grounds

CLEARED.
otrauiu

SIGH OF GOLD eodtf
DM

office No. 41 Park Row, New York.

phia.

8ch Kit Carson, Lawrence, Boothbay, to load for
West Indies.
Sch Granville, Clark, Rockland, (ar 23th)—lime to
CAB Morse 6c Co.
Sch S D Hart, Burgess, Calais for New York.
Sch Metropolis, Lane, Vinalhaven.

1

ROOM PAPERS.

Dealers in Printing Materials of every description
Type, Presses, etc.

Grant, Boston for Calais and

Eastport.
Brig Leonard Myers. Hix, Saco, In ballast, to Chase
Leavitt & Co, to load for Cuba.
Sch Clara L.eavitt, (of Portland) Lombard, Nassau,
(where she pat in alter going ashore, and made temporary repairs. Capt Lombard would not submit
to the ext rtionale rates demandod there and concluded to bring his vessel home for repairs ) Has ou
board three ot the crew ot wrecked brig Arctic, of

ST,

min

FOR ALL THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS.

..

iRinatarc Almanac......April 27.
San rises... .6.57 ; High water..
8.00 PM
San sets.6.59 I Moon rises........ 2.47 AM

MARINE

m MIDDLE
lii

ADVERTISING AGENTS

...

TEACIIEKS’ CONVENTION.

THE PRESS

Second Day of the Session.

SATURDAY MORNING, APRIL 27.

readily

in

an

THE

PRESS

be obtained at the

Yesterdsy morning the

teachers who are it
upon the Teachers’ Conventioi
spent Sevetal hours very pleasantly in visitini
the several city schools.
At 2 o’clock tbi •
second meeting of the session was held a ;
Reception Hall. The President C. C. Round ,
called the meeting to order.
The president appointed Messrs. Wooodbury
Merrill and Talbot a committee to nominate i
list of officers at the evening session.
The first paper of the afternoon was one
attendance

Depots of Fes
•enden Bros., Marquis,
Co.. Andrews
Wentworth. Moses, N. B. Kendrick, and Chisholu
Bros., on all train* that run out of the city.
At Saco, of L Hodgdon and H. B. Kendrick.
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
At Lewiston, of StevenB &Oo
Periodical
Brunei &

CITY AND VICINITY.
NEW

TO-DAI

ADVERTISEMENTS

prepared by

Mrs. Kate N. Rounds of thi
Farmington Normal School, upon “Arithmetic
in the Primary School.”
Tbe author of thii
paper being absent it was read by Mrs. Wood
bury of Farmington. The piper wbs a very

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Music Hall—Lingards.
A. O. H
City Hall.
—

A.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
H. Coe—3.

Merry

4.

interesting one,and
following points:

Eastman Bros—3.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

pnpil

Neck-Wear—Hill & Co.
Ribbons—Owen. Moore & Bailey.
Ladies—A. B. Butle;.
AUCTION COLUMN.
Important Sale—F. O. Bailey & Co.
Mirrors—F. O. Bailey & Co.

7}

First Lutheran Congregation, Scandinavian
Hall, comer of Middle and Plum Streets.
Young Men’s Christain Association—Opposite Preble House. Congress Street, open day
an i evening. Union
Gospel Meeting every Saturday
evening.
First Free Baptist Society, Cor. Casco and
Cumberland Streets.—Rev. C. S. Perkins pastor.
Preaching at 10J a. m., and 3 p. m. Sunday School
Social meetings Tuesday and Friday eveDiog9, at 74
o'clock.
B3P*The Disciples of Christ will meet at 62 Gray
Lord’s
3
m.
Sreet,
every
Day at
p.
to attend to the Apostles’ teaching, to the Fellowship, to Breaking of Bread and to Prayers. All are
invited to attend,
Woodfobd’8 Corner M. E. Church.—Rev. J
A. St rout, Pastor. Preaching at 2.30 p. m. Prayer

meeting

7* p.

dially

invited.
First Baptist

Church-Congress StM opposite
the Park. Rev. Thos. D. Anderson, Jr., pastor.
Sabbath School at 1.45 p. m. Preaching at 3 p. m.
Evening service to be followed by a baptismal service, at 7 p. m.
Second Advent Church,—Union Hall, 87 Free
St.—Preaching Sunday at 10* a. m. and 3 p. m. by
Eider Ruius Wendell. Prayer meeting at 9 a. m,
nml 7 n iii
CoM.nt).
in
o.,.*.. •_
...

Pine St. M. E. Church.—Rev. C. J. Clark,
pastor. Preaching at 10J a. m. aod 3 p, m. by Rev.
M C. Beale.
Sunday School at 14 p. m. Prayer
meeting at 6 and 7 p. m.

Free Street Baptist Church —No service in
this church tomorrow. House closed for cleaning
and retails. Sunday School omitted.
Wiluston Church, Cor. May & Danforth Sts
—Rev. Frank E. Clark, pastor. Preaching at 10.30 am.
Sabbath School at 3 p. m. Prayer meeting at
7 p.m.
Congress Street M. E. Church.—Rev. W. M.
Sterling, pastor. Preaching at 3 p. m, Sunday School
at 130 p. in. Prayer meetings at 6 and 7.30 p. m.
First UniverS4list Church, Congress Square
Services at 104 a m., and 7 p. m. Sunday School at
3 p. m. The pastor will deliver the eleventh sermon
in the “Lessons from the Proverbs” tomorrow even-

ing.
If. 8. Circuit Court.

ICOBUU

Friday.—To-day James Hartnett of Rockland,
Margaret Norton of Biddeiord, E. F. Fitzgerald and
Laura Rowley ot Rockland, were arraigned, pleaded
gnilty ol selling liquor without a license and sentencedtoaflneof®100eacli and 90 days imprison-

than what
The work

is

to

morning.
Mr. Burr, the newly elected President,

conrse

of

will be omitted.
will ffiVB 5k

ball at City Hall Wednesday evening.
Mnsic by Chandler.
Officers Newcomb and Steele discovered'and
extinguished a fire in the rear of Pat Sullivan’s

May

Centre street yesterday.
Bober t Boss, the seaman who fell from the
mast of a British brig Snnday morning, has
died at the Marine Hospital.
The flag on Odd Fellows Hail was hoisted
yesterday in honor of the anniversary of the
order. There was no celebration in this city.
A dividend of three dollars par share on the

on

considerable length.
Miss Lowell,’ of Waterville, a teacher of elocution gave two recitations which were very
well received.
Superintendent Tash discussed the subject of
teaching grammar. Ha thought it was of the

importance that the teacher use correct
language before the pupils also that the pnpils
utmost

read the.right kind of literature. He was followed by Mr. Jordan of Lewiston, who denounced the grammars used in the pablic
schools as meaning nothing and tending to
perplex iostead of instrnct.
A session will be held this morning at 9
o’clock to hear the report of the executive
council and discnss general matters.

Organization of Green backers.
Tne
sudporters of the Greenback National party and others, met at the offloe of tbe
New Era yesterday morning at 10 o’ccock. After some remarks by George Ladd of Bangor,
the

Somerset—W.

payable May

Montgomery,
which arrived here Wednesday night, made the
ran from Thatcher’s Island to Portland Light
in six boars and three-quarters. Quick time.
At the present term of the Supreme Court

Annie Webster was granted a divorce from
Fred H. Webster, and the custody of the child

given to the mother.
The Ortario, Capt. Bouchette, on her last
trip from this port to Liverpool,for this season,
today, will take out 301 head of cattle, 32
horses, and 130 sheep, besides several passen-

was

The

gers.
At Music Hall on three eveDiugs of next
week Mr. Milton Nobles and his dramatic company will appear in the highly sensational
play, “The Ptcenix,” a play that is well spoken
of by the Boston papers.
This is a correction. Fred Illsley has beeo
connected with the City C vil Engineer's office
in making plans, and not with the Centra
church at Yarmouth, as the Press gave tb<

impression yesterday.
Sheriff Bing arrested Fred Boss on Federa
street yesterday afternoon and took him to th(
station, where he found

a bottle of rum on bii
person waich it is claimed he was selling. Thi
crowd objected to the arrest and the officer hac
rather a mean time.

Stetson’s Folly Company.—This af ternooi

tional fraction
thereof, a delegate should be
allowed in the state convention, on the basis of
the returns for 1877.
It was voted that the organization be known
the National Greenback Party.
It was voted to hold a convention at Lewiston on the 5th of June to make a nomination
for Governor.

as

The Near Normal Selitol Building.
The Normal School trustees yesterday examined the plans prepared for the new Normal

School building. The examination took place
in this city owing the storm. After a thorough
examination they deoided to accept the plans
prepared by Mr. F. 9. Fossett, the well-known
architect.
The building is to be of brick with freestone
and granite trimmings.
The style of architec
tore modern Gothic. The main building wil
be 72x52 feet, in front of which will be a|grand
vestibule 52x20 feet, in which will be located

■

the dressing rooms and the grand stair-case. In
front of the vestibule will be a tower 16 feet
square, 62 feet high and terminated by a pryramidal roof 20 feet high, ornamented with
dormer windows and ornamental cresting.
In

through arithmetic too quickly.
Principal Chase, of our high school, wished
to place Portland right in the matter and stated that our school committee had provided for

the front of

the tower will be the main enwhich will be a brick and freestone canopy supported by stem columns.
At
each end of the main building there will be a

trance,

review of arithmetic in bis school.
Mr. Bobertson, principal of tbe Augusta high
school, read a paper upon the subject of arithmetic. He said that the high school is to so
mAnv their last school that it was hiphlv im-

a

over

20x5 feet, extending 8 feet above the
cornice and terminated by a pyramidal roof 18

pavilion,

foathimh

rtrn a

montarl trifh r)nrmnra

a

nr) nrnofinrv

These pavilions will form pleasant bays for the
school and recitation rooms. In the rear of the
main building there will be an addition 45x36
feet and the same height as the main building.

portant tbat the instruction should be thorough
to fix them for the active

duties of life. Not only teach them how, but
give them an idea of the methods which will
give them a practical knowledge of the subject. The pupil should also be mentally trained
A part of each recitation should be
as well.
spent in adding columns of figures, for only by
constant drilling can this be done correctly and
quickly, and thus when he leaves school
be ready to fill a position in a counting room.

On the first floor there will be five class rooms
and two modern school rooms, the whale connected by broad corridors. Ou the second floor
will be the main hall occupying the whole
of the main building, and in the addition over
the model school rooms will be a class room,
teachers room and library.
There will be a

high pitch roof over the whole, with a terrace
on the top, finished with ornamental cresting.
In the basement will be located the laboratory,

Tell the pupil that per cent, signifies hundreds and when that point is understood the
whole subject of per centage is understood. To
illustrate the ignorance of many teachers who

heating apparatus

and water-closets.
All the
cornices are to be of galvanized iron. The roofs
are to be slated and tinned. The interior finish
is to be of ash or Michigan pine, oiled and varnished, and is to be first-class in every respect.

he told an amusing story
of his own experience. In his first school a
foolish boy asked him why be did a certain
He
thing, and that was too much for him.
knew he should for the rule said so, but wbj
he did not know.
Fred A. Wilson, of the Hallowell Classics

stud} Bimply by rule,

The

Lingards.—The

amusement seeking public will be gratified to learn that the
Lingards will appear at Music Hall next Wednesday afternoon and evening, by request, in a

paper npon “How to teacl
algrebra,” Hbe thought tbat there was no
A yeai
enough attention given to this study.
of hard study is none too much to be given tc
a

comedy bill. The bill embraces “Sir Simon Simple” and “Peter White,” and at the
close the Lingards will sing a sceca and duet
Mr. Horace Liogard’s fine humor and Mrs.
Alice Lingard’s beauty and grace and powers
fine

algrebra whether it is studied for mental disci
pline or to reach higher branches. It was h'i
opinion that the village academy and districl
school were a little ahead of the system now ii (
vogue. Then there was more to incite one tc
hard and diligent study. If there was any
thing learned it was the fruit of labor am I
there were not so many helps as now, whicl ,
No lessot
tended to make the pupil diligeut.
should be explained nutil the class have hai I
time to examine it thoroughly and become ta
miliar with it. Time thus spent by the teacbe r
The teacher should insist upon a vei
batim committal of all the rules. Then worl
should be put on the board in full and in s 3
doing the importance of the correot use c f

is lost.

words. Bequire the pupil to be neat, method
cal and logical in all his work upon the boar j
and elsewhere. Much skill is needed to ex
plain the principles so that they will readil y

understand.
Prof. Smyth of Bowdoin College read a papi r
upon teaching geometry.
The following ai 6
the chief points made:
1st. Neatness—The hand should be traine d
to draw figures carefully.
A slovenly lookit g

paper should not bn accepted from a scholar,
2J. Accuracy—The eye should ba trained I o
detect slight inaccuracies in a diagram, and l 0
appreciate the beauty of perfect geometr G
forms.
Invention—Toe scholar should be led I o
3d
think for himself. To make new combin
tions. Try to awake his curiosity aB to tl
result of arranging certain lines In a cettai Q
way.

‘e

1

district com-

committee has been nominated, the state committee appoint, unless the people of the county
prefer to appoint.
It was voted that for every 100 votes or addi-

that 14 was too early to finish np the study.
There is a positive necessity of reviewing it afterwards.
Mr. Morris was of the same opinion and he
said it was his idea that pupils were getting

Perianal.
Chief Engineer M. D. L. Dinsmore has bet
transferred from the Bevenue steamer Dali 19
to steamer Hamlin etationed at Calais.

as

pleton.

with great success with it.
Mr. Woodbury of Farmington, said that it
was all nonsense about a pupil’s fiuishiog up
arithmetic at the age of 14 and having any
knowledge of it at 17 or 18. He had examined
lots of just such scholars and was convinced

late._

chosen

4th District—Dr. Bradford, Enoch Roundy
of Qermon, G. W. Ladd of Bangor.
5th District—T. B. Spear of Rockland, 9. M.
Dow of Brooks, C. R Widden, Jr., of Calais.
A motion was carried that where no county

Miss Leland, a bright appearing young lady,
urged object teaching strongly. She had met

“ltobin Hood” at the sain
The mechanical eflec s
place not loog since.
and stage scenery are made pnrposely for tb s
The seats are la good demand an d
piece.
should be secured early this morning or it wi II

were

2d District—T. B. Swan of Minot, W. D.
Chase of Oxford, vacancy.
31 District—Sullivan Lotbron of St. Albans,
J. N. Tucker of Gardiner, S. J. Gushee of Ap-

should be required to go to tbe board and illusThie would give
trate the principles involved
a practical knowledge of the subject io hand.

as

following

Saccarappa.

slips of paper and banded to the scholars, who

and evening John Stetson’s Folly Compan;
will appear at Music Hall in the frolicsom
burlesque entitled “Babes in the Wood.” Th >
firs t
company engaged to produce this piece is
class and is composed of some of the bet t
specialty artists on the road. “That very ba I
will t e
man” will be Nellie Larkelle, who

Pbilbrick, Skowbegan.

1st District—A. G. Andrews of Cornish, G.
N. Weymouth of Biddeford, 1. F. Qaimbylof

Ever; teacher in this as iu other branchshould watch for new thoughts and ideas in
which to present the stud; to the pupil. There
neve r should be a text book allowed iu the recitation roo m, no more for the teacber than for
the pupil. Tbe questions should ba written on

Institute, read

appointed:

was

mittee :

es

as

committee

Kennebec—C. A. White, Gardiner.
Knox—W W. Perry, Camden.
Lincoln—D. H Pulsifer, Waldoboro.
Pen brcol—Alfred Uetchell, Carmel.
PLcataquie—Isaac Phillips, Monson.
Hancock—M. Davis, Ellsworth.
Oxford—W. D. Cbase, Oxford.
Waldo—E. E. Freeman, Lincolnville.
Washington—C. K. Whidden, Calais.
York—E. H. Gove, Biddeloru.
Sagadahoc—vacancy.

sess.

practical so

following state

Androscoggin-Solon Chase, Turner.
Aroostook—W. H Kyan. Presque isle.
Cumberland—J. F. Turner, Portland.
Franklin—D. H. Chandler, Farmington.

There is
and then illustrate the philosophy.
an idea that an; one can teach aiithmetic easily enough, but to the speaker’s mind it is a
stud; of which there is yet much laDd to pos-

and

was

called to the chair.
Mr. Rounds of the committee on instruction
made an elaborate report on the course of
study for the primary schools while Mr. Corthell reported on the grammar school course at

absurd than to pretend that there is no
need of studying that branch iu the high
school. You should give it a part of the high
school term even after algreba has been taken
First teach the fact
up, or 6veD geometry.

spring cleaning and the regular services to-

■be too

vote for the officers nominated
The appointment of the committee was referred to the executive conncil with instructions to report at the meeting to be held this

He thought long and inwould disappear.
volved methods should be discouraged because
the; not only waste time but confuse and
retard the pupil.
Mr. Lamb, of the Waterville Classical Insti.
tute, spoke at some length on the same snbject.
He would teach facts first and philosophy afterwards. He thought it was absurd to try and
teach arithmetic if you do uot know it, but ua

X. H., last everiog.

Tomembered

every day pracslightly different proposition
is familiar oomes up they are lost.
He
should be more practical.
a

Mr. Tash believed w ith Mr. Morris that the
most direct route the best He said it was useless
touse a large number when small ones would
If the
illustrate the point
much better.
Primary teachers begin right the Grammar
sohool teachers will have but little trouble.
The foundation is of great importance. Object
teaching be thought was worth; of attention.
If teachers would make arithmetic more of a
stud; man; of the troubles the; now find

be

SESSION.

—

subject.

other’s company.
Tog William Wooley, with the new barque
£. L. Mayberry in tow, arrived at Portsmouth,

Boston & Maine stock will be
15lh.
The bark Woodside,
Capt.

icaiuiu^

understand that
arithmetic with
In short they do

He then related how
he taught the several rules for measurements
to a class. They procured a tape measure and
he set them one at a time measuring the size
of the school house lot and a dozen others
similar quantities.
He thought
that the
simpler the method the better both for the
class and teaoher.
Mr. Burr of Hallowell said be was much
pleased with the remarks made and said he
should like to hear Mr. Tash’s views on the

Fined §33

Single sale.

Thft Arnnant Order nf TTihornians

DUbUOCU 1U

discount, interest, &c.

dedicated this eveniDg with interesting exercises.
M. F. Davis of this city is training Fred
Flaisted, who is to row Hanlon of Toronto on
the 15th of May.
The ’feller and his girl attended the teachers’
meeting yerterday and evidently enjoyed each

morrow

UUL

The

and to the point. There are but four principles
in fact, addition, subtraction, multiplication
and division. These four principles he illustrated in their bearing upon fractions, decimals,

JUDGE KNIGHT PRESIDING.

a

EVENING

The meeting was called to order at 7.30 p. m.
by President Rounds. The first business of the
meeting was the report of the committee on
nomination of officers for the ensuing year.
The chairman. Mr. Woodbury, reported the following list:
President—Rev. A. W. Barr, Hauowell.
Vice-President—G. A. Robertson, Augusta,
Secretary—F. E. C. Robbins, Deeriog.
Treasurer—A. E. Chase, Portland.
Executive Council
President, Secretary,
Mr. Jordan of Lewiston, Mr. Tash of Portland and Miss Hayden of Farmington.
The President was authorize ! to cast the

years of age. When pupils enter the High
school they do not touch that bood. He said
be had found that in teaching he got the best
results when he used the fawest roles. Almost
every part of any study can be reduced to a
few principles, al lof which will be direct

Municipal Court.

undergoing

ment.

subject. He said that in the Biddeford
school the pupils finished arithmetic when they
This is about 14
left the Grammar schools.

Notice to Counsel:
The last opportunity for assignment of court cases
for the present term will be this (Saturday) morning
at ten o’clock.

Free street church is

At this poiut the discussion became general
and was participated in by Dr. Hanson of Waterville, J. Marshall Hawkes of Cumberland,
Superintendent Corthell, Mr. Robertson of Augusta, and others, until the hour of adjourn-

same

Superior Court.
TERM, 1878, 6YMONDS, J., PRESID-

Deering

UU

proposition which

understanding it.

thought there was a chance also for a great
deal of incidental work without loss of time.
Thus, when custom house business is brought
up, there was a chance to explain free trade
It was a question
and a protective tariff.
whether it was profitable to teach mental with
written arithmetic.
E. S. Morris of Biddeford followed on ths

ING.

The

UIUID

tice and when

George W. Cowles of Rockland and Charles F.
Pooler of Portland were sentenced to the same fine
and 60 and 75 days in jail respectively.

Brief Jotting*.
high school building

uy

thus save time.

this science is that they do not
it is necessary to connect hook
every day life arithmetic.
not learn to apply the rules to

ment.

Friday.—Julia Ryan.
with costs.

W

and

a

the rest of the class have never seeo, and have
him make the class understand it, as if he was
speaking to a jury. Do not let him commit a
proposition to memory and “say it” without

more

BEFORE JUDGE FOX.

ArRIL CIVIL

thorough

more

Have him demonstrate

er.

He said that many
land to save their lives.
'discussed what were the more essential parts to
be studied, and claimed that it was impossible
to tell that. You waut arithmetic iu every day
Texas wants a
life much as the mau in
revolver. It is not economy to cat oat any
subjects. The only way to economize is to be

m.

St. Lawrence St, Church.—Rev. A. H. Wright
pastor. Services at 10* a, m. and 3 p. m. Sunday
school at 1* p. m.
St. Stephen’s Church.—Rev. Asa
Dalton, Rector. Services at 10$ a. m and 3 p. m. Sunday school
at 2 p. m. Seats tree to all.
Harmon’s Hall, West End.—Preaching at 10*
a. m. aud 2* p m.
Sabbath School after forenoon
services. Prayer Meeting at 7 p. m. Seats free.
Bays ide Parish.—Rev. B. F. Pritchard, pastor.
Preaching at 10.3U a. m., 2 and 6 p. m. Sabbath
School at 11.45 a, m. aud 1 p. m. Social Meeting at
7* p. m.
Deering Bridge Mission Sabbath School.—
A Union Sabbath School will be held in the chapel
at the bridg. at 3 p. m. All are cordially invited.
West Church-Congress St. J. F. Morgan, acting pastor. Sabbath School at 11 a. m. Preaching
at 3 p. m. Prayer meeting at 7 o’clock. Seats iree.
All are cordially welcomed.
I^-Rev. F. Pember will preach morning and af
ternoon at St. Paul’s, Congress St., and at E. Deering, 1 p. m.
Chestnut St. M. E. Church.—Rev. J. R. Day,
pastor. Preaching at 10* a. m. and at 3 p. m. by
Rev Eaton Shaw
Sunday School 1* p. m. Prayer
meeting s at 6*, and 7* p. in.
Arcana Hall.—Meeting at 2.30 p. m. Subject:
The highest motive for action, a pure aud progressive lile.
India St. Universalist Church—Rev. Geo. W.
Bicknell, pastor. Sunday School at 1.15 p. m. Afternoon service at 3o’clock. In the evening ai7.30 o’clock
will be given the third lecture in the doctrinal
course.
Subject, “What Universalism means.’*
Stevens* Plains Universalist
Church.—
Service to-morrow forenoon at 11 o’clock. Rev. Mr.
Bicknell will preach.
New Jerusalem Church, New High street.—
Rev. J. K Smyth, pastor. Services at 1< .30 a. m*
Preaching by the pastor. Evening service at 7.30
o’clock.
Preble Chapel, corner Preble and Cumberland
St. Sunday school at 2 p m. Preaching at 3 p. m.
Tempt ranee meeting at 7* p. m. The public are cor-

comprehend.

apeak he read in tbe morning Press. His idea
was that tbe first and indispensable thing to be
taught was the fnndimental principles of this
He cited cases of
very important science.
pupils who knew every rule in the arithmetic
by heart bat who coaid not measure a piece of

also Monday and Thursday
evenings at
p.
All troin sea and land are invited. Seats free.
Reading rooms open to Seamen every day Regular.

at

in c'oncg summed up in the

3— The eye, ear and mind should be trained
together.
4— No new step should be taken until the
previous steps are well understood.
5— Mach time should be spent on numeration as a foundation for fnture work.
6— In all operations, the child sbonld be led
to reason and use his own judgment on his
work.
F. E. C. Robbies of Deering next took np
the teaching of arithmetic in the grammar
schools. His remarks were not prepared aod
the first notification he had that be was to

Religions Notices.
Temperance Reform Club.—The Reform Club
will hold public meeting every Sunday
evening in
Mission Hall, Williams’ Block, commencing at 7*
o’clock. All are cordially invited.
St. Luke’s Cathedral. State St.—Rt. Rev. H
A. Neely, Bishop of the Diocese of
Maine.—Sunday
services 10.30 a. m., 3 and 7Jp. m. Daily services at
a. m. and 5 p. m.
Seats free to all.
Bethel Church—Services 10J a.
m., 3 and 7J p

m.
m.

can

apply

them in the construction of more
complicated figures. Next let him solve a few
simple problems Bet him satisfy himself In
his own way as to the correctness of bis results. All this while the scholar is young, for
that is the time to awaken au interest in the
the simple elements of geometry. At the proper age, let him begin to demonstrate.
And
now try to make him feel that he is arguing before the class, rather than reciting to the teach-

1— Arithmetic should not be taught absolutely in the primary schools.
2— No more should be
tanght than the

Morse—Soap.
Springe Hosiery— Carlton Kimball.
Clothing—C D. B. Fisk & Co.
Consumption— Weeks <& Potter.

to secure these results? Do not begin
by setting the scholar to learning a demonstration.
Give him a pencil, rnler and pair of dividers.
Set him to drawing lines and
noticing their relations
Then, having learned a few facts, let
him

Reel Sugar Prospect in Maine.

emergency.

5tb. Concentration—The mind mast be fixed
demonstration from beginning to end
A
judicious course in geometry traius the mind to
continuous Concentrated effort
6th. Reasoning—We should always study
tbe best models. A geometrical d monstration
is tbe most perfect model of pure reasoning
Tbe scholar should at every step of the demoustration ask himself, “Does this follow?” Tbe
habit of asking himself this q ieoiion will
enable him through life to distinguish between
real argument and a mere string of disconnected statements.
Now how shonld we teach geometry in order
on a

May

IMPORTANT TO FARMERS.

4th. Method—By familiarity with geometric
method in demonstration the mind acquires the
of working in an orderly manner, so that
in after life tbe man can arrange his thoughts

poise

comedienne will here have ample scope foi
display, and the performce cannot fail to be
one of great interest,
as a

Highly Complimentary.—It is with pleasthat we give place to the following compll
mentary notice of The New Era, whioh is tak
eu from the historical sketches of
the Maine
Press Association report, just published.
The
sketch was prepared by E. H. Elwell, Esq. of
the Transcript, and is as follows:
Ou November 15, 1877, apeeared in Portland
the first number of a weekly sheet entitled

Work in this direction has begun in good
earnest. The legal notice has been given of the
formation of a joint stock company and tbe
first steps taken to contract with farmers for
the raising of sugar beets. The order has been
given for all tbe seed to be shipped from
Canada to Portland, and it is expected toarrive
In
East Baldwin,
Fryeburg,
to-day.
Bridgton and Sebago Lake farmers have
proved by their readiness to enter into contracts
that they are not nearly as slow as some people
imagine them, and if it is borne in mind that
last Tuesday and Wednesday was the first
time they have deen spoken to on the subject
it ie surprising to see how quickly they aee
In East
the bearings of every point in it.
Baldwin within a few hoars forty-three acres
were contracted for by over thirty farmers.
Every one who has land which he thinks is fit
to try an aore or two.
for the purpose is
Of all tbe larmers prerent at a meeting there,
two of every tbree subscribed the list for beet
growers and others intended to think tbe matter over.
A great deal was said regarding tbe
Farmers who never have raised root crops have
so idea whether $4 per ton
is mnch or little.
Even those who bave raised tarnips or
wurtzels have no experience in regard to sugar
beets. At tbe meeting in East Baldwin some
of tbe leading farmers expressed themselves
that tbe risk even regarding the price was with

ready

price.

mangel

tbe beet sugar company, because the farmer
if he found it did not pay him wonld raise no
more and as the sngar company had to go to
large outlays for the sugar factory and drying
houses and kilns, they ought to know what
they were abunt before they erected them.
Tbe farmer as a general thing is ready to try,
and that is all which ought to be expected.
The information which the farmer has received
through strictly agricultural papers amounts to
bat little and as it is for and against, and based
upon opinion not facts is just as apt to mislead as to guide the farmer.
Some people say
£4 per ton is too little, because sugar beets are
wortb that sum for cattle feed. To these people
we have notbiog to answer, because they are
The sugar beet is
rigbt, at least one-balf.
worth nearly if not fully the money for cattle
feed. A farmer who has a large stock of cattle
and no roots to feed them tbrongb tbe long,
A___1A

P. H. S.—The P. H. S class of ’78 wilt bi 1
give a literary entertainment at Beceptioi
Hall on Monday evening, April 29th.
Onl; |
and thesi
may be obtained only of the members of tb
class. The following is the programme-

complimentary

tickets

are

issued

Trio.
Miss
Gray, Waierhouse

How he saved St.

and

Sparrow!.

Michael’s...

Minnie A. Noyes.

Mark

Twaii

.Mi liar 1

.c“*le
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his sugar beets to a sugar factory. He ought to
give bis cows and sugar beets together a fair
trial, and be will soon be convinced that it be
raises more sugar beets next year, those sold
to the sugar factory will give him cash returns
which enables him to give his stock some
beets too and wait for the money to come in
in the shape of plenty and rich milk and fat
cattle and prove the proverb that good things
alwayB go in pairs.
But, says some wise writer in an agricultural
paper, if we want to feed cattle with roots,
then raise mangel wurtzels and turnips and
not sugar beets, for the former will g'ive far
If these people would try to
greater yield.
inform themselves before they try to inform
others it would do at least no harm. Nobody
can deny that mangel wurtzels give a far
greater crops or more correctly a greater bulk
of crop than sugar beets. The first have been
cultivated and propagated for
quantity the
latter for quality. But when it comes to feeding value the thing is altogether different.
Let us see how the two compare. A hundred
pounds of sugar beets raised in Maine or
Canada contain 12 1-2 pounds of sugar, 312
pounds of solid matter not BUgar but soluble
and 4 pounds of fibre making in all 20 pounds
besides 80 pounds of water.
The
mangel
wurtzels contain from 31-2 to 4 pounds of
sugar, 31-2 pounds of soluble matter and 4
pounds of fibre, making in all 11 pounds of
solid matter and 89 pounds of water. An ox
or oow feeding on sugar beet has to consume
with every 20 pounds of solid matter 80 pouuds
of water whilo the animal in order to obtain
the 20 ponads of solids from mangel wurtzel
has to swallow 180 pounds of water. Now if a
farmer is willing to fatten an ox on water
let him drink it and not eat it, so as to save the
work of chewing it.
A farmer who harvests 20 tons of sugar beets
per acres, has 4 tons of solids and 16 tons of
water but when he harvests 35 tons of mangel
wnrtz-ls he has 3 85-100 tons of solids and
3115-100 tons of water.
But can any sane
mau imagine an ox will grow fat by having
forced every day 100 pounds of cold water
through his system? If so we would advise
him to try this water cure on himself in oold
winter and in a cold barn
On this principle is
based the theory that pumice or pulp from the
beet sugar factory containing in 100 pounds
50 pounds of solids and only 50 pounds of water is as much superior to sugar beet itself.
But sugar beets or mangel wurzels, every farmer who has a oow, a sheep or a pig
should
grow one or the other, and if he tries one he
wi'l so m trv both and afterwards find out for
himself which is the most profitable.
A farmer who gives his cattle a chance to eat of either corn, hay or roots will
fiod the instinct of
the animal leads it to eat from all three because all three combined supply the waste of
the animal system mest completely and accumulate besides. So if the beet sugar enterprise
has done nothing but stimulated the growing
of root crops in Maine, it has done more than
many imagine, to bring farming to a profitable occupation.
Having this in view the men who have taken
the lead in the beet sugar enterprise have determined to give every farmer a chance to try
to raise sugar beets if be feels disoosed, to d-J
termine for himself what it costs to produoe
sugar beets aud what they are worth for feeding purposes. By sendiug in a sample for analysis, and stating his own experience he has
done his part of a grand experiment and will
iu return rece've a systematized account of the
whole result obtained lo the State of Maine, so
that next year there will be correct facts to
base future action in the beet sugar industry
upon.
Farmers who wish to raise a small quantity
of beets without entering into a contract with
the company to deliver the same for sugar
making can obtain the sugar beet seed from
W. C. Sawyer & Co., 22 Market square, Portland, who will furnish them to all who apply
for the same at the price of 30 cents per pound,
which is the cost price with a small addition
for package &c.
The slock on hand is 30,000 pounds and
though this will keep for many years, it is desirable the trial on a small scale should be as
extensive as possible. It is impossible to answer all the letters of inquiry which continually arrive but it is honed that the informat ion
through the papers will reaoh all.
The news from Aroostook county is very flattering. Farmers, merchants, business men and
editors bave taken such an interest in the matter that the work is half done.
Though they
are anxious to have a sugar factory there, they
if they do
themselves
convinced
that
express
not get the first they will have the second, and
is
where there
for seventeen
say
place
starch factories in one county there is place for
double the numberof beet sugar factories.

Gennnkrt.
Concert.—The concert given last evening
by Prof. Jantz was a fine affair. Space will
Mrs. Hawes was
not admit of giving details.
in fine voice and added more to ber well earned
laurels. Mrs. Dougher and MiBS Foristal, who
made their first appearanoe, have good voices
and will no doubt succeed in the musioal field.
Mr. Howard and Prof. Jantz were fine in all
their parts. The children in their choruses

Chandler’s Band was
very pleasing.
usual. In short, it was a very enjoyable concert, and those who were Mr. Junta’s
scholars gave evidence of careful instruction.

were

good

as

Citizens’ Mutual Belief Sochtx-.—At the
monthly meeting of this society last evening
ten

nersnns were

Fatal

The 10th question of the minutes wa3 taken
np and the characters of tbe effective elders
were passed.
P. Jaqnes and E. Martin, presiding elders of
the conference, presented written reports of the
wore: under their superintendency during the
past year, showing general prosperity.
Chas. Andrews, A. Sanderson, C. W. Blackman and E. Shaw were granted the superannuated relation.
H. F. A. Patterson

made

was

NEW

nuated

preachers?

The relations of tbe following were continued: J. Allen, J. S. Rice, H. L. Liccott, A.
P. Hilman, B. Lufkin, C. C. Coveil, J. Stone,
E. Robinson, C. W. Morse, D. Copeland, S. P.
Blake, F. Masseurs, A. B. Lovewell, E Smith,

Gerry.

J.

The ohair announced the following as committee on candidates for admission to the conference: I. Luce, J. C. Perry, O. M. Cousens,
D. B. Randall, S. F. Wetherbae, J. M. Woodbnrv. R_ Fran man. .T. R_

Dav. D

Where

C. W. Morse followed with an exhortation of
marvelous power, and an experience meeting
dosed the exercises.
EVENING.

At 7i o’clock the anniversary of the Church
Extension Society occurred.
The house was filled to its utmost
The announcement that “Chaplain”

capacity.

McCabe
sufficient in-

would address the meeting was a
ducement to all to attend.
D. B. Randall, Vice President of the Conference Church Extension, presided.
Dr. B. K.
Pierce offered prayer; P. Jaques read the

Scriptures.
Dr. McCabe, one of the Secretaries of the
Society, was fittingly introduced, who after
one of his inimitable speeches, and the
singing

of several sweet songs, raised over $400 for the
church in Salt Lake City.

cellence. They award the first prize to James
E. Trask of New Sharon, and the second prize
to Laurentius M. Nason of Standish.

STATE NEWS
ANDROSCOGGIN

COUNTY.

There has been a slight increase in the shoe
shipments from Aaburo the past week, and for
the first week of the season the shipments exceed those of the corresponding week of last
year. Notwithstanding the manufacturers of
heavy goods are doing bat very little.
John Reed of Lewiston sues Hutchings &
Lynch, contractors on Nashua db Rochester
Railroad for $6000. balance claimed due him as
sub-contractor. The case is now on trial at the
SlinrHmA .Tnrlif'lal fVtnwf

AnKnsn

of Portland, and Geo. 0. Wing, E-q., of
Auburn, appear for defendant, and Frye, Cot& White for plaintiff.
At the a. nual meeting of the stockholders
of the Lewiston & Auburn Railroad Co. In
Lewiston the following gentlemen were elected
directors for the ensuing vear:
Jas. Dingley,
nam
ton

H. R.

Smith,

John

Randall,

T.

N. W.

THE WHEELS

CUMBERLAND

OP ACTIVITY ARE REVOLVING
NEWED VIGOR ONCE AGAIN AT

Lake.

Chas. E.

Libby of Gorham, has been arrested
for larceny from the Mt. Pleasant House.
A few days ago a sheep belonging to Mr. G.
H. Kneeland of Harrison,produoed twin lambs,
one perfect, the other all right
excepting the
head, whiob. besides a good pair of ears, had

four eyes, two occupying one socket in the middle of tbe forehead. There were two noses and
mouths, one nose turning a little to the right,
the other to the left.
Each mouth was provid
ed with a tongue, the two uniting at tbe throat,
each doing service in the few bleatiogs which
the lamb made in the hour and a half which it
lived. The skull did not contain so much
brain as a common robin’s.

y

160

and

78

I'rooks!8’

in Sacks

Augusta,

Percival of

is

dangerously

Samuel Groves of Manchester, has been arrested for unlawful fishing by nets and seines.
He has been tried and will spend thirty days in

jail.

Accident.——Yesterday

morning

Richard Sanfotd, an Irish employe at the Rolling Mills, wished to start the engine attached
to the great shears. Instead oi reaching across
the railing, and turning the fly-wheel, at the
same time that he turned on the steam, be got
over the railing and put his foot on the wheel.
The engine started with suoh force that the nn'
fortuuate man was caught in the machinery

540

ODD VESTS TO BE SOLD
separate or with Pantaloons

270
•"

™

PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
on the place owned by Sherman Gilman, at Guilford Centre, was consumed by fire Tuesday—no one living at the house
at tbe time. The cause of the fire is unknown.
Loss §800. No insurance.
SOMERSET
uuuou

vi

u-iiaux

burned last week.

COUNTY.

mi iuou

iu

was

uaiuiuuj

It was insured.

Two years ago Messrs. Owen, Moore & Baia large lot of Bibbons at 25 cts. per yd.
which were considered cheap and created a
sensation at that time. To-day they advertise

ley sold

another large lot equal in every respect and
as desirable at 10 cts. per yd.
All who do
not think goods have declined in prices ehould

ALL

TO

OUR

HAVE

BEEN

FORMER

county yesterday:
Portland—John Stinchcomb to .Fianklin Simoods, land on India street.
Otisiield—Pamelia R. Wight to P. M. Marsron, lot of land.
RavmoDd—William Bean to P. C. Marston,
45 aores of laod.
Deeriog—Seward Stoddard to Adam W. Wil*
sod, 40 square rods of laud.
Freeport—David B. Soule to Seth E. Bogeys,
87 acres land and buildings.
THE METHODISTS.

Annual Conference at Farmington.

A Caution I# Our Readers.
The almost invariable frnit of a successful invention is a host of inferior imitations. The
patent Linoleum floor cloth is no exception
to this rule. Its durability and beauty is proved
beyond controversy. Be sure iu purchasing
the goods that yon look on the back of the cloth

for “Linoleum, Walton’s patent;” none other
is genuine. All carpet dealers keep it.

ei

ok

OTWl
tlllU

IIJI
ok

$1.60.

$1,60

KNOW

$1.00.

i

Permitting,

STOCK.

Buy your

new

ALL WOOL

New Style Light Hats at Merry’s.

OF

THESE

Preble St., for inspection

on

WOOL

ALL

FAMOUS

PANTALOONS.

$2.3>©

WEAR!' AND FOOTSORE after travelling from store (o store in vain
endeavor to find something to please you and to fit yonr children stop
yonr wanderings and call at our store and there you will see, notwithstanding talk by our smaller competitors to the contrary,

Congress street.

Farmington, April 25.
The opening religious exercises were conducted by D. Waterhouse.
Tbe Bishop called (the conference to order
at 9 o’clock.
A draft of $30 was ordered on the chartered
fund.
The report and exhibit of the Book Conoern
file.

Drafts were ordered on the trustees of conference as follows:
$88 for superannuated preachers of the East
Maine Conference.
$42 for Domestic missions of the Maine Conference.
$189 88 for superannuated preaobers of the
Maine Conference.
Rev. G. Donaldson of the Michigan conference was introduced.
R. K. Pierce, D. D., addressed the conference in the interest of the New England Eduthe claims oi

Garments for Ladies

der; also cutting
ap27

and

Assortment

or

Ever gathered together.under

Clothing

roof in the universe,

one

BEAR IN

MIND

goods introduced from onr mammoth mannlactory daily.
We shall be most happy to show our goods and compare our prices
with any store in New England, and will guarantee better goods lor

PLACE TO

BUY

When the skin is hot and
Sanford’s Jamacia Ginger.

Under

ONE

PRICE

the Preble House,

IS

Cloakings, Fringes, Buttons and Trimmings cheap at Eastman Bros’., 534 Congress

St._ap27dtf
Nobby

Style Hats to-day.

A. H. Coe.

“Balancing his hopes and fears,” he chose
SLIPPEBY ELM LOZENGES for his Cougb,
and was oored. For sale by all druggists.
Caswell & Co.,
Comer of Washington and Winter streets,
Boston.

on SATURDAY, April 27, at 10
Horse an 1 Carriage Mart, Plam
These
about
17 Good Milch Cows.
street, Portland,
are Yonng Cows in good condition.
Terms cash.
K. o. HAILEY A L'O., Auctioneers.

WE

shall sell
m., at

a.

IMPORTANT SALE OF

Paper Hangings,
BY AUCTION,
shall sell on TUESDAY, April 30th, at 10 a.
m.( and 2 30 p. m.. about 8000 rolls ol Paper
Hanging, consist'ng of Embossed and Plain Gilts,
Satin, White and Brown Blanks, large lot of Turkey
Reds, Embossed Borders, Common Borders, and will

WE

be sold without reserve.
V. O
BAILEY dfc

d3t

IMPORTANT HALE UP

50 Fine French and German Plate

shall sell on WEDNESDAY, May 1st, at 10
o’clock a. m., at salesroom, 35 Exchange St.,
about 50 fine Mirrors, e'egant French Plates in handsome French Veneer and Gilded Frames, fine German Plates in Blank Walnut and Glided
Frames;
Peir and Mantel Glasses, small Glasses, &c., Ac.

WE

GARMENTS !

lOO Cases

BOOTS AND SHOES

|

Botanic Balsam

Hon. James G.
douse of

Blaine,

Representatives, Washing-

Mrs. Hon. James W
Anion P Morrill, ex Gov
Maine; Hon J. J. Eveieth,
Mayor of Augusta; Rev. Dr. Ricker
Rev. C F. Penney, Rev. Wm. A
Drew, Col. F. M. Drew, ex-Secretary
of State; Hon. J. T. Woodward, State
Librarian; Col. George W. Stanlev,
President First Natioual Bank; S. W.
Lane, Secretary of Senate; Warren L
Alden, Bangor; Charles C. Natter,
Esq,, 27 Tremont St., Boston; Lieut
Jonathan Osborn ot Boston; William
H. Taylor, Beacon St., Boston; W. F
Morrell, Esq., Portland; Emory Cook,
Providence, R I., and fifty thousand

F <o.

Bradbury;

and all kinds oi

ap?6

Please send

j j

Vickery & Leighton

Nobby Patterns,

Uloves.and Travelling Bags.

ten gross immediately
Yours very respectfully,
WEEKS & POTTER.
Don’t fail to try it. It is pleasant
to take. See that the name of F. W.
Kinsman is blown in the bottle.
Sold by Drugggists and Dealers.
us

by freight.

Merry,
THE

“RIBBONS.”

NEW

LOT

Pug Canes

HILL & GO.
eodtl

10 cents per

than

are

same

sold in Boston at

ur

& BAILEY.
dtf

—

WRITE 11 HOMED SKIRTS.
ROBES

Chemises
In FINE

QUALITY

and at REMARKA*

RLE LOW PRICES.

A.
Middle

B.

CALL.

of Cross Street.
ap:7dtf_

To Let, Near Woodford’s Corner
Sixth House above R Leighton's store on th<
road leading to Morrill’s corner, two stories,
nine rooms, hard and soft water, large garden. Kej
at the house, or enqulreof U. BLAKE, on Wldgery’s
wharf.
apr27dlw*

26 Summer & 92

yourselves.

Carlton Kimball,

Hawley Sts

,

BOSTON.
S5TWe would call the attention of MILLINERS
to an inspection of our stock, a* being the largest
aud most complete to be fouud in New England. All
orders will receive careful aud prompt alteotion.
mb21
TS&TtJj«

Spring
Styles
In

The Largest and Most Complete
Assortment In New and elegant
Dc.tgns ever shown in Portland,
at prices 20 per cent lower tliaii
last season
Please call and examine lor

RIJTLEB,

corner

MILLINERY,

yard STRAW GOODS
SATUR-

price.

OWEN, MOORE

IMPORTERS AND JOBBERS OP

AND

opened
MORNING, April
27th. rlhese are really
better goods and colors

—

—

Street,

RIBBONS, SILKS

SPRING HOSIERY

AND

ap20eodtf

All Silk Gros Grain Ribbons in good quality and
desirable colors at

at>27

—

Middle

klGN OF THE GOLD HAT,

Plimpton, Fisk & Co.,

DAY

OF

237

HATTER,

100 Pieces 2 1-4 inch wide
50 Pieces 2 3-4 inch wide

will be

ALSO

3

ut

To receive New Style Hat,
everv week. Also a fine line
of Gents’ 2-Buiton Kid

200 Pieces 11-2 inch wide
150 Pieces 2 inch wide

NECK-WEAR,

1878,
in.

SPECIALTY

431 & 433 Congress St.,

MSX’S

o’clock, p.

d€t

From

SPRING AND SUMMER-WEAR.

tbe premises, on

Bailey A Co., Auctioneers.

Riverside, Me.
Weeks & Potter,
Wholesale
Druggists, Boston.
Mr. F. W. Kinsman—We must have
some more Adamson's Balsam, fot
they do say it is the biggest thiDg out.

FOR

on

3d,

Merry’s

others too numerous to mention
1 have had a troublesome cough for
more than five years, and have had
advice of three of the most skillful
physicians, but I found nothing to relieve and cure me till I used Adamson' Botanic Cough Balsam.
Mbs. GEO. A ROBBINS.

Garments

in ay

Purchaser to pay taxes for 1*78.
Plans may be seen at tbe offl ;e of P. M. Ray. 100
L. E. WEYMOU FH.
Exchange street.

ex-Speak^r

ton, D. C ;

TALMAS

.ball oSer at public sale

The following Real Esra'e In the city of Portland:
1. Lot of land and buildings, No’s 937 939, 911
street. Lot lOoxlOo feet. Buddings, one
double two story house, one stery and halt house
and stable 16x20 feet.
Koovn as ihe Weymouth
Homestead, and corners on a proposed new stieet.
Lot of land on Congress street, adjoining the
2.
above, 66x100 feet.
3. Lot of land on proposed new street, 40x100
feet, with new stable thereon.
4. Three lots of land on Carter street, vi*; two
lots, 40x90 <eet each, and one lot 40x100 feet.
• crnxs:
One half cash an t baUuce on mortgage.

It is prepared lrom Vegetable Extracts and bark, of wonderful healing
properties, and this Balsam is highly
recommended by physicians, cl igy
men and others,
testimonials from
wnom I can furnish without nnmber.
The following are a few of the nameof those who have used this remedv:

SILK SACQUES,

A

REAL ESTATE,

Congres*

ernorof

na<12t

SALE

OP

Thursday,

Lungs, leading to
CONSUMPTION-

on

ap26

30th lost.

GREAT AUCTION

PRICK 35 CKNT8.
For the core of Coughs, Colds, Asthma, Influenza, Hjarseness, Difficult Breathing. and all Af|
fections of ihe Throat.
Bronchial Tabes aud

great inducements

FARRINGTON BLOCK.

ready Tuesday,

IN PORTLAND.

Saturday, April 27,

all New and

will be

O. BAILEY Sk

CIO., Auctioneer*.
ap26d6t

I

ox

Outside

CO., Auctioneer*.

d4t

P

ME.

Adam-ou’s
OF

Auctioneer,.

VO.,

ap27

Catalogues

SriiUlAL SALE

take

New Pug Canes at Merry, the Hatter’s.

Important Sale ol 17 Nlilch Cows.

Congress Street,

PORTLAND

we shall offer

AUCTIONEERS.

apl7a6t

ON

AT

„
»P27dtf

SIGHT
dry,

F. 0. BAILET k CO.,

AT AUCTION.

CO/s,
CLOTHIERS,

Misses made to or-

Gents 2-Button Kids at Merry’s.

Anists.
We are assured this will be the finest collection we
have ever placed on exhibition, and every Painting
will be sola without reserve.
We invite an examination on Monday, 22d inst.

THURSDAY May 2d. at 10 A. M.. at our
salesroom, 35 Exchange Street, we shall sell
without rrserve 100 ca-es Men’s, Boys’, Youtns*, Ladies* and Misses* Boots and Shoes. These good.-* are
fresh and perfect, and wid be sold without reserve.

C D, B. FISK &

A. H. Coe.

dtf

shall sell about 200 011 Paintings.
The following Eminent Foreign and American
Artist beingrepresented:
K. Pen wick and Higgins of London, Van Hagen
of Paris, W. Webber, C. H 8bearee, E. D. Lewis, F.
D. Briscoe, A. T. Bricher, Frank Snow. E. T. Baker,
Essex, Hamilton, Boss and many other American

considerable less money than can be lonnd elsewhere.

THE

ST.,

and i P. HI. Each Day,

F. O. HAILEY A

new

THE

Gallery,

ap27

OUR STOCK VARIED AND NOBBY,
And

UTlh,

Mirrors,

THAT OUR PRICES ARE LOW,

ap26-2t

___

Our Art

and

—

AT AUCTION

Children’s

of

ap27

flttingiat Eastman Bros’.

day, Friday and Saturday,

THE LARGEST AND THE HANDSOMEST

25 dozen ladies summer under vests slightly
damaged, 45 cents eaoh, worth 75, at Carlton
495

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thurs-

ap22-6t

Saturday, April 24,

on

hat of A. H. Coe.

F. O. Bailey & Co. will sell at 10 o’clock today at Horse and Carriage Mart, Plnm street,
50 fine carriages, new and 2d hand; also 17
Milch Cows.

On

Paintings!

WE

MEN

S O

shall hang on the outside of store

PAIRS

50

SALE

—

BY AUCTION.

SB 2

OPEN TO-DAY.

specialty at Merry’s.

Largest Stock of Hats.

THIRD DAT.

cational Society and urged

a

Oil

At IO A. HI.

DPj^n^Tj^LOOisrs i

we

tun.

FINE ORIGINAL

oi superior style and make, and warranted just as good as onr neighbors sell lor 94,00 and 94,50.

Weather

w.

NO. 35 AND 37 EXCHANGE

That we liave taken Four large lots of strictly ALL WOOL PANT ALOONS, the former price ol which was from 93.00 to 91.50 and reduce our selling price to

ALL WOOL

OF

AT

ADDED

ALL

kick..,, mt.
e.

—

$16.00 tO $20.00
$2.50 &c

THE CUSTOM TAILOR.

YE

AT

».

w. o. BilLBT

April !!3d, 44tb, 4.5th, JOlli

KA

KA

We ask yon to thrust aside your prejudices against READY-MADE
CLOTHING, and look over our truly beautiful stock of garments suitable tor all classes in life, which for style and general make up cannot
be surpassed in this country, and at one hall the price you have been
paying for custom work.

We are offering special bargains in Ladies’
outside garments, of which we have the finest
stock in the market.
Eastman Bros’.
531 Congress st.
ap27dtf

Kimball’s,

on

AA

PONDEROUS

THE PATRONS OP

TO

£1

$1.00.

UNTOLD

goods.

Children’s Hats
Real Estate Transfers.—The following
transfers of real estate were recorded in this

placed

of-

1MMEHSE ASSORTMENT OF YOUNG-

AN

jnst

examine these

33

IMPORTANT

and up

dvvj $1,00)

BARGAINS IN GEWT’S DUSTERS
or Driving Coats, at $1,50 each.

RIG
DIM

muskrats.

The buildings

KAn

link ok slate colored
Alargtc
FICE COATS AT $1,25 EACH.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

The Dexter Savings Bank officials have just
been taking account of tbe property in tbe
hands of the bank; the aggregate amount of
the same is not far front one hundred thousand
dollars. After the footings had been made and
everything done with a view to absolute correctness, it was found that tbe figures obtained
agreed to a cent with the showing made by the
books of the bank, as Mr. Barrou left them on
that fatal 22d of February.
A little Indian boy. aged 6 years, was drowned at Oldtown last Thursday while trapping

$2.50

Cutnmlsolou Serehanls,

turn

A.l«r..m.

Regular .ale of furniture and General MercbanItse erery
a nt,
Saturday, rommencing at 10 o’clock
ajSdt'
'jon.ignmenta solicited

FROM $2.00 to $20.00

$3.5CMip?’

.Frioes ranging from.

and crushed to death.

were

in

TenVi&rent BUadesftS’

KNOX

COUNTY.
The Rockland, Mt. Desert & Sullivan Steam'
boat Co. has appointed a committee with power to purchase or charter a boat, the
price to be
paid in case of purchase not to exceed §200,000,
to supply the place of the burned Ulysses.

WITH RE-

from $5.50 to $30.00

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

P. S.

tucMoueern

MAMMOTH CLOTHING EMPORIUM.

Fir-

COUNTY.

F. O. BAILEt * UiH

C. D. B. FISK & CO.’S

well, Jas. Dempsey, J. H. Day, J. M. Robbins, H, B. Bartlett and Alonzo Garcelon.
Mr. Gennert addressed the people of Bridgton Wednesday evening on the beet sugar
business. The object was to induce tbe farmers
to establish a dry bouse. The sentiment of the
meeting was very favorable to the enterprise.
It i9 proposed to establish dry honses at Bridgtoo, Fryeburg, East
Baldwin and Sebago

AUCTION SALES

LEI 1 LISTENING EAR INK M SB ILL KNOW.

Colby University. —The committee upon
the Sophomore prize declamation desire first to
express the judgment that the exhibition as a
whole was of an exceptionally high order of ex-

Moise* Healing Soao wi cu e any kin I of Sore** < a
v\ 11 heal
any part «* the body
pimp -s on It heis
*ce
la dniost a fOyerHgn remedy f r Piles
very gentle
Ais e'C-d^nt f »r bt'hinz i-.iantg with.
Sold b/ Diug^ists, Fancy Good- t-t res and G'ocers,
Trade supplied by J. W. PEKK1NS & CO. aud W,
F. PHILLIPS <& CO.
ar27dlw*

It !

Obtain

To

PRICE fO CENTS.

Is the next important question to be considered,

AFTERNOON.

vices.
The discourse was founded on Micab, 2,10,
and received a most attentive hearing.

HEALING SOAP.

Itcaonot he nbsent without involving barbarism, partial or entire.
The need ol it was the first thing perceived by our first pm cuts.

Wafprhnnwo

At 2 p. m. a large congregation gathered to
listen to a sermon preached by Rev. J. B.
Hamilton of Manchester, N. H.
J. Cobb assisted in the introductory ser-

MORSE'S

Ranks Next to Food in importance,

ary without appointment.
A collection was ordered

pernumerary preachers?
The characters of the following passed and
their relations were continued: S, M. Vail, C.
Puller, J. R. Masterman, N. G. Clifford, J. P.
Weeks, C. C. Cone, C. H. Zimmerman, F. A.
Robinson.
Took np the 9th question—Who are superan-

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

CLOTHING !

supernumer-

for A. Turner, a
member who has been without work the past
year and a comfortable sum was raised.
Took np the 8th question—who are the su-

ADVERTISEMENTS.

_

admitted to membershin and

applications presented, carrying the
membership np to 674. The treasurer reported
$2,190.36 in his hands. The committee appointed at the last meeting to audit the
Secretary’s and Treasurers account reported
the accounts all correct and properly vouched.
A committee on revision oi the By-laws was
appointed.
seven new

me

The New Era. I have seen ooly two numbers,
If any member is in possession of one of thesi
numbers I advise him to lay it away carefully
as a literary aod financial curiosity.

1

ion’s Herald upon the sympathy and support
of tbe church.
!• Luce was appointed to report for Zion’s
Herald, the religious interests of the Maine
Conference during the coming year.
A communication was received from West
Baldwin charge asking the estaolishment of
three districts instead of t»o as at present.
The paper was referred to the committee on
conference relations.
A paper from the book agents, descriptive of
the “New Hymnal” soon to be published, was
read and referred to a committee.

BOOTS aND SHOES now being received at

BROWN*.
Side Lace Boot,

.pecialty. Gent’, Boot, and

a

Shoes all width., sizes aud pri--es.
421 CONGRESS STREET.
Sign
marU

Groat

of the Gobi Boot.
eodtf

Bargains

For THE NEXT TU1H 1’Y DAYS*
The stock of

495 CONGRESS

THE

ST.,

Boots, Shoes

and the

Fixtares

IN ITUBE 12* CBNGBEtm

Just
ap27

above

the

Preble

;House.
eoU.it

RTBKET,

To be Sold at Coal.
ap23eod2w
UEO. U. GREEK.

withering reply remained unuttered, and the
Bungstarter party were triumphant.
For the rest of the evening Jinny was the
heroine of the hour, but no cajolery nor flattery could induce her to again exhibit her

POETRY.
A Spring

Homing.

BY JOHN’ W.

CHADWICK.

A

gentle tumult in the eaith,
a murmur in tUe
trees,
An odor f-tiot, but naming sweet,
Upon the morning breez*—
The her&l s these, whom thou dost send.
Dear Spriug, that we may know
How soon the land, trom side to side,
Shall with thy beauty glow.

And ’tis by token taint as these,
O Truth, that makest tree!
That tbou duet give assurance strong
Of better things to be:
Of higher iaith aad holier trust;
Of love

more

deep

and

wide;

Of hope whose anchor shall not break,
Whatever storms betide j
O Truth of God, It is not ours
Tby summer to foretell,
Nor outs to taste the truit which now
Doth in the blossom swell;
But we are glad and free of heart,
That we thy SpriDg hath known;
Well speed the days whose sweetest praise
Is to be called thine own.

[From the New York Sun.]

“Jinny.”
BY BEET

In vain did Dean of Angel’s extemporize a short harangue in the hope that
Jmuy would be tempted to reply; in vain
was every provocation offered that might
s mg her sensitive nature to eloquent revolt.
She replied only with her heels. Whether or
not this was simple caprice, or whether she
was satisfied with her maiden tffort, or iudignant at her subsequent treatment, she
remained silent.
“She made her little
game,” said Dan, who was a political
adherent of Colonel Stavbottle’s; and who
from that day enjoyed the great speaker’s
undying hatred, “and even if me and her
don’t agree on politics—you let her alone.”
Alas, it would have been well for Dan if he
could have been true to his instincts, but the
offer of $100 from the Bungstarter party
proved too tempting. She passed irrevocably
from his hands into those of the enemy.
But any reader of these lines will, I
trust, rejoice to hear that this attempt to
restrain free
political expression in the
Foot Hills failed signally. For, although she
was again covertly introduced on the platform by the Bungstarters, and placed face to
face with Colonel Starbottle, at Murphy’s
Camp, she was dumb. Even a brass band
tailed to excite her emulation. Either she
had become disgusted with politics or the
higher prices paid by the party to other and
less eflective speakers aroused her jealousy
and shocked her self-esteem, but she remained
a passive spectator.
When the Hon. Carolius Smirch, who received, for the use of his
political person for a night, double the snm
for which she was purchased outright, appeared on the same platform with herself, she
forsook it hurriedly and took to the woods.
Here she might have starved but for the intervention of one McCarty, a poor market
gardener, who found her, and gave her food
and shelter under the implied contract that
she should forsake politics and go to work.
The latter she for a long time resisted, but
as she was considered large enough by this
time to draw a cart, McCarty broke her to
single harness, with a severe fracture of his
leg and the loss of four teeth and a smail
spring wagon. At length, when she could
be trusted to carry his wares to Murphy’s
Camp, and could be checked from entering
a shop with the cart attached to her—a fact
of which she always affected perfect disbelief— her education was considered as complete as that of the average California donpowers.

HAKTE.

I think that the few who were permitted to
know and love the object of this sketch,
spent the rest of their days not only in an
attitude ot apology for haviug at first failed to
recognize her higher nature, but of remorse
that they should have ever lent a credulous
ear to a priori tradition concerning her
family characteristics. She had not escaped
that calumny which she shared with the rest
of her sex for those youthful follies, levities
and indiscretions which belong to immaturity. It is very probable that the firmness
that distinguished her maturer will in youth
might have been taken for obstinacy; that
her nice discrimination might at the same
period have been taken for adolescent caprice, and that the positive expression of her
quick intellect might have been thought
youthful impertinence before her years had
won respect for her judgment.
She was foaled at Indian Creek, and one
month later, when she was brought over to

Sawyer’s bar, was considered the smallest
donkey ever seen in the Foot Hilts. The
legend that she was brought over in one of
“Dan, the Qnartz Crusher’s,” boots required
corroboration irom that gentleman; but his
denial being evidently based upon a masculine
vanity regarding the size of his foot rather
than a desire to be historically accurate, it
went for notbiDg. It is certain that for the
next two months she occupied the cabin of
Dan, until, perhaps, incensed at this and
other scandals, she one night made her way

‘‘I hadn’t the least idee wot woz
comln,” said Dan, “but about midnight I
seemed to hear hail onto the roof, and a
shower of rocks and stones like to a bias
started in the canyon. When I got up and
struck a light, thar was sulhiu like onto a
cord o’ kinklin’ wood and splinters wha’t
she’d stood asleep, and a hole in the side or
the shaniy and—no Jinny 1 Lookin at them
hoofs o’ hern—and mighty pooty they is to
look at, too—you would allow she could do
it I” 1 fear that this performance laid the
foundation of her later infelicitous reputation,
oat.

key.

she disliked solitude, and
to join any group of

as
a

It was still unsafe to leave her

point

her unnecessary cart, and

alone,

always made it
loungers with

even

to follow some

miner to his cabin.

The first
good-looking
time this peculiarity was discovered by her
owner, was on his return to the street after
driving a bargain within the walls of the
Temperance Hotel. Jinny was nowhere to
be seen. Her devious course, however, was
pleasingly indicated by vegetables that strewed
the road until she was at last tracked to the
verandah of the Arcade saloon, where she
was found looking through the window at a
game of euchre, and only deterred by the
impending cart from entering the buildiug.
A visit one Sunday to the little Catholic
chapel at French Camp, where she attempted
to introduce an antiphonal service and the
cart brought shame and disgrace upon her
unlucky master. For the cart contained
freshlv-vathereri vegetables, ami the fact that
McCarty had been Sabbath-breaking was

painfully evident. Father Sullivan was quick
turn an incident that provoked the risibil-

tnH norliano ntvnL'onorl in hor vmnth fill hraaof

to

misplaced ambition, and an emulation
which might at that time hare been diverted
into a nobler channel. For the fame of this

ities of his audience into a moral lesson.
“It’s the poor dumb beast that has a more
Christian sowl than Michael,” he commented
but here Jiony assented so positively that
they were lain to drag her away by main
force.
To her eccentric and thoughtless youth
succeeded a calm maturity in which her con-

a

juvenile performance—and its possible promise in the future—brought at once upon her
the dangerous flattery and attention of the
whole camp. Under intelligently directed
provocation she would repeat her misguided
exercise until most of the scanty furniture of

the cabin was reduced to a hopeless wreck,
and sprains and callosities were developed
upon the limbs of her admirers. Tet even at
this early stage of her history, that penetrating intellect, which was in after years her
dominant quality, was evident to all. She
could not be made to kick at quartz tailings,
at a barrel of Boston crackers, or at the head
or shin of “Nigger Pete.”
An artistic discrimination economized her surplus energy.
“Ef you’ll noliss,” said Dan, with a large
parental softness, “she never lets herself out
to onct like them mules or any jackass as
I’ve heerd of, but kinder holds herself in,
and so to speak, takes her bearings—sorter
feels round gently with that off loot, takes
her distance and her rest, and then with that
ar’ foot hoverin’ round in the air softly, like
an aogel’s wiug, and a gentle, dreamy kind o’
look in them eyes, she lites outl Don’t ye,
Jinny ? Thar 1 jist ez I toid ye,” continued
Dan, with an artist’s noble fargelfulness of
self, as he slowly crawled from the splintered
ruiu of the barrel on which he had been sitting. “Thar 1 did ye ever see the like? Did
ye dream that all the while I was tatkin she
was a meditatin that?”
The same artistic perception and noble
reticence distinguished her bray. It was one
of which a less sagacious animal would have
been

It

foolishly

vain or

ostentatiously prodigal.

contralto of great compass and profundity-reaching from low G to high C—
perhaps a trifle stronger in the lower register,
and not altogether free from a nasal falsetto
in the upper. Daring and brilliant as it was
in the middle notes, it was perhaps more musically remarkable for its great sustaining
power. The element of surprise always entered into the hearer’s enjoyment, for long after any ordinary strain ot human origin would
have ceased, faint echoes of Jinny’s last note
were perpetually recurring.
But it was as
an intellectual and moral expression that her
bray was perfect. As far beyond her size as
was a
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niag commentary of scorn at all created
things extant, with ironical and sardonic additions that

It reviled all human endeavor, it quenched all sentiment, it
suspended frivolity, it scattered reverie, it
paralyzed action. It was omnipotent. More
wonderful and characteristic than all, the
very existence of this tremendous organ was
unknown to the camp for six months after
the arrival of its modest owner, and only revealed to them under circumstances that
seemed to point more exclusively than ever
to her rare discretion.
It was the beginning of a warm night and
the middle of a heated political discussion.
Sawyer’s Bar had gathered in force at the
Crossing, and by the light of flaring pine
torches, cheered and applauded the rival
torches cheered
and applauded the rival
speakers who from a rude platfoim addressed
the excited multitude. Partisan spirit at that
time ran high in the Foot Hills; crimination
and recrimination, challenge, reply accusation and retort had already inflamed the
meeting, and Col. Bungstarter, after a withering review of his opponent’s policy, culminated with a personal attack upon the career and private character of the eloquent and
chivalrous Col. Culpepper Starbottle of Siskyou. That eloquent and chivalrous gentleman was known to be present,it was rumored
that the attack was expected to provoke a
challenge Irom Col. Starbottle, which would
give Bungstarter the choice of weapons, and
deprive Starbottle of his advantage as a dead
shot. It was whispered also that the sagacions Starbottle, aware of this fact would retaliate in kind so outrageously as to leave
Bungstarter no recourse but to demand satisfaction on the spot. As Col. Starbottle
rose, the eager crowd drew together, elbowing each other in rapt and ecstatic expectation. “He can’t get even on Bungstarter,
onless he allows his sister ran off with a nigger or that be put up his grandmother at
drawpoker and lost her,” whispers the Quartz
Crusher; “kin heb” AJ1 ears were alert, particularly the very long and hairy ones just
were

terrible.

rising

above the railing of the speaker’s platform ; tor Jinny, having a feminine distrust
of solitude and a fondness for show, had followed her master to the meeting and had insinuated herself upon the platform where
way was made for her with that frontier
courtesy always extended to her age and
sex.

Col. Starbottle, stertorous and purple, advanced to the railing. There he unbuttoned
his collar and laid bis neckcloth aside, then
with his eye fixed on his antagonist he drew
off his blue frock coat, and thrusting one
hand into his ruffled shirt front and raising
the ether to the dark canopy above him, be
opened bis vindicative lips. The action, the
attitude were Starbottle’s. But the voice
was Lot.
For at that sudreme moment—a

bray so profound, so appalling, so utterly
soul-subduing, so paralyzing, that everything
else sank to the merest
insignificance beside
it—filled
and
woods,
sky and air.
For
a
moment
only, the multitude

gasped

in
speechless
astonishment—
moment only—and then the welkin
their
shouts.
with
In
vain silence was
rang
commanded; in vain Col. Starbottle, with a
remarked
that
he recognized
ghastly smile,
in interruption the voice and the intellect of
it

was

a

the opposition; the laugh continued,the more
as it was discovered that Jinny had not yet
finished, and was still recurring to her original theme. “Gentlemen,” gasped Starbottle,

“any attempt by (Hee-hawl from Jinny)

bru-

tal buffoonery to restrict the right of free
speech to all (a prolonged assent from Jinny,)
is worthy only the dastardly”—but here a
diminuendo so long drawn as to appear a
striking imitation of the Colonel’s own appoplectic sentences drowned his voice with
shrieks of laughter.
It must not be supposed that daring this
performance a vigorous attempt was not made
to oust Jinny from the platlorm. But all in
vain. Equally demoralizing in either extremity, Jinny speedily cleared a circle with
her flying hoofs, smashed the speaker’s table
and water pitcher, sent the railing flying in
fragments over the cbeeriug crowd and only
succumbed to two blankets, in which with
her head concealed, she was finally dragged,
half captive, half victor from the field. Even
then a muffled and supplemental bray that
came from the woods at intervals drew half
the crowd away and reduced the other half to
mere perfunctory hearers. The demoralised meeting was adjourned; Col. Starbottle’s

servative

steadily developed.
living, subject, howby which she
limited herself to a certain amount of work,
beyond which neither threats, beatings, nor
cajoleries would force her. At certain hours
She

sagacity

was

now worked for her
ever, to a nice discrimination

sbb would start tor the stable with or without the incumbrances of the cart or Michael,
turning two long, deaf ears on all expostulation or entreaty. “Now, God be good to me,”
said Michael, one day, picking himself out
from a ditch as he gazed sorrowful v after the
flying heels of Jinny, “but it’s "only the
second load of cabbages I’m bringin’ the
day, an’ if she’s struck now, it’s ruined I am
entoirely.” But he was mistaken; after two
hours of rumination, Jinny returned of her
own free will, haviug evidently mistaken the
time, and it is said even consented to draw
an extra load to make up the deficiency.
It
may be imagined from this and other circumstances that Michael stood a little in awe of
Jinny’s superior intellect, and that Jinny,
occasionally, with the instinct ot her sex,
presumed upon it. After the Sunday episode, already referred to, she was given her
liberty on that day, a privilege she gracefully
recognized by somewhat unbending her usual
austerity in the indulgence of a saturnine
humor. She would visit the mining camps,

and, grazing lazily and thoughtfully before
the cabins, would, by various artifices and
coquetries known to the female heart, induce
some credulous stranger to approach her with
the intention of taking a ride. She would
submit hesitatingly to a halter, allow him to
mount her back, and, with every expression
of timid and fearful reluctance, at last permit him to guide her in a laborious trot out
of sight of human habitation. What happened then was never clearly known. In a
few moments the camp would be aroused by
shouts and execrations, and the spectacle of
with the
Jinny tearing up at a fearful pace,
DiMnnnv olinrrlnrr mifli tiia
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neck, afraid to slip off, from terror of her circamvolving heels, and vainly imploring assistance. Again and again she would dash by
the applauding groups, adding the aggravation of her voice to the danger of her heels,
until, suddenly wheeling, she would gallop to
Carter’s pond, and deposit her luckless
freight in the muddy ditch. This practical
joke was repeated until one Sunday she was
approached by Juan Bamirez, a Mexican
vaquero , booted and spurred, and carrying a

riata. A crowd was assembled to see her
discomfiture. But, to the intense disappoint-

ment of the camp, Jinny, after quietly surveying the stranger, uttered a sardonic bray,

and rambled away to the little cemetery
the

hill,

whose

on

tangled chapparal effectually

prevented all pursuit by her skilled antagonist. From that day she lorsook the camp, and
spent her Sabbaths in mortuary reflections
among the pine headboards and cold “hie
jacets” of the dead.
Happy wonld it have been if this circumstance, which resulted in the one poetic episode of ber life, had occurred earlier. For
the cemetery was the favorite resort of Miss
Jessie Lawton, a gentle invalid from San
Francisco, who had sought the Foot Hills far
the balsam of pine and fir, and in the faint
hope that the freshness of the wild roses

might call back her own. The extended
views from the cemetery satisfied Miss Lawton’s artistic taste, and here frequently with
her sketchbook in hand she indulged that
taste and a certain shy reserve, which kept
her from contact with strangers. On one of
the leaves of that sketchbook appears a study

of a donkey’s bead, being none other than
the grave features of Jinny, as once projected
timidly over the artist’s shoulder. The preliminaries of this intimacy have never transpired, nor is it a settled fact if Jinny made
the first advances. The resu't was only known
to the men of Sawyer’s Bar by a vision which
remained fresh in their memories, long after
the geutle lady and her four-footed friend
ha J passed beyond their voices. As two of
the tunnel men were returning from work
one evening they chanced to look up the trail,
kept sacred from secular intrusion, that led
from the cemetery to the settlement. In the
dim twilight, against a sunset sky they beheld
a
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With

a

delicate
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instinct,

new
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to these

rough

men, they drew closer in the shadow of the
bushes until she passed. There was no mistaking the familiar grotesqueness of Jinny,
there was no mistaking the languid grace of
Miss Lawton. But a wreath of wild roses
was around Jinny’s neck, from her
long ears
floated Miss Jessie’s hat ribbons, and a mischievous, girlish smile was upon Miss Jessie’s
face; as fresh as the azaleas in her hair. By
the next day the story of this gentle apparition was known to a dozen miners in camp,
and all were sworn to secrecy.
But the
next evening, and the next, from the safe
shadows of the woods, they watched and
drauk in the beauty of that fanciful and all
unconscious procession.
They kept their
secret, and never a whisper or footfall from
these rough men broke its charm or betrayed
their presence. The man who could have
shocked the sensitive reserve of the young
girl would have paid for it with his life.
Aud then one day, the character of tbe
procession changed, and this little incident
haviug been told, it was permitted that Jinny
should follow her friend, caparisoned even as
before, but this time by the rougher but no
less loving hands of men. When the cortege
reached the ferry where tbe gentle girl was to
begin her silent journey to the sea, Jinny
broke from those who held her, and alter a
frantic effort to mount the barge fell into the
swiftly rnshing Stanislaus. A dozen stout
arms were stretched to save
her, and a rope
skillfully thrown was caught around her
feet. For an instant she was passive and, as
it seemed, saved. But the next moment her
dominant instinct returned, and with one
stroke ot her powerful heel she snapped the
rope in twain and so drifted with her mistress
to the sea.
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It is but three years since SAXFORD'S RADICAL
CURE was placed before the public, but in that short
time it has found its way from Maine to California, and
is everywhere acknowledged by druggists and physicians to be the most successful preparation for the
thorough treatment of Catarrh ever compounded. The
fact will be deemed of more importance when it is
wlth the statement that within five years over
250 diflerent remedies for Catarrh have been placed on
•ale, and to-day, with one or two exceptions, their
names cannot be recalled by the best-inlormed
druir
Advertising may succeed in forcing a few sales
ut, unless the remedy possess undoubted specific
medical properties, it is absolutely certain to fall lnta
u
merited obscurity.

gist.

each package of SANFORD'S RADICAL CURE contains Dr. Santord’s Improved Inhaling
Tube, with full
directions for its use iu all cases. Price $1.00. Sold by
ali wholesale and retail druggists and dealers
throughout the United States and Canadas. WEEKS &
POTTER, General Agents and Wholesale Druggists, Boston,
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Casco National Bank,.....100.143 ....145
March ants’National Bank,... .75.108 ... 110
National Traders’ Bank,.. 100.138 ... 139
Portland Company,.70
80
Portland GasCompany,........ 50. 73 .... 75
Ocean Insurance Company,.., 100... ., 100 ...,102
A. 3k K. B. B. Bonds.. ... 99 .„.10O
Maine Central B. R. Stock.100....
15
...
Maine CentralR.R. Bonds,7’st.
.«•. 88 .... 90
....

—

Leeds3kFarmington R.R.Bonds,100...w93
Portland 3k Ken. B. B.Bonds, 100
99
tConsolidated.

....
....

95
100

)
Emma, III.,
April 2,1877. S
I like the one I got well. They
tire the best plasters, no
doubt,

n
a
e

.9

BOSTON7-

SPRING

ng

piano, lor

six
F. G.

May 1st.

ap!7(-2w

months commencPA1 PERSON,

_379 Congress Street.
Valuable Farm lor Sale.
in Newfield, Me. 175 acres, 40 of
which is heavy growth rock maple and beech.
Hie place will cut 2,000 cords of wood worth $4 00
per cord at market two miles distant, 30 tons of hay

SITUATED

annum; several hundred fruit trees. Farm well
fenced with stone wills. Formerly known as the
Moulton place, now Sanborn. Must be sold to close
Terms one-bait cash, balance on mortin estate.
jate at 5 per cent. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON,
I79J Congress St.
apl3d3w
jer

SEAL ESTATE IN DUG
Real

Estate
—

AT

Sold by all Wholesale and Retail Druggists throu>%
put the United States and Canadas, and by WEEKS &
POTTER, Proprietors, Boston, Mass.

mh21dtf

SPRING

W.

Edson.

dim

apr23_

For Sale

or

to Let.

The new Brick House No. 30 Gray Street
with Gas and Sebago, all modern conveniences,—tfurnaccM, Rath Kooiu, Marble
Mantels.
Possession given immediately.
Parties
a good bargain will call soon on
N. S. GARDINER,
R. E. Agent, No. 42J Exchange Street.
d2w

M

desiring
_ap23

House for Sale*
part of city, New House containing
INallWestern
the modern improvements. Inquire at this
a

FRANKLIN

Hotel and
DESIRABLE
Business
Livery Miable for sale.
interests in California
im-

rebuiring

my

mediate and personal attention have indue*
me to otter my hotel
property, the
^eamport House, in Searsport, Me.,
This house is so widely and favorably

Farms, Farms, Farms.
fcb26d3mAVEB,
sale.

Medicine.
ernes

Remittent and Intermittent Fever, and Restores
Health to the Debilitated. Prepared by

THOMAS G, GEM Lowell, Nans
my Sold
Dealers in Med icin
d&wl

r.A.,,

if.

T.

....

portion ot the system. It directs the vital forces
the affected parts. By its use the health is easily
maintained. The purchase of a Reactionary Lifter
is the best kind of economy.
The convenience of
having one in the bouse is very great.
mind and
Brain.
If
invigorates and
strengthens the brain, and renders it more active
and efficient in all its operations.
Sleep.—It is the simplest and safest narcotic. It
is the most natural and
probably the best means of
to

The new and thoroughly built
house 8 Ellsworth St. Very pleasantly situated; In the healthiest
part oi the city. The best bargaiu
in the market this season.
Apply on the premises.
J. B. A VERILL.
Juiy3i
dtf

refreshing sleep.

and

Nerve**.—It is a wonderful tonic to the whole
nervous system.
It is a most efficaeious remedv in
paralysis, if taken in time.
fl^nng*. Throat and Voice. It gives special
expansion and greater mobility to the chest; enlarges the lungs; increases the volume of respiration, and brings the voice more fully under control*
As a preventive and cure oi lung diseases it has no
equal.
Exercise—It is the most perfect exercise for man
or woman,
furnishing the best form of physical
culture and developement in the
safest, easiest,

thorough

most

expeditious

and

It

manner.

Embracing the leading Hotels in the State, at which
the Daily Press mav always be found.

boating,

and

infinitely

better than

drugs

in

HATH.
Bath Hotel, C. M. Plummer, Proprietor
BOLSTER’S MILLS.
Hancock House, M. Hancock, Proprietor.

BOSTON.
Parker House. School St. H. B. Parker*

Co., Proprietors.

St. James Hotel—J. R. Crocker, Propri
etor.

Tremont House, Tremont
Gurnev At Co. Pronri«t*M.

The great celebrity of our TIN TAG TOBAC
CO has caused many imitations thereof to he
placed
the market, we therefore caution all Chewers
against purchasing such imitations
All dealers buy ng or
selling other plug tobacco
bearing a hard or metallic label, render themselves
liable to the penalty of the Law, and all
persons
violating our trade marks are punishable by fine
and imprisonment.
SEE ACT OF DONGRES « AUG. 14, 1876
The genuine
ORILI AD TIN TAG TOBACCO can be distinguished by a TIN TAG
on

Oia

■

**n>*

a

a. _

stamped thereon.

°v.er«7-;wss 40113 tobacco sold in 1877, and
nearly 3,000 persons employed iu factories.
Taxes paid Government ini»77 about
£3,500.OOO, and during past i2 years, over $20,000,*
OOO.

jobbers at manufacturers

Tag Smoking Tobacco is “second
aroma, mildness, purity and quality.

Tin
in

to

marBeod&w3m

BLACK HAWK,
TOM

B.

PATCHEN.

With fastest Record of any stallion
®wned in Maine, Five years old record,
/J—tYN 2:32.
Six year old record, 2:28J.
l orn
/rW/' B. Patchen
was sired by the Churchill
I.
Hnrse. he by Young Black Hawk, he by Chieftain
(Rix Hoise,) he by Hill’s Vermont Black Hawk’
I>am by Benson HorBe, (Pacer,) he
by Mclntire
Horse, he by Sir Charles. Pedigree recorded in
Wallace’s Trotting Register, Vol 3, and approved by
the censors of National Breeders’Association.
Tom
B. wa» toaled in 1871, is black with strip in face and
white hind ankles, and 15 bands 1 inch in height
He has been trotted but two seasons on the turf in
both of which he has been very, successlul, having
deteated many good horses, among them. King William, Phil Sheridan, Knox Boy, Blaek Pilot, Somerset Knox and Miilenocket. The horse will stand lor
the season of 1878, at the stables of his owner Milk
street, Portland, from April let, to July 1st 1878
Terms—Twenty-five dollars I r the season, tbtrtvfive dollars to warrant.
Mares disposed of before
foaling will re considered as put to warrant. For
particulars apply to H. B. SHAW, 26 Market 8t.
eodlm

lor mechanical devices, medical, or other
ornamental
ompounds,

^obtained
1

designs, trade-marks, and
labels,
Caveats, Assignments, Interierences, eeC

have been
by the Patent Office may
still, in most cases, be
secured by us.
Being
opposite the Patent Offlee, we can make closer
searches, and secure Patpromptly and with broader claims than
nventions that

—

tents

moro

those who

are

rernot. from

Proprietor.

CORNISH.
Cornish House,HI. B. Baris, Proprietor
BAMARISCOTTA HILLS.
Samoset House, Trask Bros. Proprietors
DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Clark’s Dining Hall, Grand Trunk Railway Depot, M. W. Clark, Proprietor

m.

For Lewiston and Auburn.

Printing.

Passenger

Trains leave at 12215 p. m. and 5.15
m.
The train leaving at 11.45 p. m, also has a
passenger car attached, connecting at Cumberland
Junction with a Mixed Train for Lewiston, Auburn, Wintbrop and Wuterville. The 11.45
p. m. train is the Night Express Train with Pull-

p.

tentability.

All

cor-

respondence strictly confidential. Prices low, AND
NO (IHARUfif UNLESS PATENT IS
SECURED.
We reier to officials in the Patent Office, and to
Inventors in every State in the Union.
C. A. SNOW & CO..
Opporite Patent Office, Washington, D. C,
no24
dtt

COMPETENT WORKMEN

Passamaquoddy House,—A, Pike
Proprietors.

A

Co-

LEWISTON
DeWitt Honse, Quinby Jt March, Proprietor.

PEAK’S ISUAND.
Union House—W. T. Jones. Proprietor.
PARIS HH.U.
Hubbard Hotel, H. Hubbard, Proprietor
PHILLIPS.
Barden House, Samuel Fanner, Proprietor.

niaw **

etor.

10.30

The Job DeDartmcnt is thoroughly stocked with
type ana other material lor the

Portland & Rochester R. R.
APRIL 8, 1898.
-mi.Mjjl

and for printing)

PROGRAMMES,

CARDS,
TICKETS,

cent

MASSACHUSETTS,

and the well known and popular

&c.,

STEAMER RHODE ISLAND,
New York
A.

in
at G
M. This is the only
line affording a delightful sail through Narraganaelt Hay by daylight.
Returning leave Pier 29, North Kiver, at 5 P.
M., arriving in Boston at 7 A. M.
No intermediate landing* between Providence and New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be secured at Company’s office, 214 Washington, corner State street,
and at Boston At Providence Railroad Station.
J. W. RICHARDSON, Agent, Boston.
A. A. FOLSOM, Sup’t B. & P. R. R.
apr2
T.Th&SGm

Norfolk, Baltimore

&<*.

a. m

Every Variety and Style ot Work

Close connections made at Westbrook Junction
with through trains of Me. Central
R.K, and at
Portland (Grand Trunk Junction) withihrouah
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
• aprSdltistf
J. M. LHNT, Supt.

in

BOSTON A MAINE
Fall

COLORS

or

BRONZE

prietors.

WEST NKWFIELD.
West Newfield House, R,G. Holmes,Pro-

prietor.

Washington

In fine, we are prepared to print
ererjthing
can be printed in this 8tate, from the

Foar times

m

AND

which

week.

—

WM. KENNEDY.
BLACKSTONK.
and McClellan.
Proaa Providence every WEDNESDA1
and SATURDAY.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington anti
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and Jans

TO

THE

Bangor,

SMALLEST LABEL.

Boston.
To all points of North and South Carolina by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
John S. Daly, Agent, 222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points In the West by Baltimore & Ohio
R. R., M. W.Davison, Agent, 219 Wasnington street,
Boston.
Through bills of lading given by the above named

IT*!,8..?*

dlnntog

MW_

Washington,

I>. C.

BATES

*

Eastern

53 Central Wharf, Boston,
*. H. ROCKWELL, Agent,
R.l-

will be found as low (or lower) as can be obtained lo
first-class work in any Regular Job
Printing Office.

CLYDE’S

PMIaflelpMa & New England SteamsMp Lina
FBOM

—

BOSTON,
In

connection

Please give us

a

call, or send your order to

PJWKNGKB

Aith OLD COLONY RAILROAD.

Boston to the South. Only Trl-Weekly

Line.
Quick Time, Lew Rale., Frequent De-

PAuK ROW, NEW TORE.
J, H. Bates, late ot
D, K. Locke, o Locke A
34

S. M. Pettengill & Oo.

Jones, Toledo Blade.

Send for list of 100 choice newspapers.

Vaults Cleaned
A ND taken oat at short notice, from
£3L cord or |3 a load, by addressing

A, LIBBY &

|4 to|t

0-. Portland P. 0.

connecting with the Clyde Stieamern, sailing
MONDAY, WEDNESDAYand SATURDAY,
*7’la«*.elph«a Direct, and connecting at Pbilidelpma with Clyde Steam Lines to Charleston, S.C.,
Norfolk, Va., Portsmoush, Va., Richmond, Va.,
Washington. I>. c., Alexandria, Va., Georgetown,
^*C*> and all rail and water lines
Dangers ol Navigation around Cape Cod avoid d
Insurant e one-eighth of one percent.
** Kates of Freight, or other information, apply

PAM PRESS JOB PRINTING BOOSE'

jBlvm,

Saco,

D. D. C. MINK.
GENERAL FREIGHT AGENT,
196 Washington Street, Boston.
Boston, May 1st, 1 77.
janlldtf

S
109

THAIiKM

leave

Portland

BJfor Ncarboro’, Saco, Biddeford. Branebunk. Wells, North Berwich, Month
Ci.Berwick, Conway Jnuctlon, Elio t
Kttlery, Portsmouth, Newbnryport!

parture..

LOCKS,

Railroad,

OCTOBER 8, 1877

Freight received at New and Spar-ions Iron Freight
Bouse, and forwarded daily to FALL RIVER, there

Newspaper Advertising Agent.,

-»Y42ti

OUR PRICES FOR WORK

freight or passage to Nortolk,Baltimore. Wellington, or other Information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent.
For

—

rSo” ,*!

FL’RBER, Gen. Snpt.
H. STEVENS, t*en. Agent, Portland.
dtf

a
S* a

Agents.
Passage $13,

noidtfProvdnoee.

i'JS77j

^5 POBTLAN D

Mcaborroogh,

Mosely.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. R. R. to all places I.
the South. W. M. Clark, Agent, 240 Washington St.,

obtained for Inventors, in the United States, Canada,
and Europe, at reduced rates. With our principal
Office located in Washington, directly opposite the
United States Patent Office, we are able to attend to all
Patent Business with greater promptness and despatch
and less cost, than other patent attorneys, who are at a
distance from Washington, and who have, therefore,
to employ
associate attorneys.”
We make prclimyiary examinations and furnish ojnnions as to patentability, free of charge, and all who are interested
in new inventions and Patents are invited to send for
Guide for obtaining Intents,” which
a copy of our
is sent free to any address, and contains complete inhow
to
obtain Patents, and other valuable
structions
matter. We refer to the German-American National
Bank, Washington, 1). C; the Royal Swedish, Norwegian, and Danish Legations, at Washington; Hon.
Joseph Casey, late Chief Justice U. S. Courtof Claims;
to the Officials of the U. S. Patent Office, and to Senators and Members of Congress from every State.
1‘Address: LOUIS UAGGER Co., Solicitors
qf Patents and Attorneys at Laui, Le Droit Building

iin.h..

train* will IfcAVtt
K) K BOSTON
at b.15, 8.45 a. m., 3.15
p. m., arriymg at Boston atl0.45 a. m„ 1.30, 8.00 p. m. Returning, leave Boston at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 3. 30 p.m.,
arriving at Portland at 12.10 5.10 8.10 p. m. For
Well*, North Berwich, Malmon Falls,
Great Falls. Dover,
Kochesier, Farmington, N, H.. Alton Bay, Newmarket,
Exeter, Haverhill, North Andorrr, Lawrence, Andover and Lowell at 6.15.8.45 a.
For Manchester and t onm., 3.15 p. m.
eord, N. H., (vta Newmarket Junction,) at
6.15 a. m. 3.15 p, m. (via Lawreuce,) at 8.45 a m
For
Pine Point, Old Orchard
Beach,
Biddeford and
Macs,
Keuuebunk at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 3.15, 5.30, p.m.
Horning Trains will leave krnnvhssk
for Portland at 7.20 a. m The 3.15 p. m. train
from Portland connects at Boston with the Shore
Line and the Boston & Albany ttoad, for New York,
arriving at New York early next morning. This la
also the quickest route to the West. Through
Ttchets to ail Points Month and West at
lowest rales. Trains on Boston & Maine
road
connect with all steamer* tanning between fortland and
Rockland, Mt. Desert. Mac ia*.
Eastport, Calais, fet. John and Halifax.
connect with Grand Trunk trains at Grand Also,
Trunk Station, and Maine Central and Portland St
Ogdensburg
J'ramftT Station. All trains stop at
01 refre,t,meliu
'•la*.

First Class Steamshle
JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. CRANE.
WM. LAWRENCE.
GEORGE APPOLD.
From Bo.Ion direct every
TUESDAY
•Bd SATURDAY.
—

RAILROAD

Arrangement.

__On and After tlon.ln.

£^

STEAMSHIP LINE

Proprietor.

Preble House, Congress St.Gibson &Co„
Proprietors..
C. S. Hotel, Jnnction of Congress and Fed
eral Sts. Timothy Wolcott, Proprietor.

&

follows

West.
P. M. Steamboat Express through to
New London without change. Connects at Rochester for Dover ana Greut
Falls, at Epping for Manchester and
Concord at Nashua tor Lowell and
Boston, at Aver Junction for Fitchburg and the West via Uoosac Tunnel
Line, at Worcester with Boston & Albany
Railroad tor New York, at Putnam with
“Boston & Philadelphia Express Line” for
Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington, at New Loudon with Norwich
Wne Steamers, due at Pier No, 40, North
River New York, at 6.00 a. m.
6*05 P. M. Locnl lor Gorham.
Trains leave Rochester at 7.00, 11.00 a. m. (Express)
arriving in Portland at 9.45 a. m., and 1.15 p, m.
Leave Gorham 6.00 a. m., arriving at Portianu 6.50

FLYERS,

KAIL.

rai ns

m.. 2.30 and 6.20 p. in.
? .I5 a. ill. Accommodation for Worcester. Arrives at Rochester at 9.55 a. m.,
(connecting with
Eastern and Boston & Maine
Railroads.) At
Nashua 11.47 a. m., Lowell 12.15 p. m.t
Boston 1.15 p. m., Ayer J uurtiou 12.40 p.
m., Fitchburg 1.25 p, m., and Worcester
at 2.10 p. m., connecting with trains South and

POSTERS,

Steamboat Express Train will leave Boston &
Providence Railroad Station daily (Sundays excepted) at 6 P. M. Connect at Fox Point wharf, Providence, with the Entirely New and magnifi-

'rraftfllla will

Leave Grand Trunk Depot,
Portion* *• 7.15 * at
*i.|o
and 6.05 p. m. Leave Preble 8t. Station at
7,30 a.

Opens April 29, for tlie Season of 1878.

STEAMER

leave Portland

_

PUBLICATION OF BOOKS'

PROVIDENCE.

OF

will

for all stations, running through to
Mwanton.

PORTLAND ^WORCESTER LINE

YORK,

MILES

a. m.

*.45 p. m. for Upper Bartlett and Intermediate
Stations.
ARRIVE.
If.10 n. in. from Upper Bartlett, Ac.
4.45 p. m. from all stations on through line.
J. HAMILTON, Snpt.
Portland, Oct, 5,1877.
octl ldtf

PROVIDENCE LINE

ONLY 41

of Time.
October 8, 1877.

Passenger Trains

OF THE POPULAR

VORTLAND.
Perry’s Hotel, 11T Federal St.J.G. Perry.
City Hotel, Cor. Congress and Green St,
J. K, Hlartin, Proprietor.
Falmouth Hotel, O. HI. Shaw & Son, pro-

Change
Commencing

Excellence of Work.

ORDIMG

RAILROAD.

Are employed, and their highest aim is (o give perfect satisfaction by

m-oni..no.,..tin

TO NEW

l

PORTLAND

uuwan,

rorner House, W. G. Hesclton, Ptonrl-

Belfast,

PAYSON TUCKER, Sup’t.
Portland Dec. 3, 1877.
Julldtf

Arrivng

NORRIDGE WOCK.
Banlorth House, B.Danforth. Proprietor

[

man Sleeping Car attached, which makes close connection at Ban|or for all stations on the Bangor
A Piscataquis, and E. A N, A. Railway, and lor
Honlton, Woodstock, Ml Andrews, Ml.
Mtepken, Ml. John and Halifax.
Passenger Trains arrive In Portland as
follows:—The morning trains from dngusta, Gardiner, Bath, Brunswick and Lewiston at 8.35 and
8.40 a. m. The day trains from Bangor,
Dexter,
Skowhegan, Farmington, K. & L. R. R.,
and all intermediate stations at 2215 and 3.oo
p. m,
The afternoon train from Augusta, Bath, K, A L.
R. K. at 6.22 p. m. The night Pullman Express
tiain at 1.50 a. m.

RE-OPENING

VIA

Washington,

dus a model or
sketch ol your device^ we make examinations free of charge
and advise as to pa-

Mt.

m.

For Rockland and all stations on Knox & Lincoln R. R., and for l,ewtsion via Branswick at
7.00 a. m. and 12.40 p. m.
For Rath at 7.00 a. a. 12.40 and 5.20 p. m.
For Farmin«toa, Tlem.iouth, W inthrop.
Read Held, West Waterville aad Water▼file via Lewiston at 12.35 p. m.

ARRANGEMENT.

aamo

Central

RAILROAD.

Fuliy appreciating the very liberal patronage which

and until further notice,) the
Steamer LEWISTON, Capt.
Chas. Deering, will leave
Railroad Wharf,
Portland,
evening, at lO o’clock, for

Pnrtlaritl

Southwest

For Hhovhegan at 12.35,12,40 and 11.45 p. m.
For Aaausia, Hallswell. lisrdme. and
Branswick at 7.00 a. m., 12.40, 5.20 and 11.45 p.

has beea bestowed by the public upon this department of our office, we would solicit a continuance of
the same, and will spare no pains to make such patronagd deserved. We guarantee satisfaction in every respect.

BEATER,

prietor.

Tobacco.

The
none

Job

with the Pullman night train and
early morning
trains for Boston and the West.
The Steamer ‘-CITY OF RICHMOND’* will be repainted and placed on the Bangor route about the
first of May. makiDg three trips per ween, as usual.
For further particulars inquire of
GKO. L. DAY, Gen. Ticket Agent,
Railroad Wharf.
E. CUSHING, Assistant Manger,
Portland, April 1878.
ap6dtf

MILLBB1DGE.
Atlantic House, Cieo. A, Hopkins, Pro-

OF-

Maine

Advertisers will find it cheaper to ret their JOB
PRINTING done where they get their Advertising

OTHERS.

Tuesdnv
Rockland, Camden, Lincolnville, Belfast, Searsport.
Sandy Point, Bucksport, W interport, Hampden ana
ISangor.
Returning leave Bangor every Thursday
morning at tf o’clock, touching as above, arriving in Portland about 5 P. M.
Will also leave Portland for Machiasport every
Friday evening at IO o’clock, touching at
Iiookiana, Castine. Deer Isle, Sedgwick, South-West
Harbor, Bar Harbor, (Mt. Desert,) Millbridge and
Jonesport.
Returning, will leave Machiasport every Monday morning at 4.30, touching as above, arrivin

point* In tha

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager,
W. J. SPICEK, Superintendent.
Inl8dtf

12.40 and 11.45 p.

Desert and Machias.

dm rick House,—D. S. Vogg, Proprietor

CONSUMERS

raTBe*6 gotkls sold by a'l

end all

Northwest, West and

STEAMBOAT CO.

LIMERICK.

NOTICE

nrift,

BRUNSWICK, HE.
Rooms, W. R. Field,

P. & K. Dining

HIRAM.
Hi. Cutler House,—Hiram Baston, Pro*
prietor

J. H. GAUBERT, Proprietor.
fe_dtt

Inmn

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, .Tlilwua.
kee, Cincinuali, Ml. I.ouih. Omaha.
Maginaw, Ml. Paul, Mali Cake Cilr,
Denver, Man Franei.co,

Paneiier Train* leave Portland far Ban■or, Dexter, Belfast aad Waterville at

PORTLAND. BlUOR & MAIMS

ing

St.-Chapin,

EAST PORT.

337 Middle St., Portland.

oh

Tickets aid at Reduced Kates!

MONDAY, DEC. 3, 1877.

change St..and W. D. Little.& Co.’s,49* Exchange.St.
L. W. FILKINS,
D. S. BABCOCK,
Gen. Passenger Ag\t, New York.
President,
ocl 72
dtf

every

—

To

dations tor passengers, making this a very convenient and comfortable route for travellers between
New York and Maine. Passage, including State
Meals extra.
Good de*t ned beyond
Room, $3.
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
once. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38 E. R., New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 22
Exch ange street.
decl6tf

gant

SPRING

A.O

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

Will until farther notice, leave Franklin Wharf
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
P. M. and leave Pier 38 East River, New York
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
These steamers are fitted up with fine accomo

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Boston & Providence R. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with tne eleand popular steamer Stonington every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
always in advance of all other lines. Baggage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams’, 22 Ex-

AUGUSTA.

a

EXERCISE AND SALES ROOMS,

nn Pit

—

JLIHF

Change of Time for Bangor,

Paris

Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.,

the Only Inside Route
Avoiding Point Judith.

August* House, State St., IB, Whitehead,
Proprietor.

Merchants’ Exchange Hotel, Dexter, ffle.—
W. G. Morrill, Proprietor.

majority of chronic diseases. It rounds and hardens
tht muscles, and educates them into ever ready*
faithful and efficient servants of the will.

TO

(Mixed).

(Commencing April 9th,

is

better than the gymnasium, and free from its
dangers; cheaper than the saddle; less laborious
than

ARRIVALS.

Semi-Weekly Line to New York.
Steamers Eleanora & Franconia

FOR NEW YORK.

HOTEL DIRECTORY,

Gorham, (Mixed.)

8.30 a. m. from Lewiston and Auburn.
9.30 a. m. from Gorham
2.20 p. m. from Montreal, Quebec and West.
2.50 p. m. from Lewiston and Auburn.
b.00 p. m, from Lewiston, Auburn and South

This is

For Satie !

—

inducing sound

LIKE.

dlwtM.W.8

OF ALL

Oct. 8, 1877

12.35 p. m for Auburn and Lewtston.
1.50 p. ra. tor Islind Pond, Quebec and Montreal.
5.30 p, m. tor Auburn, Lewiston and South Paris.

FARE, ilS CENTS.

AHEAD

On and alter MONDAY,
trains will run as follows:
Auburn and Lewiston.

a. m. foi
m for

7.00
8 a.

Maine Steamship Company

Hog

Proprietor..

It makes strong appeals to the common sense of
man or woman in
every walk of life. It
furnishes an exercise which may and should be introduced into every house; which may be practiced
at all seasons, in all kinds of weather,
by persons of
both sexes, all ages, and degrees of
strength or
weakness, alone or in company. No one can say too
much in praise of it. and no one can afford to do
without it.
All who mvestigate thoroughly, use it,
and consider it invaluable and indispensable.
It is
the safest, simplest, cheapest and most efficient
medicine ever discovered. No claim is set up lor it
which is unscientific or impracticable.
General. —It is the best of rest. It is perfectly
noma

Pier 4$,

Will leave the East Side of Custom House Wharf
every day tor Jones’ and Trefethen’s Landings,
and
Island, at 8 45, 10.15 a. m. 1.45,4,45 p. m.,
returning after each trip.
A Sailing Trip every pleasant afternoon,
at 3,00 p. m.

avbdbn:
Elm Hods*, Court, St. W. 8. & A. Young

Health Lift.

every

onap

dly

■

Reasons Why All Should Use the

harm

Grand Trunk R. R. Co. of Canada.

sums

Steamers ot the Company will sail every
loot of Th rd Street,
Hoboken,
Kate, of Passage— From New
York
to
Southampton, London, Havre and Bremen, first
cabin, $100; second cabin, $60, goid; steerage, $30
currency. Apply to
OELRICH8 A CO.,
2 Bowling Green, New York.
D. IV. LITTLE, Agent for Portland
no28
dly

.if—,. STEAMER TOURIST.

&TOJKIJNGTOH

J. W. PETERS, Gen. Ticket Agent.
J. Al. LUNT, Sunt.,
Portland & Rochester R. R.

The

FOR TIIF l»LAIi^.

MASS.

api2G dtf

Saturday from Bremen Pier,

DE

oc2

Send for the Real Estate Advocate. It
describes a large number of Farms and
cheap Homes. It is free.
ABEL L. LA WTO* & CO.,

Worcester Lm<‘.
All changes occur in Union Depots, thus giving
the expense and annoyance of carriage transfers incident to other routes. Tickets sold, and baggage
checked through to all important points, ;North,
South and West.

New York, Southampton, London,
Havre and Bremen.

PRICE OF PASSAGE IN GOLD (including wine);
TO HAVRE—First Cabin, $100; Second Cabin,
$65; Third Cabin, $35.
Steerage, $26, including wine, bedding and utensils.
LOUIS HE BEKIAN. Agent.
mar1d3ui
53 Broadway.

,

Transfer*. It up id Trnmli, Elegant
Pamuger Coachen.
Secure Comfort, save Time, Money, and Mile* of
Travel by purchasing tickets by the Vorilnud *V
No

BETWEEN

PARIS, Durand Wed. May 1, 4 30 p. m.
SAINT Laurant, Lachesnez
May 8,10 a. in.
uaukauuu, sasuueb, »ta. may js, 4.uup. m.

r

SOUTH!

5to 12 hours quicker, and
35 mil**- »horier
than any other route.

Washington,
and all points

LLOtF

STEAMSHIP

General Transatlantic Company.

ViLLE

an<l all points

W Fi R T I

The tirst-class iron mail steamersof this line sail from Halifax
every Mafurday A. M. for
► Liverpool via Londonderry
—r The Baltimore Mail Line
»ail from Halifax every alternate Tuesday tor
Liverpool via Hueenstowo.
The advanced easterly position of Halifax ordinarily reduces the actual sea voyage by this line to
about seven days.
The Pullman Train leaving Portland on Maine
Centrail K. R. on Thursdays at 11.45 o’clock p. m.
is due at Halifax on Saturdays at 9.15 o’clock a. m.
Cabin Passengers $80, $70 and $50 gold or its
eqnivalent. Steerage $28 currency.
Return and
Prepaid Tickets at reduced rates to and from all
parts of Europe.
Apply to J. L. FARMER, General Agent for New
England, No. 3 India Street, Portland, Me,

NORTH GERMAN

ONLY DIBIT LINE TO FRANCE
Between New York and Havre.
IV. R.j foot IVIorton St.

CHICAGO,

l

4 .-ck.

EaP^^igbt Sterling Checks issued in
for 461 and upwards.
Iebl2

aud INDIA WHARF, RONTON, every
evening at 7 o’clock (Sunday excepted.)
Passenger, by this line are reminded that they se
cure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the ex.
pense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late
at night.
HfTickets and State Rooms for sale at D. H,
YOUNG’S, 266 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York via the various
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.
de30-76dtf
J. II. CO VLB, jr.. Gen’l Agt.

—

NEW YORK,
Philadelphia, Baltimore,

VOYAGE.

to suit

WHARF, Portland,

FOB

l.lola,

Spriunfleld.

.1

On and after Monday, April 1st, the steamers
John Brooks and Forest City will run alternately
as follows: Leave

FOR SALE.
and elegant

Graves Hill It contains 65 acres a good two-story
house of 10 rooms, hard and soft water in bouse, barn
40x50, stable 20x30, Cuts about 25 tons ot hay. For
further particulars enquire of ALBERT J. MERRILL on the premises.del5eodtl

Headache, Nervousness, Canker, Dyspepsia, Flatulency and Pains in the Stomach, Water Brash,
Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Costiveness, Constipation,
Biliousness, Jaundice, Worms, Piles, Rheumatism,
Skin Diseases,Diseases of the Liver,Kidney and Bladder Complaints,Female Diseases,prevents Indigestion
gives Iron to the Blood, is peculiarly adapted to the
prevention and cure of Fever and Ague, Bilious,

Sflfp..

-A.RR.AJSr GrKJVEEINX.

I

on

Reactionary

|

—

Bull.l.,
Cleveland.

Warce.'er.

LINE.

OCEAN

—

|

®IV-In

Speed, Comfort and Safety Combined.

au2dtf

office._

near

by Druggists

STEAMERS.

Office,

Houses for sale or to let.
Building lots and farms for sale in the best sections
)f the town.
Plans to be seen and information
given to purjhasers between 3.30 and 6 30 p.m.
Office on FOKE«T AVENUE, toot of
Mechanic St., Woodford’s.

For

and

SHORTEST

—

M“‘!,**'er'

K. B. "AJIPSOJi, Agent
10 Long Wharf Beatna

A LLAM

STUBBS, Agent, R. R. Wharf.

BOSTON

vessels.

the West by the Penn. R. R., and Sontb
jy connecting lines forwarded tree of Commission.
PASSAGE TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage apply to
ja23-ty

and

Xj I t\j~ tp ;
FOB

—

1 relght for

Co.,) or

of
A. R.

From Long Wharl, Boston, 3 p.m
From Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one bait the rate ot

'sailing

days.

pleasantly situated, 3J miles from PortA FARM
land in Falmoutb,
rbe old Yarmouth road

EFFECTUALLY and PERMANENTLY

>

WOODFORD’S] CORNER.

N.

Wharfage,

leave Railroad Wharf,

—

A

^iee^iSoents.

Family

lie

POPULAR

PORTLAND!
WORCESTER!

Line.

Leave each port every WedVy & Sat’d’y

Connections made at Eastport for Robbinston, St.
Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby. Annapo% Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Sliediac, Amherst, Pictou, Summerside, Charlottetown, P. E,
[., Fredericktown, N. B., aud all stations on the Intercolonial Railway.
received on day of sailing until 4
B^r^Freight
I'clock
p. m.
For Circulars, with maps of
routes, Tickets, State
Rooms and any further information
apply at the
Company's Office, No. 4 Milk St., (opposite Ocean Insurance

THE

—

WEEK.

foot
Monday and Thursday, at 6.00
P. M., lor Eastport and 8t. John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on
same

TAKE

AND

Steamship

On and after Monday, Mar.
4th, the 8teamers New Brunswick, Capt. N. 8, Hall, and City
of Portland, Capt. S, H. Pike,
will

RAILROADS.

PHILADELPHIA

—.

NICE house for sale very low, if applied for
goon. Terms easy.
Or will be leased for a
term of years, to a good careful family.
Inquire of
E. E. UPHAM,
mar9dtior SMITH, GAGE & CO.

COLLINS’ VOLTAIC PLASTER

A

—

ARRANGEMENT.

TKIPs""PER

TWO

House lor Sale.

for local pains, lameness, soreness, weakness, numbness, and inflammation of the lungs, liver, kidneys,
Bpleen, bowels, bladder, heart, and muscles, is equal to
tm army of doctors and acres of plants and shrubs.

1
E

i

Street.

western

S. L. McGill.

Asn Grove, Mo., )
March 22,1S77. S
Accept my thanks for the
good derived from the two Colliks* Plasters sent me some
time ago.
W. C. Moore,

l

H

aplSu^w___379fr Congress

not to reauire a narticnlar descrintinn.
Sufficient to say that the bouse is large and commodious with all modern improvements, and situated in one of the most pleasaDt and thrifty villages in
New England, and doing a first rate business; offers
extra inducements as a safe and reliable investment;
for a profitable and paying hotel business it is unsurpassed in Maine. The hotel and livery will be
sola separate or together as desired. Shall sell on or
before May 1st next. Correspondence invited as to
prices, terms, &c. Personal examination of the property preferred. Come and see. W. H. MATHEWS.
mart2
d2m

than all other medicines. He
now goes to school, for the first
time In three years.
Eliza Jake Duffield.

In the world.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Eamport, Calais, Hi John, N. II., Annapoiis, Windsor and Halifax. N. M.,
Churlotteiown, P. E. I.

9

rooms, ample closets,
cellar, iurnace. &c., good stable ami carLot contains 4 073 square fett, will be
nage bouse
?old at a bargain, as the owner is a non-resident,
F. G. PATTERSON,
ipply to

for sale.
known as

)
IIume, III.,
April 18,1877. S

]nar-8___

Merchants, send your
orders for Job Printing
to the DAILY PRESS
Job Printing House.
Satisfaction guaranteed

Western Promenade,
THE
jementea

ed

I consider Collixs’ Voltaic
Plaster the best plaster I ever
Baw, and am recomu.end.ing
them to all.
C. McMorrow.

..

....

vi-

STEAMERS.

2$ story house, corner Arsenal Street and

WONDERFUL.

Kingston, Minn., >
April 20, 1877. J

_

..

or

STEAMERS.

FOR SALE AT THE

no

Teas

Souchong..-

remedy must not be overlooked in

SYMPATHETIC DISEASES,

2}

Mackerel,^

:

chial Tubes which in many cfces accompany a severe
case of Catarrh. T he inflamed and diseased condition
of the mucous membrane Is the cause of all these
troubles; and until the Bystem lias been brought
properly und^r the influence of the RADICAL CURE
perfect freedom from them cannot bo reosouablv
exl
J

R9 fri)

37
Paints.
45 I Port. Lead., 850
Opium....
@ 5 25 1 PureGr’d do 8 75
28 ffl
30 Pure Dry do.
Shellac....
Indigo. 90 @ 1 25 Am. Zinc....
Iodine...
@ 5 00 Rochelle Tel.
Ipecac.170 @ 180 !Eng.Ven.red
licorice rt... 15 ffl 20 IRedLead,,..
Cal ex.
34 ffl
40
Plaster.
@ 400 White,ton
Morphine....
@3 00
Oil bergamot 4 25 @ 4 50 Bine.
@ 2 75
Cod liver.. 1 25 ffl 1 50 Grou’d.in bis 8 00 @ 9 00
Lemon_3 15 @ 3 25 Calcined.bis. 2 75
3 00
Oiive. 1 25 ffl 1 75
Produce.
T
Peppt. 2 60 ffl 3 25 Beef Side....
Wmterg’n.
@ 2 75 Veal ..
Potass broMutton.
mide. 50 ffl 55 Chickens..„
Chlorate... 28 ffl 30 Turkeys.
Iodide....
@ 3 75 F.ggs. pdoi.
@ 75 Potatoes
Quicksilver
Quinine.
@ 4 00 Onions, bbl.. 1 50 @ 1 75
Rt rhubarb..
75 @ 150
Bermuda..
none
Rt snake_
35 @
Round hogs..
6 @
8)
10 ffl
17
Prorisions.
Saltpetre..
Senna.. 15 ffl 25 Mess Beef. .10 50 @11 00
Ex Mess..lt50 @12 00
Seed canary. 8 40 ffl 275
Cardamons 1 95 ffl 2 50
Plate.13 00 @13 50
4 ffl
Soda bi-carb.
7) £i Plate. .14 00 @15 00
3 Pork,
Sal.
2J@
4 @
Sulphur.,,..
4}i Backs ....13 00 @13 25
22
ffl
lead
25
I Clear.13 50 @12 75
Sugar
55 ffl
60
White wax
Mess.11 75 @12 25
Vanilla bean 1100 @15 00 Hams...
ffl
9
10 @
12
Vitrol blue..
Rice.
Dnck.
Bice P ft..
7 @
8
ffl
29
No. 1.
Saleratus.
ffl
No. 3.
6 @
27 Saierat’sF ft
T
No. 10.
@ 10
Salt,
ffl
15 Turt> s. IF
8oz.■
10 ozs.d.( bn.) 2 25 @ 2 50
@ 19
Bonaire....
Dye woods.
Barwcod....
ffl
3 Cadiz,du.pd. 2 00 @ 2 25
5 ffl
Brazilwood.
7 Cadiz in b’nd 1 37 J@ 1 75
6 ffl
Camwood...
7 Liverpool.
3
Fustic..
2 00
Duty paid.
2J@
In bond... 1 37 J@ 175
Logwood,
2 Gr’nd butter
13®
20
box
Campeacny..
St. Domingo.
24 Llv.flne sack 1 75 @ 2 00
Peach Wood
54
Seeds.
@
Red Wood..
8 @
81
@
Clover, ft....
Red Top bag 2 00 @ 2 25
Pish.
H. Grass,bu. 1 55 @ 160
God, per qtL.
L’ge Shore 3 75 @ 4 00
Soap.
g
L’ge Bank 2 50 @ 3 00 ExSt’mR’i’d
@
Small.... 2 00 ffl 2 50 Family.
ffl
7
Pollock. 1 50 @ 2 00 No. 1.
ffl
64
Haddock... 150 ffl 1 75
Spices.
Hake.. 100 @ 125 Cassia, pure
30 @
32
Cloves. 43 ffl 45
Herring,
Shore, 9
Ginger. 12 @ 14
bbl.
I Mace. 115 @ 1 20
Scal’dIFbx. 17 @ 20 Nutmegs..„ 90 @
95
No. 1.
12 @
15 Pepper. 20 ffl 22
bbl.
Starch.
6 @
Bay No. 1.14 50 @16 00 Pearl.
8
Bay Nj. 2. 9 00 @ 9 50
Sugar.
Granulated..
84
Large 3...
@
ShoreNo.114 50 @16 00 Extra C.
94
@
No. 2.
850 @ 9 50
C.,..
8@
84
No. S..„
ffl
Syrups.
@ 35
Medium... 7 00 @ 8 50 Eagle Sugar Refinery'
Glam Bait...
none
C.
7
Plnnr.
CO..
7
@

Myrrh....

Sirs

Affections of the Eye, Ear, Throat, Lungs and Bron-

35®
ffl

Camphor..

Real Estate.

the

Yours, respectfully,
D. W. GRAY, M. D.,
Of Dr. D. W. Gray & Son., Physicians and
Druggists. Muscatine, Iowa.
Muscatine, Iowa, March 27,1817.

the cure

Portland,

to F.

part of the city, two story house,
7 rooms, gas and Sebago, will be let with the
IN
rurniture and nice

I have prachave been a
sufferer myself lor twelve years with Catarrh in the
nasal passages, fauces ami larynx. I have used everything in the materia inedlca without any permanent
relief,until Anally i was induced to try opatent medicine
(something that we nllopntliists are very loth to do).
I tried-and divers others until I got hold ofyoura.
I followed the directions to the letter, and am happy
to say have had a permanent cure. Your RADICAL
CURE is certainly a happy combination for the cure
of that most unpleasant and dangerous of diseases.

in

in

paid, &c, on Com6. PATTERSON, Dealer in
Congress Street.
nolSdtf

Apply

Furnished House To Let.

—

Kegs 4? ft,.
Tierces^ ft.
Paii.

@28

by

cured

WEEKS & TOTTER.
MESSRS.
tised medicine for thirty years, and

Galy.

in.,18 00 @20 00
Soft Pine,
@20 00
Hard Pine
@23 00

Spruce, Pgh.

nently

a

SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE,

Cast Steel,.
German St’l.
Shoe Steel.,
Spring steel.
Sheet Iron..

35

14 ft.25 00
Short do 8 tt.12 00
7 ft. 800
Pop’rstaves.16 00

Physician. 12 Years s
Sufferer. Tried Regular Remedies.
Tried Patent Medicines. Perma-

Iran.

Cheese.

Hoops,

30 Years

]Yf O NT F. V el9an■?"
#■ Security,
Rents collected,
taxes

cinity.
mission

flrst claSB Real Estate

House and Stable For Sale.

A PHYSICIAN S TESTIMONY.

Common..,.
Refined.
Norway.

Yerm't,4? ft 12J3 131 .Caddies.
11
12 ffi
13
Maine.
Lean.
N. Y. Factory 131@ 11 Sheet & Pipe
9 @
91
Coal—(Retail).
Pig.
g| g|
Onmberland 6 00 (5 6 50
Leather.
Picton. 6 50 @ 7 00 New York,
Chestnut,, 5 00 @ 5 50 Light.
27
24 @
Franklin,, 6 50 @ 7 00 Mid. Weight. 25 @ 27
Lehigh & W.
27
25
@
Heavy.
Ash. 5 50 @ 6 00 Slaughter.
32 @
38
Gd Dam’g’d
21
22 @
Collee,
24 @
25 Am. Calf.,
Java. 4? ft
80 @ 1 10
Rio. 16 @ 20
Lime.
Rockland c’sk.
Cooperage.
@ 1 00
Hhd. Shooks andHeads.
Lumber,
Mol. City
2 00 @ 2 10 Clear Pine,
Sug. City,
@215 Nos. 1 & 2...40 00 @55 00
1 05 @ 110 No. 3.30 00 @40 00
Sug. C
Pine Suga
Shipping, 15 00 @20 00
box ebooks 48 00 @50 00 Spruce.10 00 @12 00
hd. Headings,
Hemlock.., 9 50 @1100
Spruce,

CatarrH

jptoH.l 4 00 @18 00
Loose.,.,15 00 @18 00
Straw.. 8 00 @10 00

40

REAL ESTATE:
*

liar.

@

Charcoal.
Pine.
@

00
50

56
57
60
®
57
@ I 00
m
gi
42 ®
45
®25 00
@23 00

....

Bean*.
Pea. 1 87 @ 2 12
1 85 @ 2 00
Mediums
Yellow Eyes. 2 00 a 212
Bax Shook*
55
50 @
Pine..
Bread.
Pilot Sup.... 8 00 @10 00
do ex 100ft. 6 00 @ 8 00
Ship.... 4 00 @ 4 50

MEDICAL.

Lmn, Chelsea and Boston at

Biddeford,

Kennebnnlt, Kitierv.
H““P,ou»i Newbnryport,

lip

mT“"’

Bosloo at

3-,Ljur|,ngB“fd^^M«-“Osdu"0,l^.,r",“-

Exchange Street,

Mon*Uy“)

!

13

e,ery

dV (eItep‘

RETURNING,

PORTLAND,

Leave Boston at 7.3»a. m., 17.30 and 7.00
connecting with itlaine Central
“• * N. A. Kail way
lor Ml. John
and Halifax. Pullman
Sleeping Car attached

MAINE.

■

I

Through Tickets to all Point* South and West at
owest rales. Pullman Car Ticket* for
Meat* and
Berth, at Ticket OHce.
Julldtf
A. e. ROCKWELL. President.

